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SUMMARY
In recent years there has been increasing emphasis on 
the use of finitely parameterised linear models and particu­
larly ARMA models, in analysing time series data. The struc­
ture theory of such linear systems has been extensively inves­
tigated by system engineers using the state space representa­
tion of linear systems that arises naturally in systems con­
trol. Chapter 1 describes those parts of the structure of 
linear systems that relate to identification and estimation 
problems considered later.
Usually the structure of the model describing a parti­
cular time series will not be known a priori; in general the 
data will not even be generated by a finitely parameterised 
model. Thus it is necessary to obtain procedures to select a 
model of sufficient complexity (e.g. having sufficiently many 
parameters) to describe those aspects of the data that are of 
interest to the experimenter. The complexity of the model 
would be expected to depend on the quality of the available 
data. Criteria known as AIC and BIC that are associated with 
the work of Akaike are important for this purpose. In Chapter 
2 we survey published results concerning the consistency of 
these criteria. Methods for the identification of the struc­
ture of multivariate ARMAX models based on AIC and BIC but 
using only linear estimation procedures are investigated in 
Chapter 3. Theorems relating to the consistency of these 
identification procedures are also discussed. Chapters 4 and 
5 are devoted to proving the results discussed in Chapter 3.
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INTRODUCTION
Until the late 1960's the main techniques of time 
series analysis were the non-parametric methods based on 
Fourier transforms and methods based on approximation by auto­
regressions. With the increased application of computers the 
use of finitely parameterised models, and particularly ARMA 
models, was popularised through the influence of Box and 
Jenkins (1970). Following the lead of R.E. Kalman linear 
systems were investigated by control engineers in terms of 
the state space formulation that arises naturally in this 
context. ARMA and ARMAX models are conveniently represented 
in this form. The structure theory of such linear systems has 
been extensively studied by these workers. In Chapter 1 we pre­
sent a synthesis of parts of this structure theory that relates 
to ARMAX structure and the identification and estimation pro­
blems considered later.
In the identification problems we consider we are not 
placing restrictions on any parameter values that occur in 
the model, thus the structure of the model we fit is deter­
mined by the data rather than a priori knowledge. When finite 
parameter models are used to describe time series that are 
generated by more general processes, the difficulty that 
arises is to select a model of sufficient complexity to des­
cribe the features of interest, but also one that is commen­
surate with the quality (and quantity) of data available.
The identification of such models leads to inference problems 
that cannot be solved using maximum likelihood methods; 
criteria introduced by Akaike (1969,1972), Rissanen (1976) 
are important here. These criteria make it possible to 
compare models of different dimensions (i.e. different
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numbers of parameters) and to select an optimal model. Under 
the assumption that the true model is in one of the model 
sets considered, we collate some consistency results for 
these criteria in Chapter 2. The criteria alluded to above 
require the maximisation of a likelihood function for each 
of the model sets considered, which is a time consuming non­
linear optimisation problem. This is a particular problem 
when the data is multivariate for then the number of possible 
model sets that may need to be considered becomes very large 
indeed.
The main thrust of this thesis is to study procedures 
based on the criteria of Akaike and Rissanen but which do not 
require the solution of a non-linear optimisation problem.
In particular we provide algorithms that are, as much as 
practicable, carried out in a manner that is recursive in 
the dimension of the model. We construct an algorithm for 
the identification of an ARMAX process for which the amount 
of computation that is required can be bounded a priori.
Other procedures are studied for the identification of trans­
fer function models. When the data is indeed generated by an 
ARMAX process (or transfer function model) we show that our 
identification procedures are consistent. Of course consis­
tency is only asymptotic as the sample size increases. As 
well as providing methods for the identification of time series 
models our techniques also yield consistent estimates of the 
model parameters that can be used to initialise an iterative 
procedure to obtain statistically efficient parameter estimates. 
In Chapter 3 algorithms and statements of the theorems pertain­
ing to the asymptotic consistency of the identification proce­
dure and the initial parameter estimates are presented. An
3 .
algorithm to obtain asymptotically efficient parameter esti­
mates is also provided. A number of simulation results are 
given for simple models to illustrate the conclusions of the 
theorems for samples of moderate size. Chapters 4 and 5 are 
devoted to proofs of the theorems discussed in Chapter 3.
NOTATION
T sample size
QT (log log T/T)
Is s x s identity matrix
A = C a . . ] . . n13 i/3 = 1/ • • • ,n an n x n matrix with a . . 13 as the
element in i^ 1^ row and . th 3 column
(i,j) element of A element in i ^  row and . th 3 column
of A
IN I Euclidean norm of A,
II A|| = ( ?? a l.)h
xt = 0(yt) lim sup | x^/y | < <»
xt = ° (yt) lim|xt/yt | = 0
If A =Ca..]. .13 i/3 = 1/••• then/n
A = 0(yt) sup|a | = 0(y ) 
13 J
A = o(yt) sup|a | = o(y ) 
13
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CHAPTER 1
ALGEBRAIC AND TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
§1.1 ARMAX and state space representations
In this chapter we are principally concerned with the 
structure of manifolds whose elements are linear systems 
rather than the description of any particular system. In 
developing the structure theory, the probabilistic properties 
of the time series obtained as outputs from such systems are 
of no importance. In fact the description introduced in §§1.3, 
1.4 is the structure theory of certain spaces of matrices of 
rational functions. The value to statistical inference 
derives from the consequent parameterisation and the fact 
that the manifold topology is the natural topology in which 
to consider convergence of maximum likelihood estimates. In 
this chapter it is through the behaviour of the maximum likeli­
hood estimate that the probabilistic properties play a part.
For the remainder of the development in this chapter we will 
assume sufficient conditions have been enforced to ensure the 
existence of the various time series considered.
Let y(t) be an observed process of s components 
yj(t), j = 1,...,s generated by a linear process of the 
form
p q r
(1.1.1) Z A (j ) y (t-j ) = Z B(j)e(t-j) + Z D(j)z(t-j) ,
0 0 1
A (0 ) = B (0 ) = I .
Here z(t) is another observed process of m components, 
often referred to as the input or vector of exogenous vari­
ables. The sequence y(t) is often called the output or 
vector of endogenous variables. The e(t) are also s di­
mensional, but are unobserved, and will be always assumed to
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be independent of the inputs. Many of the later results 
continue to hold when z(t) is correlated with e(s) ,
s < t , but we will not investigate that here. The process 
(1.1.1), with A (0) = B (0) but not necessarily A(0) = I , 
is known as an ARMAX process (Autoregressive moving average 
process with exogenous variables). When inputs are absent 
it is called an ARMA process. Often, when s = 1 , (1.1.1)
will be described as ARMAX(p ,q ,r ) (or ARMA(p ,q )), the integers 
p,q,r referring to the highest lags present in the expres­
sion (1.1.1). It is always assumed, without further mention, 
that the e(t) are a stationary and ergodic sequence and
E{e(t)} = 0, E{e (t)e(s)*} = <$st$0
where t is a positive definite matrix.o
Define the lag operators
a (L)
where
2 A (j ) L'o b(L)
q
Z B (j ) L'
ü
d(L)
r
Z D (j ) L1
hence
LY(t) = y(t-l) ,
P
a(L)y(t) = Z A (j ) y (t-j ) .o
Expressions such as this will be abbreviated to ay(t) when 
the meaning is clear. The functions
p _ . q
a(z) = Z A (j) z -1 , b (z) = Z B(j)z  ^ , d(z) = Z D(j)z
0 0 1
are assumed to satisfy
(1.1.2)
det a (z) ? 0 1z1 >  1
det b (z) ? o z1 >  1 .
A function of the form of a (z) that
called stable. Then, assuming that z (t) is stationary with a
finite second moment so that the series converge, (1.1.1) 
has a stationary solution of the form
6 .
y (t) = u (t) + v (t )
(1.1.3)
00 oo
u (t ) = E K(j)e(t-j) , v (t) = E L(j)z(t-j) . 
0 1
The coefficient matrices of the transfer functions
k (z) 00 -iE K ( j ) z J o £ (z) E L(j)z
“j
are obtained from the expression
Ck(z),£(z)] = a(z) 1[b(z),d(z)] . 
Conditions (1.1.2) imply
k(z),£(z) analytic |z| > 1
(1.1.4)
det k (z) ^ 0 IzI ^ 1 .
If det b(z) is permitted to have zeros on \z\ = 1  the 
stationary solution (1.1.3) still exists. The e(t) are 
the linear innovations, i.e. the prediction errors of the 
best linear predictor of y(t) from y(t-j) , z(t-j) ,
1 2
Alternatively an ARMAX process may be represented as
the transfer function model
(1.1.5) y(t) = £z (t) + r| (t)
00 -iwhere £(z) = E L(i)z J is a rational transfer function and1
r\ (t) is a noise sequence that is independent of the input 
z(t) . This kind of model is appealing since it is the 
transfer function £(z) that is of chief interest, while 
the noise could be adequately described by quite a simple 
model. We assume the noise is generated by an ARMA process
(1.1 .6) an (t) = be (t)
where a(z), b(z) and £ (t) have the same meanings as be­
fore. The system (1.1.5) will be known as the output model 
and (1.1.6) the noise model.
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A third description is the state space form
x (t+1) = Fx (t) + Lz(t) + £(t-l) 
y(t) = Hx(t) + c(t)
(1.1.7)
E U  (s) S (t) ' } = 6stQ, EU(s)c(t)'} = 6stR 
E U  (s)C(t)'} = 6stS
when all of the eigenvalues of F are less than unit modu­
lus. The vector x(t) is called the state vector. If for 
j >  1 we define
OO 00
y(t+j I t) = E K(£+j)e(t-£) + £ L(£+j)z(t-£) o o
and
x(t)' = [y(t+l I t)',...,y(t+n | t ) ']
where n >  max{p,q,r}, then the output of (1.1.1) is seen to 
be obtained from
x(t+l) = 0
0
I 0 ... 0s •
o i :s
; o
x (t) + L (1) z (t) + K (1)
_ -A(n)
is
-A(n-l) ... - A (1) _L (n)_ K (n)_
y (t) = d s .0/. . . .°3X (t) + e (t) .
The eigenvalues of the matrix F in this form are the zeros 
of det a(z) and hence less than unit modulus. The form
x(t+l) = F x (t) + Lz(t) + K£(t)
(1 .1 . 8)
y (t) = Hx (t) + £ (t)
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is known as the prediction error form of (1.1.7). The state 
space representation of a given system is not uniquely 
defined. The output of (1.1.8) may be written as
N .
y(t) = HF x(t-N) + E HF3 L z(t-j)
N  ■ _  -I+ E HF3 K e (t-j) + e (t)l
thus y(t) is dependent on the state vector at an initial 
time t-N together with z(t-j), j = 1,...,N, e(t-j), 
j = 0,...,N . The effect of the initial state diminishes 
when the initial time is further in the past because the 
eigenvalues of F are less than unit modulus. As N —► 00 
(i.e. the initial time — ►-°°) the output converges to a 
limiting form
00 i-1 00 -i-1y(t) = E HFJ L z(t-j) + E HFJ XK e(t-j) + £(t) .
Now y(t) is in the form (1.1.3) with
(1.1.9) [k (z) , £ ( z) ] = H (z I — F j"1 [K , L] + [Is,0]
and the state space model (1.1.8) gives rise to a represen­
tation where the transfer function is rational.
A rational function may be written in the form
(1.1.10) [k(z) (Z) : = ä (z) -1 [b (z) ,d (z) ]
where a(z), b(z), d(z) are matrices of polynomials. By
- v .diag{z } we mean a diagonal matrix with entries z 1 in 
ththe i place along the main diagonal. An ARMAX form may be 
recovered by defining
-v.
[a(z) ,b (z) /d (z) ] = diag{z 1}[a (z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ] 
yielding the form ay(t) = bs(t) + dz(t) . Here v. is the
4” Inhighest degree of the polynomials in the i row of
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[a(z),b(z),d(z)] . The decomposition (1.1.10) is known as 
the matrix fraction description of the transfer function 
[k(z),£(z)] / often abbreviated to mfd. Again the matrix 
fraction description is not unique and it is the problem of 
finding finite parameterisations of spaces of transfer 
functions in terms of their state space representations and 
matrix fraction descriptions that occupies §§1.3, 1.4.
§1.2 Identification from second order statistics
As we have indicated there is a certain non-uniqueness 
in the description of a linear system using, for example, ARMAX 
or state space representations. Here we decide which charac­
teristics of a linear system can be identified from a complete 
knowledge of the second order statistics. Denote the spec­
tral density of z (t) by fz (o)) • Then from (1.1.3)
fy (to) = k(e-1“ )* + l(e'“ )f2 (i.H(e"“ |*
f (to) = Ä. (e lw) f z (w)
give the spectrum of y(t) and cross-spectrum of y(t) and 
z(t) . As £(z) is a rational function it is fully deter­
mined from a finite number of points and very weak conditions 
are required on f (w) to determine £(z) uniquely from the 
knowledge of f (w) and fz ( g o) . It is enough to require
(1.2.1) P (e1(i)) f z (oo)p (eia)) doo ^ 0
) -fj-
k
for every p(z) = E p(j)z^ ^ 0 , k < ° °  . The conditiono
(1.2.1) is satisfied when f (oo) is continuous and f (a>) ^ 0,z z
or when f (g o ) is non-zero on a set of positive Lebesgue
10.
measure. The kind of input sequence excluded here is one 
obtained as a solution to a homogeneous difference equation, 
i.e. one composed of a linear combination of finitely many 
exponentially damped trigonometric functions. With (1.2.1) 
we are able to determine
(1.2.2) f u ( to) = k(e"ltJ)io kte'1“)* .
To recover k(z) and t we haveo
THEOREM 1.2.1. (Rozanov, 1967) If f^ tüo) £s a rational 
spectral density matrix and f^ (ca) > 0 for almost all 
oo 6= [ - t t ,7t ] j then there exists a unique factorisation of the 
form (1.2.2) where
k(z) is analytic |z| > 1
det k (z)  ^0 I z I > 1
k (0) = I , t > 0 .s o
As a result processes that give rise to the same transfer 
functions are indistinguishable (using their second order 
statistics) and are said to be observationally equivalent.
Any representation of a process, whether ARMAX or state 
space, having transfer functions [k(z),A(z)] is called a 
realisation of [k(z),£(z)] . The matrix fraction descrip­
tions p(z)[a(z),b(z),d(z)] , where p(z) is a matrix of 
polynomials with determinant not identically zero, are obser­
vationally equivalent. Similarly in a state space represen­
tation (1.1.7) the state vector may be transformed 
x(t)— >Tx(t) , T invertible inducing the transformation
F — *- TFT_1 , K — * TK
(1.2.3)
L — > TL , H — > HT
which gives an observationally equivalent state space form.
The transformation (1.2.3) is often known as a system simi­
larity transformation.
A degree of uniqueness for state space forms may be 
obtained as follows. Here we are concerned with the alge­
braic aspects of the description so we shall continue as if 
e(t) is on the same footing as z(t) using the terminology 
of linear systems as found, for example in Kailath (1980).
In (1.1.7) let F be an n x m  matrix and
Co = [[K,L], F [ K ,L ] ,...,Fn_1[K,L ] ] .
If Co is of full rank the system is said to be controllable 
Co is known as the controllability matrix. When Co is 
not of full rank a non-singular matrix T may be found so 
that
Co,
T Co =
0
where Co-^ has n^ <  n rows and is of rank n^ . Let 
F, K, L, H be obtained from the similarity transformation 
(1.3.2). Then as
T Co = [[K,L ] , F[K,L],...,Fn 1 [K,L]]
we have
__ F FV Lr 11 12
0
/ L =
0
/ F =
0 F_zz
H = [H H ] , T x(t)
x1 (t) 
x2 (t)
where the partition is after n^ rows and columns. Now 
x 2 (t) = ^ 2 2  ^ ^ ( O )  which will converge to zero as the
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eigenvalues of F22 are less than unit modulus. Thus the 
effect of (t) is transient. In any case, the transfer 
functions of the system
x1 (t+l) = F11x1 (t) + K1e(t) + L1z(t)
(1.2.4)
y(t) = H1x1 (t) + s(t)
computed from (1.1.9) are unchanged. As Co, is of rank
nl"1n-j^ so is [ [K^,L^] , , . . . , F.^ [K1,L1]] hence
(1.2.4) is an observationally equivalent controllable system. 
Similarly, beginning with a controllable system (1.1.8) put
Ob =
H
HF
n-1
The matrix Ob is the observability matrix', if Ob is of 
full rank the system is observable. If Ob is not of full 
rank then there is a system similarity transformation T 
such that Ob T  ^ = [Ob,0] where Ob-^  has full rank n^ . 
Now if F, H, K, L are defined by the system similarity they 
can by partitioned as
(t) Fu  0 Kr Lr
T x (t) = H = [H, 0] F = K = L =
_X2 (t)_
I
_F21 F22_ _K2_ _L2_
and
x1 (t+1) = Flxx (t) + Kxe(t) + L1z(t)
x2 (t+l) = F2^x1 (t) + F22X2(t) + ^2£(t) + L2z(t) 
y(t) = H1x1 (t) + £ (t)
so that x2 (t) does not influence the output y(t) and
may be omitted from the state vector giving an observable 
system. As the original system was controllable, TCo still 
has full rank, the submatrix
ni_1Co1 = [[K1,L ], F11[K1,L1] , . . . ,Fi;l [K1,L1]]
has rank n^ and the transformed system remains controllable. 
Thus the dimension of the state vector may be reduced to 
obtain an observationally equivalent representation that is 
both controllable and observable. A state space representa­
tion is called minimal if the state vector has the smallest 
dimension amongst observationally equivalent realisations.
The above construction can be extended to the following 
theorem, see Kailath (1980) for details.
THEOREM 1.2.2. (Kalman, 1963)
(i) A state space representation is minimal if and only 
if it is both observable and controllable.
(ii) Any two controllable and observable realisations of 
[k(z),£(z)] are related by a system similarity 
transformation.
The following observation shows that the observable and 
controllable aspects are all we can hope to learn about a 
system from second order statistics.
THEOREM 1.2.3. (Kalman, 1963)
"Knowledge of the transfer function identifies the 
controllable and observable part3 and this part alone 
of the dynamical system which generated it. More­
over this part is identified uniquely up to a system 
similarity. "
Parallel results are obtained for the matrix fraction 
description of the dynamical system. For the matrix theory
involved we refer to MacDuffee (1956). Further extensions may 
be found in Kailath (1980, Chapter VI). A polynomial matrix 
u(z) is unimodular if det u(z) is a non-zero constant.
Thus u(z)  ^ is also a polynomial matrix and u(z) is a 
unit in the ring of polynomial matrices. A polynomial 
matrix a(z) is left prime if, whenever a(z) = b(z)d(z), 
b(z),d(.z) are matrices of polynomials, and b(z) is square 
matrix, then b(z) is unimodular. The analogous definition 
of right primeness requires d(z) to be square when a(z) 
is right prime if d(z) is unimodular. A characterisation 
of primeness is given by the following lemma.
LEMMA 1.2.4. A matrix of polynomials a(z) is left prime 
if and only if a(z) has full row rank for every z .
Similarly a(z) is right prime if a.nd only if a(z) has 
full column rank for every z .
Note that the scalars used to construct linear combinations 
are polynomials. We notice that from this lemma it is clear 
the only (left or right) prime square matrices are the uni­
modular ones.
Some degree of uniqueness in the matrix fraction 
description [k(z),Ä(z)] = a(z) 1[b(z),d(z)] is achieved
by requiring the polynomial matrix [a (z) ,b(z) ,d(z)] to be left 
prime. Then the observationally equivalent classes are given by
THEOREM 1.2.5. (Hannan, 1969, Popov, 1969) Two matrix 
fraction descriptions [a,b,d], [a-^,b^,d-^] where [a,b,d] 
is left prime are observationally equivalent if and only if 
there exists a polynomial matrix u such that
u[a,b,d] = [a1 ,b1 ,d1] .
This leads to the following result that is closely related
15.
to theorem 1.2.2.
i
THEOREM 1.2.6. The matrix fraction description [a(z),b(z), 
d(z)] is left prime if and only if deg{det a(z)} is mini­
mal among all ohservationally equivalent matrix fraction 
descriptions.
The minimal degree of det a(z) is called the McMillan 
degree of the system (or sometimes the order) . It is invari­
ant under the transformation
[a,b,d]— * u[a,b,dl 
when u is unimodular.
THEOREM 1.2.7. (Popov, 1969) The McMillan degree of a system 
is the same as the dimension of the state vector in a mini­
mal state space realisation.
A class of mfd's (or state space realisations) is 
said to be identifiable if a mfd (state space form) is 
uniquely determined from the transfer functions [k(z),&(z)3. 
In the situation of interest here, there are no a priori 
restrictions on the system parameters and identifiability 
is achieved by selecting a particular canonical form from 
each observationally equivalent class. This is the approach 
taken in this study. It corresponds to a modelling problem 
in which we are concerned with obtaining a model which des­
cribes certain aspects of the data without trying to model the 
physical processes generating the data. This kind of model is 
sometimes referred to as a "black box" model. When there is a 
priori knowledge about the system (for example some parameters 
may be set to zero because of physical constraints on the sys­
tem) canonical forms are less valuable and the question arises 
whether the a priori restrictions are sufficient to guarantee 
identifiability. This is referred to as structural identifia-
16.
bility. One particular identified class of ARMAX models that
has been used in relation to some theorems in chapter 3 is
where,in (1.1.1), the maximal lag of each component y^(t),
e^(t), z^(t) is bounded by p^, q^, r^ . From the ARMAX
form (1.1.1) construct the matrix C where the i, i+s,
thi+2s columns of C are the i columns of A(p^), B(q^),
D(r^) respectively.
THEOREM 1.2.8. (Hannan, 1971) Let the maximal lags of the 
components y^(t), (t), ( t) occurring in the ARMAX form 
be bounded as above. If C is of full rank then the ARMAX 
form is identified.
Denote the set of all transfer functions having an ARMAX 
representation with bounds P ^ q ^ , ^  as above and where C 
is of full rank by M(p^,q^,r^) . Many aspects of the struc­
ture of the M(p^,q^,r^) are similar to properties of the 
echelon submanifolds discussed in the next sections. For a 
discussion of this see Deistler, Dunsmuir and Hannan (1978), 
Deistler (1981). The spaces M(p^,q^,r^) are a generalisa­
tion of the natural univariate ARMAX models 
p q r
E A (j) y (t-j) = E B(j)e(t-j) + E D(j)z(t-j) , A(0) = B(0) = 1.o o 1
where at least one of A(p), B(q), D(r) is non-zero. Then 
the conditions of structural identifiability in Theorem 1.2.8 
are easily seen to be satisfied. We shall continue to use 
these univariate models referring to them as ARMAX(p,q,r) or 
ARMA(p,q) . A number of more general conditions leading to
structural identifiability are discussed in Hannan (1971). In 
the remainder of this thesis we shall make no use of the multi­
variate models M(p^,q^,r^) or consider questions of structural 
identifiability.
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§1.3 Structure of Spaces of Rational Transfer functions
The algebraic and topological properties considered in 
the remaining sections are more easily discussed when condi­
tions (1.1.2) are not imposed on the transfer functions 
[k(z),£(z)] . This still means that the coefficient matrices 
K(j), L (j) are defined from [k(z),&(z)] = a(z) ^[b(z),d(z)] 
but this decomposition is only valid for |z| sufficiently
large. A function k(z) such that lim k(z) is finite
I z |-> °°
is called proper. - If the limit is zero then the function is 
strictly proper. Thus in the next sections it is the struc­
ture of matrices of rational functions [k(z),£(z)] such 
that [k(z) - I ,&(z)] is strictly proper that is studied.
The consequence of (1.1.2), (1.1.4) is that we restrict ourselves 
to consider subsets of the otherwise simple structures obtained 
below. While these restrictions will not substantially alter 
the structure theory that is developed, they will lead to 
tedious complications in the statements of the results. We 
leave the discussion of (1.1.2), (1.1.4) to the conclusion of
§1.4.
Let M (n) denote those matrices of rational functions 
[k(z),ü(z)] where [k(z) - I ,£(z)] is strictly proper and 
has McMillan degree n . The topology on M(n) is the rela­
tive pointwise topology T-pt W 1^:*-C L^ a sequence [kn (z),£^  (z)]
converges if and only if the coefficient matrices 
CKn (j),Lr (j)] *[K(j),L(j)] for each j = 1,2,... . The key 
result for understanding the various coordinate systems is 
the following theorem due to Clark (1976).
THEOREM 1.3.1. M(n) is a real analytic manifold of dimen­
sion
n (2s + m) .
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A related result has been proved in Kalman (1974) , 
Hazewinkel and Kalman (1975). When F, K, L have the mean­
ings in (1.1.8) and the dimension of the state vector is 
fixed these authors show that the quotient space of completely 
controllable pairs {F,[K,L]} under system similarity trans­
formations is a closed subset of a projective algebraic 
variety. Of course in their treatment, systems with stochas­
tic inputs e(t) are not considered, but treating e(t) and 
z(t) on the same footing, their algebraic results apply to 
{F,[K,L]} . However extensions to observable and controllable 
systems do not seem to be available.
As a consequence of the manifold structure of M(n) 
there is an atlas of charts {U ,6 }, a €= A where the U 
are an open covering of M (n) . Each <{> is an homeomorphism 
between U and an open subset of Euclidean space of dimen­
sion n(2s + m) giving rise to a local coordinate system for 
. We proceed to give an explicit construction of 
that is effectively the main part of Clark's proof of Theorem 
1.4.1. To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 it remains to 
show that <J> is a homeomorphism between (with the topo­
logy T ) and an open subset of -[Rn (2s + m) (with the 
natural Euclidean topology) and that for any a, 3 e A the 
mapping
• h 1 ■ V Ua ° V - V Ua n V
is analytic. For these details the reader is referred to 
Clark (1976).
The Eankel matrix of [k(z),£(z)] is
K (1) L (1) K (2)
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L ( 2) K (3 ) L (3 ) 
K (2) L (2) K (3 ) L (3 )
K (3) L (3)
We shall refer to [K(i),L(i), K (i+1) ,L(i+1) ,...] as the
row of blocks, while the s+m columns commencing with
t h[K(i),L(i)] will be the l column of blocks. Denote by 
r(u,j) the j*'** 1 row of the u*"*"1 row of blocks of 1C (i.e. the 
(u-l)s+j row of 1C). Let 1C^ be the submatrix of 1C in 
the first p rows and q columns of blocks of 1C.
LEMMA 1.3.2. (Rissanen, 1974) If the i^*1 row of the Hankel 
matrix is a linear combination of the rows in positions 
i^,...,i^ then the (i+s) row is the same linear combination 
of the rows i- +^s , . . . , i^ . + s .
The controllability and observability matrices Co, Ob from
§1.2 are related to the Hankel matrix by 5CJJ = Ob * Co using
(1.1.9). Then the rank of !Cn is the minimum of the ranksn
of Ob and Co , and we obtain the following result:
LEMMA 1.3.3. (Rissanen, 1974)
(i) Rank 1C = n , the McMillan degree of the transfer func­
tion [k (z) ,£(z) ] .
(ii) Rank !Cn = Rank 1C .n
Select a basis for the space spanned by the rows of 1C having 
the following properties:
(i) r(l,j), j = l,...,s are basis rows,
(1.3.1) (ii) If r(u,j), u > 1 is a basis row then 
r(u-l,j) is also a basis row.
The first part of (1.3.1) is not really necessary. It is 
something of a restriction but it serves to exclude components
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of the output that are uncorrelated noise. If (1.3.Id))
cannot be satisfied for any choice of basis then r(l,j )o
for some j must be a linear combination of r(l,j), o
j j . Without loss of generality assume j = s and 
0 s-1 0
r(l,s) + E °tj r(l,j) = 0 . Then if we denote the vector
y ^ ( t )  = (y 1 (t) , . . . ,ys_1(t) ) ' we define
y 2 ^ (t) = e (t) + E a. e . (t)5:3 i J J
then we have
y
y
(t) I 0= s-i
(t) a ... aL i s-iJ
y (t) .
( ? )Then y (t) is a trivial output in the sense that it is 
uncorrelated noise. Using Theorem 1.2.1 y ^ 1  ^(t) can be
written in the form
y (l) (t) = E K (l) (j)£(l) (t-j) + I L (l) (j)z(t-j) , K (l) (0) = I
0 1 S I
where e ^ 1 ^ (t) is now a s-1 dimensional sequence of vectors. 
We shall omit noise components such as y^2  ^(t) from the out­
puts and assume condition (1.3.Id)) can always be met. A 
selection of a basis set satisfying (1.3.1) can be described
by a partition a = {n ,...,n } of n (i.e. E n. = n ,1 s 1
n^ > 0) when the basis given by a is
(1.3.2) r(i,j), i = l,...,n_., j = l,...,s
If we assume that there are no uncorrelated noise components 
in the outputs as discussed above, Lemma 1.3.2 shows that if 
rank K = n it is always possible to partition n so that, 
for some such {n^} the rows given by (1.3.2) are basis rows. 
Usually there will be many such partitions. Denote by U 
the set of elements from M(n) having Eankel matrices where
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given in the next
a = {n,,...,n } selects a basis (1.3.2). The indices 1 s
a = {n,,...,n } are known as structural indices. Let i s
I a. I = Z n^ . The properties of the 
theorem are implicit in Clark (1976).
THEOREM 1.3.4.
a I = n , is oipen and dense in M (n)
M (n) .
(i)
(ii)
Each U , a
I a I = n
As M(n) is a manifold, an obvious consequence of (i) of 
this theorem is that if |a| = |$| = n then n (j^ is
dense in M(n) . We proceed to construct coordinate systems
on the Lemma 1.3.2 shows that it is enough to construct
rows r(n^+l,j), j = l,...,s from the basis rows given by 
a = {n1,...,ng} to recover the whole of 56 (and hence the 
entire transfer function). There exist unique constants 
a —  (r) , r = 0,. VrHi•mCJ• i,j = l,...,s d e f ined by
S n . J
r ( n i+l ,i) + 2 
j=l
Z a . . (v-1)r (v,j ) = 0 
v=l J
a . . (r . ) = 6. . iD i ID
rows (1.3.2) are d e t e r m i n e d  from the first s+m
elements of each row (together with the coefficients defined 
in (1.3.3)). Let (v ) , (v) denote the (i,j) ele­
ments of K(v),L(v) respectively. Then can be mapped
into Euclidean space of dimension n(2s + m) by the mapping
(1.3.4) 4)^  : [k(z),£(z)D
otj (v) / v = 0,1,.. . ,n .-1, i , j = l,...,s
Kij (V) , V 1,...,n. , i ,j — 1,• • • ,s
Ai j (v) , v = 1,... ,rr , i = l,...,s, j = l,...,m
The {U ,(j) } constructed above form an atlas for M (n) .
a a n+s-l
Thus there is a covering of M(n) consisting of the [ s-1
open sets U , |a| = n . It is not known whether there
exists an atlas for M(n) consisting of fewer charts, however
it is known that unless s = 1, M(n) is not homeomorphic to
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an open subset of Euclidean space.
Akaike (1974a, 1974b) has provided an elegant construc­
tion for canonical forms of state space descriptions (1.1 .8) 
based upon the selection of bases for certain spaces of pre­
dictors of y(t) . We use these ideas to relate the coordi­
nate system defined through (1.3.4) to the state space form. 
Define linear predictors
CO CO
(1.3.5) y(t+a|t) = Z K(j)e(t+a-j) + Z L(j)z(t+a-j)
a a
of y(t+a), a > 0 from y(s), z(s), s < t . When (1.1.2) 
holds the e(t) may be constructed from y(s) , z(s) , s < t . 
When z(t) is absent the predictors y(t+a|t) are the best 
linear predictors of y(t+a) from the past. When z(t) is 
present there is no such obvious interpretation. Let
y't = (y (t+i11) ’ ,y (t+2 11)
= (e(t) ' rz(t) ■ ,e(t-l) ' ,z(t-l)
then y = Uf e . When [k (z) ,£ (z) ] £ , a = {nlf...,n } ,
select as basis for the predictor space y the components 
yj(t+i|t), i = l,.../nj, j = l,...,s . This corresponds to 
the basis (1.3.2) for the Hankel matrix. Let x(t) be the 
vector of these predictors, ordered first according to j and 
then i ,
x(t)' = [y (t+1 It)----,y (t+n |t),y (t+1 |t)----,y (t+n |t)] .
1 1 1 2  S S
Then x(t) may be taken as the state vector in the minimum 
realisation of (1 .1 .8) where
F = [ F . . ] . * -t , F . . are n . x n . matrices13 1 ,3=1/...,s 13 1 3
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ii
0 1 0 . . .  0 0 .......... 0
0 0 1 •
• F = •
0 ij 0 .......... 0
0 1
-a± i (0), . . . .  -a±i (ru-l) -a. . (0) . . . . -a. .(n .-1) L id 3 J
(1.3.6)
" Ki
li•H
K. . (1) . . . K. (I)“!11 IS
Ks K . (n .). . . K. (n.)ll 1 IS 1
_ L i~
ii•HJ
” X.. (1) . . .  X. (1)1 1 i m
L X ( n . ) .  . . X. (n.)i l  l i m  ls
H = [H, ,...,H ] , H. are s x n. matrices , 1 s 1 1
Hi “ Chji] ' hjS,
1 j = i, £ = 1 
0 otherwise
where (v) , (v ) , (v) are the parameters appearing
in (1.3.4).
A number of canonical forms that have been described 
(e.g. Luenberger (1967), Mayne (1972), Rissanen and Ljung 
(1975)) are shown to arise in this way by selecting an appro­
priate basis for the space of predictors y (Akaike, 1974a). 
The particular canonical form described hitherto is the
'overlapping parameterisation' considered by Rissanen and
-1 ~ clLjung (1975). Let a(z) [b(z),d(z)] be matrix fraction
description for [k(z),&(z)]. As [k(z) - I ,£(z)] is 
strictly proper
deg a(z) = deg b(z) > deg d(z) .
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Let
a (z) Z Ä(j)zD , b(z) = Z B [ j ) z J , d(z) 
0 0
P_1 ~ jZ D (j)zJ .
Then the coefficient matrices in the mfd satisfy
(1.3.7) CA(0) ,A(1) , . . . ,A(p)]3fP+1 = 0
0
(1.3.8) [ A (0),A (1),...,A(p)]
Is
0 1 0 s
0 K (1) L (1)
Is
K (1)
. . K(p)
0
L (1) 
L (p)
= [i(p) ,0,B (p-1) ,D(p-1) ,... ,B (0) ,D(0)] .
If [k(z),£(z)] £ U , cl = {n , . . . ,n } , let p = max{n.} .ot s 3
From the linear dependence amongst the rows of 1C given in
(1.3.3) we have, using (1.3.7) that
A (v) = [a. . (v)]. , v = 1,...,max{n.} .ij i,j±,...,s 3
The coefficients of b(z), d(z) can be recovered from (1.3.8) 
giving rise to a canonical mfd for [k(z),£(z)] £ U . Let 
the (i,j) element of the matrix a(z) be a^(z) . From
(1.3.3) the elements of a(z) satisfy
nj = deg{aj j (z) } > degla^ (z) } i ^ j
so that
n = Z deg{a^(z)} >  deg{det a(z)} >  n .
Thus this mfd is left prime from theorem 1.2.6. Finally we 
recover the coefficients for the ARMAX form. Let
-v .
[a(z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ] = diag{z 1 }[a (z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ]
where is the highest degree in the i ^  row of a(z) .
Let the coefficient matrices of a(z), b(z), d(z) be
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A(j), B(j), D (j) as in §1.1. As [k(z),£(z)] = a(z) ^[b(z), 
d(z)] we still have A(0) = B(0) . However, there is no
guarantee that A(0) is non-singular making the ARMAX form 
difficult to use. The other disadvantage of this form is 
that aside from elements of [a (z) ,b(z) ,d(z)] being con­
strained to zero or one, and that A(0) = B(0), there are 
other non-linear constraints on the coefficients of b(z), 
d(z) . Our main interest in ARMAX forms is in their applica­
tion to parameter estimation using methods based on regres­
sion procedures. Even though the non-linear constraints are 
easily written down, the linear nature of the estimation pro­
cedure would be lost. Of course the only constraints in state 
space form are zero-one constraints but then any parameter 
estimation procedure is based on optimising a complicated 
objective function. Let
i(u) = CBij(u)].( j=1 ; D(u)
9 b
j=l,••
,s
,m
and cu .(u) be the elements of the coefficient matrices in 
A (z) as before. The following theorem due to Deistler and 
Hannan (1981) identifies the freely varying coefficients in 
the matrix fraction description.
THEOREM 1.3.5. Let a = {nj,...,n } . A set of coordinates
mapping U homeomorphically into an open subset of 
is
OUj (v) , V  = 0,1,.. 1—11•nC. 7 i,j — 1,••.,s
ßij(v) / V  = ••
1—1 o .,ni”l 7 — 1, • • * , s
6ij(v) , V  = ••
1—1 o •,ni-l 7 j = 1, . . . ,m ; i
An alternative parameterisation is constructed where the
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parameters occurring in theorem 1.3.5 are the only parameters 
that occur in b(z), d(z) . Let V , a = {n ,...,n } be
G L  ^ S
the set of elements in M(n) for which
r (i,j) , i = 1,••.,nj , j = l,...,s
is the first linearly independent set of rows of "K when these 
are ordered as
(1.3.9) r (1,1), r (1,2), ..., r (1,s), r (2,1), r (2,2), . . . .
This rule for selecting a basis gives rise to a basis satis­
fying (1.3.1). The important feature of this basis is that 
the row r(n^+l,i) is a linear combination of the basis rows 
preceding it in the ordering (1.3.9). This means that the 
ou j(v) defined in (1.3.3) have the additional restriction
f v > n . -1 j > i
a . . (v) = 0 -I v. 1 .  ^ .
ID v > ni D < 1
ththus the highest degree in the i row of a(z) is n^ .
t h ~ ~Consequently the highest degree of the i row of [b(z)-a(z), 
d(z)] is n^-1 because [k(z) - I ,£(z)] is strictly
proper. Thus the elements of a(z), b(z) , d(z) that are not 
constrained to be zero or one or constrained by a^^(n^) = 
fc>ij(n^ ) are a subset of the freely varying elements described
in theorem 1.3.5. As 1/ C (j this theorem can be applied toa a
show that the only constraints on the elements of a(z), b(z), 
d (z) are the above linear constraints. The degree rela­
tionships in this mfd may be summarised in the following 
theorem.
THEOREM 1.3.6. If [a (z),b (z),d (z)] is the matrix fraction 
description of [k(z),£(z)] £ 1/ constructed using (1.3.7), 
(1.3.8), where a = {n1,...,n } , then
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äjj(z) are monic polynomials
deg(äj j (z) } = rij , degla.^ (z) } < n_. , i ? j 
degl a ^ U ) }  < n^ , i > j ; d e gta^U)} < , i < j
deg{bj^ (z) } < nj ; deg{d^i (z)} < n. .
Coefficients of z coincide in a^(z), b^(z) .
This canonical form is sometimes known as the echelon form. 
The spaces l m i g h t  be called echelon submanifolds, since 
they are submanifolds (albeit not in general open) in M(n). 
Again \J is homeomorphic to an open subset of Euclidean 
space, here of dimension d(a) where
(1.3.10) d(a) = n(s+m+l) + E fmin{n.,n, } + min{n . ,n,+1} ] .
j <k
The homeomorphism can be defined in an analogous way to (1.3.4) 
and will be denoted by the same symbol <j> .
THEOREM 1.3.7.
(i) 1/ C Ua — a
(ii) U [/ = M(n)I I aj a I =n
(iii) va n V& = 0 .
The inclusion in (i) is strict except in one case. This is 
when the first n rows of the Hankel matrix are independent, 
that is if n = ps+q, 0 < q < s then n : =...= n^ = p+1, 
n^+1 =...= ng = p . This particular echelon submanifold is 
open and dense in M(n) and is sometimes known as "the 
generic" neighbourhood. We denote it by V (n) and its struc­
tural indices by a(n) . From theorem 1.3.5 the ARMAX repre­
sentation for an echelon form in l/ is recovered by
CL J
-n.
[a(z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ] = diag{z * 1}[a (z) ,b (z) ,d(z) ] .
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In general A(0) is lower triangular with units along the 
main diagonal. For the generic neighbourhood \J (n) the
t hARMAX form is as follows. All partitions are after the q 
row or column.
A (0) = B (0) 
(1.3.11)
A (1)
A n d )  ; 0
a 2i (D • a 22(1)
A(p+1) =
A 1 (p+1)
B(p+1) =
B1 (p+1)
D(p+1) =
D 1 (p+1)
0 0 0
D (0) = 0 , A (j ) , B(j), D (j ) = 0  j > p+1
All other A(j), B(j), D (j) are unrestricted.
Though the echelon submanifolds give a disjoint parti­
tion of M(n) so that there is a unique set of structural 
indices for each [k(z),£(z)] e M(n) , permuting the compo­
nents of the output vector y(t) will, in general, change 
the structural indices. However, though the set of structural 
indices corresponding to a particular ordering of the outputs 
is not invariant, the set of structural indices remains in­
variant under permutation of the outputs.
THEOREM 1.3.8. The set of structural indices for an echelon 
submanifold is invariant under permutation of the components 
of the output.
Proof A direct proof based on the properties of the Hankel 
matrix is given here. The set of structural indices is com­
pletely determined by the ranks of the Hankel matrices
5Cj-s , i = 1,2,... . A permutation of the output corresponds 
to transforming the coefficients of the transfer functions
-1K (j ) -► P K ( j ) P L (j ) P L (j )
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where P is the matrix corresponding to that permutation.
(Here the e(t) are permuted as well so that K(0) = I .)
i sThe ranks of the Hankel matrices 1C , i = 1,2,... remain 
unchanged when the transfer functions are transformed, hence 
the set of structural indices remain unchanged as well. □ 
This proof is not restricted to invariance under per­
mutation of outputs, indeed if y(t) T y(t) , z (t) U z(t) ,
T,U are invertible, then
K (j ) ->• T K(j)T_1 L (j ) T L (j ) U
and the same invariance result holds.
We shall refer to the structural indices associated 
with echelon submanifolds as Kronecker indices. This form 
has been variously used to describe these indices or restricted 
to sets of indices ordered in magnitude. In this last case, 
when the structural indices are ordered, the Kronecker indices 
are invariants. Selecting the basis rows of the Hankel matrix 
as the first independent set under an ordering other than 
(1.3.9) gives rise to other canonical forms that share the 
properties of l/ . One ordering that has been considered is
r (1,1) ,r(2,1) ,...,r(n,1) ,r (1,2) ,r(2,2) ,...
This has the tendency to give rise to structural indices that 
vary greatly in magnitude. Other coordinate systems that have 
been considered are the manifolds M(p^,q^,r^) defined in 
§1.2. These manifolds have been used to obtain theoretical 
results for maximum likelihood estimation (see references in 
§2.2). For parameter estimation they suffer from the diffi­
culty that 2s + m indices {p^/q^r^} need to be known or 
estimated compared to s indices when 1/ are used.
Much of the literature concerning canonical forms
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relates to the state equation of a controllable state space 
realisation. This approach (e.g. Luenberger (1967), Rosen- 
brock (1970)) parallels the scalar input-scalar output model 
and is based on selecting a basis for the columns of the 
controllability matrix according to some rule including 
(1.3.1). In this way we can define structural indices similar 
to our previous ones, when the basis columns are selected as 
the first linearly independent set in the natural ordering 
(this parallels the construction of the canonical form for 
echelon submanifolds), Rosenbrock (1970) shows that the 
structural indices obtained are the classical minimal indices 
(or Kronecker indices) for the singular pencil of matrices 
(z I - F,[K,L]). The invariant properties of these struc­
tural indices and the canonical forms constructed using them 
are discussed in Kalman (1971), Popov (1972). Another con­
struction for these canonical forms and structural indices is 
based on the concept of a minimal polynomial basis for the 
null space of the transfer function [k(z),£(z)] . This 
approach gives rise to structural indices that coincide with 
the minimal indices of the above singular pencil of matrices 
(Forney (1975), see also Kailath (1980) for a further discus­
sion) .
§1.4 Structure of M(n)
The topological properties in the previous section
relate to an isolated M(n) . For the estimation problems of
interest here the McMillan degree n of the true model willo
not be known in general. Thus we consider the nature of the 
boundary points of M(n) since we are not assuming that the
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true structure is an interior point of a given M(n) . Let
A denote the closure, with respect to T  ^ , of a set 
A C U M(n) . Introduce a partial ordering " < "  on the struc
tural indices
= {n|1^ .,n^1^} < a ^
if n ?1  ^ <  n f 2 ^
(2) (2){n1 ,...,n } if and only
for each i . Let n : 3Rn ^2s + ^  ^  ^ M (n) be the mapping 
that constructs a transfer function by reversing the proce­
dure used to construct d> . Then II ° <j> : U U isYa a Ya a a
the identity.
THEOREM 1.4.1.
(i) M(n) = U M(i) 
i <  n
(ii) <p (U ) = JR Ya a
n (2s + m)
(iii) n <f> (U ) a a a UB <  a
(iv) T is weaker than the manifold topology. pt
Ü is the largest subset of II d> (U ) where the a y J aYa a
corresponding relative topologies coincide.
With d(a) defined as in (1.3.10), we use the same symbol
II for the mapping J R ^ 0^  U M (n) that reconstructs the a n
transfer function from its echelon form in l/
THEOREM 1.4.2.
(i) (p 1/ = JR'Ya a
d (a)
(ii)
(iii)
n  (j> 1/ ora a ß <  a
\J is the largest subset of II <j) 1/ where the rela- a a a a
tive T' and manifold topologies coincide.
Theorems 1.4.1, 1.4.2 are from Deistler and Hannan (1981).
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Results for the spaces M(p^,q^,r^) that are analogous to 
theorem 1.4.2 appear in Deistler, Dunsmuir and Hannan (1978). 
The boundary of M(n) is made up of the manifolds M(i) , 
i < n . We relate these theorems to parameter estimation.
Let us assume we are seeking to optimise an objective func­
tion Lt (0) defined for 0 £ M(i) , i <  n . Assume the true 
model 0 U C M(n ) , n ^ n and that when L (0) is
optimised over M(n) our estimation procedure leads to an 
estimate ©T which is consistent. What we have in mind is 
that L,p (0) is the likelihood based on T observations as 
defined in (2.2.1) when, as in theorem 2.2.1, the maximum like­
lihood estimate is consistent. To perform the optimisation
we work in a coordinate system for some
,n(2s + m)
and maximise
LT  ^^ t E IR At this stage we do not consider
constraints on the parameter space. Assume that ^ n
and 0T ^ 0O If lim inf || <f>a (0T ) remains finite then
there exists a subsequence T^ along which (j>a (0T _) converges 
to say t Because 0, 0 , n ( t )0 OL °o 0 and from theorem
1.4.1 (iii) , 0 G U 0 , B <  a . Hence, even if the trueo p
McMillan degree n is known but we have selected a coordi-
= n
o
nate neighbourhood ,|a such that 0 £ U , theo r aa • • • o
sequence of parameter estimates diverges to infinity. The 
problem of selecting a suitable coordinate system in this 
situation is discussed in §2.2. Similarly unless 0Q £ ,
3 < a the sequence of parameter estimates diverges to infinity 
just as when the McMillan degree is known. A third case is
when >  n and < a . Here lim inf || <j> (0„) || may
remain finite but there is no reason to expect the sequence 
of parameter estimates to conver9e even though
V W » This is because the Euclidean topology in
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IRn (2s ' is stronger than T' on the space of transfer
functions (Theorem 1.4.1(iv)). The discussion of these 
cases is from Deistler and Hannan (1981). The nature of the 
problem in the third case above is most easily discussed for 
univariate ARMA models. In the univariate case, the spaces 
ARMA(p,p) and M(p) are equivalent and we may parameterise 
M(p) by the coefficients A(j), B(j), j = l,...,p of the 
ARMA model
P PE A (j)y (t-j) = E B (j)e(t-j), A(0) = B(0) = 1 .
Let kT (z) E M(p^), p > p have a prime mfd aT (z) 1bT (z) .
Then km (z) k (z) E M(p) if [a_(a) ,b_ (z) ] converges to 1 o 1 1
the set {[a(z)v(z),b (z) v (z) ] , deg{v (z) } = p - p} . This set 
0 0 1
corresponds to an affine subspace of dimension (p - p) in 
IR^i , the parameter space for M (p ) . (The models discussed
here are univariate, hence M(p) is isomorphic to a subset
,2P.) A similar result holds for the multivariate case.
THEOREM 1.4.3. (Deistler and Hannan, 1981) Let [k (z),
£ (z) ] E U
o cl
set
(1.4.1)
a ^ a and o Then the
{ t e  d (U ) : n T = [k (z) ,£ (z) ]}OC OC 06 0 0
is an affine subspace of ]Rn ^ s + of dimension (n - n )s.o
To see how this result arises note that the construction used
. ^n (2s + m)to obtain the embedding can be used to
obtain the equivalence class in IRn ^ s + corresponding
to [k (z),£ (z)] E U
0 0 CL
a < a o j (V) ,The coefficients
A —  (v) are uniquely defined by <J>a just as in (1.3.4). The
coefficients a..(v), corresponding to [k (z),£ (z)], are
13 0 0
no longer uniquely determined by (1.3.3) since the rows 
r(u,i), u = l,...,n., i = l,...,s, where a {nx,...,ng}
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are no longer independent. The independent rows are
r(u,i) , u = 1,... ,noi l . / . . . , S  , {n ,...,n }0 1 0 S
hence the solutions (v) of (1.3.3) give rise to a sub­
space of dimension (|a| - s as asserted in the theorem.
A similar construction applies to the equivalence classes in
,d(cO corresponding to [k (z),£ (z)] £ l/
0 0 Ot
In this case
the dimension of the affine subspace (1.4.1) becomes
d(a) - d(a ) - (|a| - la I) (s+m) .o o
This aspect complicates a parameter estimation proce­
dure when the true McMillan degree is not known, but in prac­
tice, when it is unlikely that the McMillan degree is finite 
anyway, it may not be such a problem. For theoretical work 
in later chapters we embed the parameter space nRn ^ S +
(or IR^ 0^  ) into a direct sum S + S of Euclidean spaces
1 2
so that the equivalence class (1.4.1) is parameterised by
S . Then we will show that the parameters in S converge. 
1 2
The embedding is dependent on the parameters of the true 
model. Here, in the univariate ARMA case, we provide an
explicit construction of this parameterisation. Assume the 
true model a y(t) = b e(t) is in ARMA(p ,q ) . For0 0 0 0
p > p , q > q let T = (A (1) , ...,A (p ), 0 , . . . , B (1)0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B (q ),0,...,0} 0 0 £ ® P +C2 where the entry B 0(1) is in the
p+1 position. The elements A (j)0 , B (j) 0 are the coeffi-
cients of a (z) 0 , b (z) 0 as before. Let t = { A {1) ,. . . , A (p)
B (1),...,B(q)} where the A(j), B(j) are the coefficients 
of a(z), b(z) . Define a mapping
L : IRn , n = max{p+q ,q+p }o o
: T - T  ^  x X = (Xj f•••/Xn ) 'o
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where Z x • z J = a(z)b (z) - b(z)a (z) . The null space ofD o  o
L consists of the vectors of coordinates for a (z)v(z),o
-1 ,b (z)v(z) where deg v (z ) = min{p-p ,q-q } = v o o o Further­
more [_ is a full rank mapping so it may be extended to an 
invertible transformation
(1.4.2)
L : 3RP+q - m P+qU 1
: T-T X J r ^ — (^^/••• / )
V  _ . __
where v(z) = 1 + 1 vjz~^ * From the entries in |_ , poly-
_1 a j-jnomials in z (z), Cj (z) of degrees p,q respectively, can
c o n s t r u c t e d  f o r j =  1 , . . . , n , s o  t h a t
a ( z ) - a  ( z )
n
=  E  s h z ) x .
V
+  £  v  . ( y?  a ( z )  )0 j -1 3 3 i D o
4 . 3)
b ( z ) - b  ( z ) n  h=  z  ^ ( z ) X ,
V
+  £ v  . ( z - ^ b (Z) )0 j = l  3 3 i D o
This follows from writing
a(z)-a (z) o
b (z)-b (z) o
—  -1 -p -z , ... , z , 0 ... 0 
0 ... 0 ,z ,.»»,z I
(T-T ) 0
-1
when the terms on the RHS of (1.4.3) are obtained by putting 
in turn X = 0 and ^ = 0 . We mimic this construction in 
the multivariate case.
r ~ ~  b° (z) ’ 1 -j
be the
Consequently 
-1
k (z) ' — ' _0
% (z) ' £ U andp „ a° (z)\ 1 ° , ._ 0 _ K 0 Lmm _ d (z)
canonical left mfd for
k (z) 'o
Ä (z) ' 0
in U
we have the right mfd Tk (z),£ (z)] = [b (z),d (z)]a (z)o o
Let [a (z),b (z),d (z)] be the corresponding ARMAX form
for Üß .
 ^o
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Assume [k (z),i (z)] £ U , la I = n  o o  ot 0 o
structural indices {n°,...,n°, } fori' ' s+m
There are s+m
, and as |ß
is the column rank of the Hankel matrix for [k (z), £ (z)],o o
Is Define
j _X (z) = ^Xjz = a(z)[b (z) ,d (z) ] - [b(z) ,d (z) ]a (z) 
where [a(z),b(z),d(z)] is the canonical left mfd in U
of [k(z),£(z)] and a > a  . Then x(z) = 0  if and onlyo
if a(z) ^[b (z) ,d (z) ] = Ck (z),£ (z)] as in the univariateo o
case. In general, as well as elements of x(z) being con­
strained to zero there will also be other linear constraints 
on these elements. In several cases of importance the non­
zero coefficients will be freely varying. Indeed if
[a (z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ] is in echelon form for 1/ , a =
is in echelon form for
r— b° (z) '
and a° (z) ' ,
*— L  d (z) ' J
(nx,...,ng}
V
ßQ = (ni,...,n°+m) then the degree of the polynomial in the 
i^^1 row and column of x(z) is n^ + n^ . Consequently
X(z) has
s s+m
(1.4.4) E E (n.+n!)
i=l j=l 1 1
(n+n )s + nm , n o o I S I / n o
parameters that are not restricted to zero or one. If in 
addition (/ = 1/ (n) then the null space of the mapping
(1-4.5) L : [a (z) ,b (z) ,d (z) ] *-* x(z)
has dimension (n-n )s from theorem 1.4.3. As the parametero
space for \J (n) has dimension n(2s + m) , all the parameters
of x(z) that are not constrained to zero or one must be
freely varying. If (/ is not the generic neighbourhood
then from the comments below theorem 1.4.3 the null space of
(1.4.5) has dimension d(a)-d(a )-(n-n ) (s+m) hence combiningo o
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this with (1.4.4) we see there must be n (2s+m) - d(a )o o
constraints on the parameters in x(z) (as well as the zero- 
one constraints). These parameterisations were introduced 
in Hannan (1980,1981) where the constraints were not impor­
tant. In the univariate case they were used in Hannan and 
Rissanen (1982).
Up till this point conditions (1.1.2) or (1.1.5) have
not been imposed on the spaces of transfer functions. When
these conditions are imposed denote the subspaces of M(n),
Uot' by Ua / Va respectively. Thus M(n) is a
manifold having an atlas where <j> is defined just
as before. Of course the canonical forms for the n andua
echelon forms for Va are unchanged and the theorems in §1.3
aPPly to Ua / Va • In constructing the closure of M(n) ,
transfer functions with det k(z) having zeros on \z\ = 1
need to be included in M(n) together with the lower dimen-
*sional manifolds M(i), i < n . Thus we define M(n) as
the space consisting of M(n) together with those limit
* *points where det k(z) = 0 ,  |z| = 1  . The spaces ua / Va 
are similarly extended from Ua / Va • Then as an analogue 
of theorems 1.4.1, 1.4.2 we have
M(n) = U |vj(i)* 
i < n
n 4> ua aua 3 n <j> va ava U 3 *r> M  ^ w* va 0  /3 <  a 3 ^  et
Of course <})aUa is no longer the whole of ]Rn ^ s + but
a rather complicated unbounded subset. Then the equivalence 
class corresponding to (1.4.1) is a subset of the affine sub­
space mentioned in theorem 1.4.3. The precise nature of this 
subset is of little consequence for the estimation procedures
that follow.
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Consider the minimisation of the trace of
1
2tt -IT
(ak - b - I  )i (ak - b - I  ) do) + o s o o s
7T
-7T
(a£ - d)dF (a£ - d) 0 z o
(1.4.6)
t + —  (ak - b) $ (ak - b) doo +0 J _ Tr o 0 0 -TT (a£ - d)dF (a£ - d) o z o
Here expressions such as ak - b are abbreviations foro
a(e^W )k (e^) - b(e^w) , a notation with which we will per-o
sist in expressions of this kind. Here [k (z),£ (z)] e yo o a 0
while the minimisation is carried out for [a(z),b(z),d(z)] 
being a mfd or echelon form in y • If a > a (1.4.6) is0L 0
minimised when a(z) ^[b(z),d(z)] = [k (z),£ (z)] , thus theo o
minimum is t . When a ^ ot the second and third terms on o o
the RHS of (1.4.6) cannot be zero since this would mean that
[k (z),£ (z)] has a mfd in y . Denote the minimum over o o  06
y of (1.4.6) by \ . Consequently for a ^ a , the mini-OC CX q
mum of (1.4.6) bounded away from J .
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CHAPTER 2
STRUCTURE AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
BASED ON MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHODS
§2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a number of results concerning para­
meter estimation and the determination of model structure 
are collated. Computational aspects are deferred until 
Chapter 3. Though maximum likelihood estimates of the
transfer function [k (z),£ (z)] are consistent when onlyo o
the McMillan degree is known, any optimization procedure to 
compute the estimates calls for a finite dimensional coor­
dinate system for an appropriate neighbourhood of [k (z),o
£ (z)] . The ideal situation where the McMillan degree is o
known a priori seems realistic only when the system obeys 
known physical laws. Then structure determination is no 
longer a question and the problems in specifying a coordin­
ate system reduce to questions of structural identifiability 
(see Theorem 1.2.6 and the comments at the end of §1.2).
In the modelling situation considered here the laws 
governing the system would, at best, be only partly known 
and the problem is one of constructing a model that is ade­
quate for the purpose the experimenter has in mind, for 
example, prediction, or spectral estimation. Here it is un­
likely that the true transfer functions are rational. It 
becomes necessary to select a McMillan degree that is large 
enough to allow a sufficiently complex model commensurate to 
the quality of the data available. Thus as the amount of 
data increases a more complicated model would be called for. 
While the McMillan degree seems to be a natural characteris­
tic, the structural indices introduced in defining Ua only 
play a role in determining a convenient parameter space in
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which to do the required numerical computations. The 
Kronecker indices do have a deeper meaning in describing the 
structure of the null space of [k(z),£(z)] when the latter 
is considered as a mapping from the spaces of input sequences 
to output sequences as indicated in §1.3. These aspects are 
of interest in control theory but will not be considered here. 
In the context of this work our interest in Kronecker indices 
arises not only because they lead to model structures that 
lend themselves to linear estimation techniques that will be 
developed in Chapter 3, but also that the va are often para- 
meterised using fewer parameters than in Ua •
We discuss consistency theorems for maximum likelihood 
estimation of parameters as well as structural determination 
under very weak conditions on the inputs e(t) and z(t) .
The input sequence z(t) will be taken as a known and fixed 
sequence. Let F^  denote the a-algebra of events determined 
by y (s) , s < t . Equivalently, as z(t) is fixed and we are
assuming (1.1.2), F^ is determined by e(s) , s < t . A 
natural condition on the innovations is that they are martin­
gale differences
(2.1.1) I Ft_^} = 0 a.s.
This means that the best predictor of y(t) from the past 
y(t-j) , z(t-j) , j = l,...,00 is the best linear predictor 
of y(t), given the past. The former is
00 00
l L(j)z(t-j) + K (j)£(t-j) I F ,} .
1 0 L. i
If the best predictor is the best linear predictor then
OO 00
Elz K (j)£(t-j) I F ,} = E K(j)£(t-j) o r. -L i
which is equivalent to (2.1.1). Thus (2.1.1) is a natural
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justification for using a linear model in the first place 
(Hannan and Heyde, 1972). For some purposes we need
(2.1.2) (t)e(t)' I F } = $ ,
t “ JL 0
a condition that does hold when the e(t) are Gaussian. 
However, except on the basis of Gaussianity, (2.1.2) seems 
difficult to justify from properties of the observed output. 
For most purposes it is replaced by the weaker condition
(2.1.3) E{e(t)e(t) 1 | t _ J  = $ .
In the ARMAX case we also need
(2.1.4) E{si (t) e j (t) ek (t-r) | F_oq} = cr^^r) .
Here F_oo is the a-algebra of events in the infinite past,
F = n F . . These conditions amount to saying-0° j 3
that e (t) e (t) ' - and (t) e ^ (t) (t-r) - are
purely non-deterministic in the sense that they are not 
influenced by the infinitely distant past. Both (2.1.3),
(2.1.4) are implied by (2.1.2). Even though z(t) is
taken to be a fixed sequence we shall assume that the follow­
ing limits exist, namely
(2.1.5)
lim
T  -> oo
1 TrjT £ Z (t) Z (t+j)
lim
T -> °o
i TFj7 £ Z (t) = 0  .
Yz (j) , j = 0,1, ... .
The existence of these limits means that
Yz (j) dF (üj) z
where Fz (^ ) is Hermitian non-negative and is non-decreasing
in a) .
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§2.2 Consistency of maximum likelihood estimates
In this section we state consistency results and a 
central limit theorem for maximum likelihood estimation for 
ARMAX models under the very general conditions considered in 
Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976), Deistler, Dunsmuir and Hannan 
(1978) (for ARMA models) and Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler 
(1980) (the ARMAX case). The earliest limit theorems of this 
nature are due to Whittle (1951) , where Gaussian univariate 
ARMA models are considered, and subsequently, for linear 
models y(t) = £K(j)e(t-j) , where the e(t) are indepen­
dent and identically distributed, (Walker (1964)). The 
first theorems under the general conditions given here are 
for univariate ARMA models in Hannan (1973). The consistency 
theorem stated here relates to the estimates of the transfer 
functions and their convergence in terms of the natural
pointwise topology T . Consequently a coordinate repre-P ^
sentation is not needed.
Let u be a set of transfer functions [k(z),£(z)] 
having a matrix fraction description a(z) "*"[b (z) ,d (z) ] 
where the degrees p, q, r of a(z), b(z), d(z) are a 
priori bounded and
det a(z)  ^0 | z | > 1
det b(z) ^ 0 Iz I > 1
k (0) = I .s
The variance matrix $ of the innovations process may be 
parameterised by o : | — + ]r s (s+1)/2 which selects the on 
and above diagonal elements of |. Define
0 = (_) x (cr ($) : $ > 0 }  .
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Let
0 = U x (aCf) : t > 0}
where the closure of n is taken with respect to T
pt
Though u need not have any further structure, it will 
usually be thought of as one of the subspaces ua or Va 
of M(n) introduced in §1.4. Though Gaussian assumptions 
are not made, a likelihood is constructed as if the innova­
tions were Gaussian. Put y(t) = v(t) + u(t) , where v 
and u are defined as in (1.1.3), then v(t) is generated 
by
a v(t) = d z(t) .
Thus v(t) depends on a(z) and d(z) together with z(t), 
t = 1,...,T and a finite number of initial values v(0), 
v (-1) ,...,v (—p), z (0),..., z (—r) . Though ideally the like­
lihood could be optimised with respect to the initial values, 
we shall set them to zero. Let uT = (u(1)1,...,u(T)')' and 
r (0) = E(uT u^) , then for 6 E § , neglecting constant
terms,
Lt (0) = -2T ^(log Gaussian likelihood)
(2.2.1) = T h o g  det 1^(8) + T 1uT .
The estimates 0T (or k (z), i^{z), JT) obtained by mini­
mizing Lt (0) over 0 will be referred to as the maximum 
likelihood estimates, while, for convenience LT (0) will be 
called the likelihood.
THEOREM 2.2.1. Assume that y(t) is generated by an ARMAX
process and 0^ is the maximum likelihood estimate of
0q e 0 . If e (t) is ergodio and (1.2.1), (2.1.5) hold, then
A
0
0
a . s.
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If the true model has McMillan degree j < n and,
for example, u is taken as ua/ la l = n / then u = M(n)
*= U M(j) so that the maximum likelihood estimate is con- j < n
sistent even when the McMillan degree is exceeded. Of 
course, from the discussion following Theorem 1.4.2, the 
estimates of the parameters in the canonical form for y^ 
will not be consistent unless 0O G Ua • Though the discus­
sion here is limited to ARMAX models, y can also represent 
a space of transfer functions parameterised by t €= 5 .
Then if models
oo oo
(2.2.2) y(t) = E K (t , j ) e (t-j ), Z 1 K ( t , j ) 1 <°°,K(t ,0)=I
0 0 S
are considered and 5 is a compact space containing the
true model t then t —> t (see Dunsmuir and Hannan, o T o
1976). For the univariate ARMA case (Hannan, 1973) and for
(2.2.2) the proof of consistency exploits the compactness of 
the parameter space for y . In the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 
in Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980) for ARMAX models, 
such compactness assumptions are not necessary. Similar re­
sults using simpler techniques but requiring Gaussian assump­
tions and a compact parameter space have been obtained by 
Rissanen and Caines (1979) for multivariate ARMA estimation.
When the true model is not in 0 it may happen that
the limiting form of the likelihood (2.2.1) as T 00 has
several absolute minima. Call the set of absolute minima
0 . Indeed Astrom and Söderström (1974), Kabaila (1983)o
give examples of univariate processes where the likelihood 
has more than one local minimum in a particular model set 0 .
It is implicit in Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976) that if
0 E M(n ) and 0 = M(n) x {o(i), t > 0} where n < n ,0 0 0 /\then 0m converges to the limit set 0 . However, if [k ,£ ]J- o oo
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is the true transfer function then
k \  I k (k doo 
0 0 0
-1 * , -r*SL l  dF (go) £ ( l x0 Z 07T '
If 0o G int 0 then for T > T , T large enough,o o
/\
0T will remain within a neighbourhood of 0O which can be
parameterised using the one coordinate system. Let Tm , tT o
be the coordinate of the transfer functions corresponding to
/\
9ip t 9o respectively. Then we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let the hypotheses of theorem 2.2.1 hold and
0 e int 0 . If (2.1.1), (2.1.2) hold, theno
T h (T - T )I 0
is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and the
covariance matrix V  ^ that is discussed below.o
We shall construct the matrix V in the simplest case whereo
0 G y  and 0 is constructed with M = V • Then the co-o a u a
ordinate vectors t will have as entries the free parameters 
in the echelon form for v . Order the elements in the 
matrix fraction description [a(z) ,b(z) ,d (z)] first accord­
ing to lag, then matrix type (whether A(j), B(j), D (j)) then 
column number and finally row number. Thus t is the vector 
of those elements of
(vecEA(0)]', vecCA(1),B(1),D(1)]',...,vec[A(p),B(p),D(p)]')' 
that are not restricted to zero or one. Introduce
(2.2.3) $n , T t = inf I J -7TCk,£]0M(n)l ttt
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A(u,v)
f TT
- I T
i (u-v) oj
-k + 6 I o ,u s
m, s
- (k -6 I ) , I ,0 0/V s ' s'
^m, s 2tt +
- Ä
^m, s
u m -1
dF (oj) [-£ ,0 /I ] z o m , s m [ ® (b I b*) ' 1 0 0 0
where om s is the m x  s matrix of zeros. The rows of
A(u,v) correspond to the elements of vec[A(u),B(u),D(u)],
similarly the columns correspond to elements of vec[A(v),
B(v),D(v)] . Form the matrix V (u,v) by selecting thoseo
elements of A(u,v) corresponding to the elements of
vec[A (u) ,B (u) ,D (u) ] , vec[A(v),B(v),D(v)] included in t .
Then V = [V (u,v)] , . I n  this case there areo o u /v = 1,. . . ,p
no constraints on the parameters in the matrix fraction 
description other than A(0) = B(0) and the zero-one con­
straints imposed by the structure. When there are other 
constraints, for example a parameterisation using the canon­
ical form for n in §1.3 is used, the covariance matrix 
is further complicated. Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980) 
give the form of the covariance matrix when there are con­
straints that satisfy mild conditions and cover the case 
mentioned above. The condition (2.1.2) is not necessary for 
a central limit Theorem to hold. If (2.1.2) is replaced by 
(2.1.3), (2.1.4) and e (t) is assumed to have a finite 4 ^
moment, theorem 2.2.2 still holds but the covariance matrix
V  ^ is more complicated. See Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistlero
(1980) for a discussion.
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§2.3 Parameter estimation when the McMillan degree is 
known
Even when the McMillan degree n of the true modelo
is known, whether from prior information about the system or 
having estimated it from data, it is necessary to have a 
coordinate system capable of parameterising a neighbourhood 
of the true system 0O before any optimisation scheme can 
be used to obtain parameter estimates. Natural coordinate 
systems to consider are the overlapping neighbourhoods 
{(j : I ot I = n } . As each (j is dense in M(n) it isOL o Ot
/\extremely unlikely that 0O (and also 0^) will fall outside 
a particular |Ja • What can happen is that 0o may be close 
to the boundary of Ua where P(0 ), the covariance matrix 
of the state vector, becomes poorly conditioned. A covering
of (vj(n ) by disjoint submanifolds such as { y : | ot | = n }o ot o
could be used instead. In this situation, choosing a va 
other than the generic neighbourhood, v(n) can have more 
serious consequences for va ^ y(n) has empty interior in
the relative topology T on M(n) • Consequently it ispt
more important that the structural indices be correctly esti­
mated so that the the estimation procedure is not restricted
to a submanifold whose closure does not contain 0 . Esti-o
mation procedures based on the echelon submanifolds, albeit 
in a somewhat different context, are examined in later chapters.
Let V(0) be the matrix of second derivatives of the 
likelihood, W(0) its expectation and A ^ • ^ m a x ^  
denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of A , respec­
tively. Van Overbeek and Ljung (1982) have shown that W(0) 
is singular at 0i if and only if P(0i) is singular. 
Moreover in a neighbourhood of 0i there exist constants
c, c such that
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\nin(W(9)) -0 < c < —rux_n-----  < c < „
£ Xmin(P(9))
It is known that det W(9) remains invariant under changes 
of parameterisation (Wertz, Gevers and Hannan, 1982). Thus if 
W (0) becomes poorly conditioned (i.e. the condition number 
of W (0) , defined as A x ^ ^ ^ ^ m i n  ®)) / becomes large)
in one coordinate system then A i (W(0)) is small and also 
Xmin (p (ö)) is small. From a computational viewpoint it is 
preferable that V(0) is well conditioned. Indeed, in a 
Newton-Raphson type of optimisation procedure the inverse of 
V(0) occurs at each step, as well as the inverse of W(0O) 
giving the covariance matrix in the limiting distribution of 
the parameter estimates.
A number of criteria have been proposed to discrimi­
nate between coordinate systems all based in one way or an­
other on the conditioning of P(0) . In essence, if we 
refer to the construction of the state vector in the repre­
sentation (1.3.6), we are searching for a set of n pre­
dictors
(2.3.1) y^(t + a I t), a = 1,...,n. , i = 1,... ,s
as defined in (1.3.4) so that their covariance matrix is 
"best conditioned" in some appropriate sense.
Ljung and Rissanen (1976) consider a criterion based 
on the notion of the "complexity" of a random vector. Com­
plexity is a measure of the degree of interaction between 
the components of a random n-vector x (see van Emden, 1971)) . 
If P = e (x x') then complexity can be defined as
n
-h Z log(n A^)
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where are the eigenvalues of P/tr(P) . If there are
strong interactions between the components of x (i.e. 
there are high correlations) or P is ill-conditioned, then 
complexity is high. Thus Ljung and Rissanen (1976) compute 
predictors y^(t + a | t,t - h) of y^(t + a) from the 
finite past y(t - j),z(t - j), j = 0,...,h , where h 
is sufficiently large so that the finite past predictors 
approximate the theoretical quantities (2.3.1) sufficiently 
well. Now vectors of predictors
y^ (t t a I t,t — h), a l,...,n_^ , i 1, . . . , s
such that Zn^ = n are considered and the vector having 
least complexity defines the structural indices and hence 
the corresponding coordinate neighbourhood Ua • Such an 
approach requires the solution of a large number of eigen­
value problems though the amount of calculation at this stage 
would still be small compared to that needed in the para­
meter estimation stage. Gevers and Wertz (1981) consider an 
alternative characterisation of a "best conditioned" P(0) .
In their approach the state vector is built up sequentially 
from the predictors y^(t + a | t,t-h) . Assume that the pre­
dictors
(2.3.2) y^(t + a I t,t - h), a = 1,...,m^ , i = 1, . . . , s
have already been selected. Consider the predictors
y^(t + n\j + l I t,t-h) , i = 1, . . . , s and select that one which
has the largest projection onto the space orthogonal to the
span of the previously selected rows (2.3.2). Continue in this
way until the required n^ elements have been selected.
van Overbeek and Ljung (1982) have investigated a further
adaption of these ideas with on-line applications. In an
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off-line situation where the estimation procedure gives
/\a sequence of estimates 0 (j), j = 1,2,... converging to
Q ^ r their approach may be thought of as follows. Begin in 
any coordinate neighbourhood Ua and monitor the condition-
A Aing of P(0(j)) at each iteration. When P(9(j)) becomes 
badly conditioned (as judged by the experimenter) select a 
new coordinate neighbourhood y and transform the parameterp
estimate from y to Uo by a known transformation <b„ ° 6 
defined in terms of (1.3.4) so that in y^, P(§T (j)) is 
better conditioned. Van Overbeek and Ljung (1981,1982) give 
a model selection algorithm that selects a better (but not 
necessarily the best) conditioned coordinate system.
§2.4 Order estimation based on maximum likelihood
Assume there is a true model
y (t) = k e (t) + £ z (t) , E{e(t)e(s)'} = 6 A  o o s u o
belonging to a model set 0 (n ) . Here d(n) usually denoteso
the number of freely varying parameters describing an element 
of 0(n) . We shall usually assume 0(n) C 0(m) and
d(n) < d(m) when n < m . In this section Q(n) will be
A
often thought of as M(n) . Let $ be the estimate ofn , l
t when the likelihood (2.2.1) is minimised over 0(n) . Weo
seek to estimate n as that integer n , . minimising ao 0 l J-)
criterion of the form
/\
(2.4.1) log det t + d(n)C(T)/Tn, i
over a prescribed set 0 < n < N . For convenience we refer 
to the quantity n to be estimated using (2.4.1) as the
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"order" of the model, regardless as to whether it is the 
McMillan degree, or the set of Kronecker indices 
n = {nA,...,n } as is the case if 0(n) = Vn , or the pair 
n = (p,q) if 0(n) = ARMA(p,q) . The upper bound N on the 
model orders considered will sometimes be a function increas­
ing with the sample size when it will be denoted by N(T) . 
The choice of C(T) is not specified at this stage; its 
selection may be guided by the results of this section. How­
ever two usual choices are C(T) = 2 , when (2.4.1) is known 
as AIC, and C(T) = logT , which is known as BIC.
AIC was introduced in the univariate case by Akaike 
(1972,1974d). BIC was introduced by Akaike (1976) and 
Schwarz (1978) from an argument based on a Bayesian analysis. 
Rissanen (1976) derives a similar criterion, where the domi­
nant terms give BIC, but contain an additional term that is 
essentially
- log det W (6) .
Here W(0) is the inverse of the information matrix defined
in §2.3. This term is constant for the various coordinate
systems that could describe M(n ) t but W(0) will become
singular when the true order is exceeded. The effect of
this term on the order estimation procedure has not been
investigated any further.
Several general comments can be made at this stage.
If n < n then with $n as defined in (2.2.3) 
(2.4.2) in;T tlf- $n
and $n is bounded away from $ by a non-negative matrix
/\
(see §1.4). Hence for large enough T , $n T is also
A
bounded away from t „ , so that as long as C(T)/T isn o '1
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decreasing to zero the minimum of (2.4.1) cannot occur for 
n < n^ . This argument applies when the maximum likelihood
A
estimator T is replaced by any other consistent estima-
tor of tn • If C i ( T ) > C 2 (T) then (T) < (T) so
by selecting C(T) in (2.4.1) to increase rapidly enough
with C(T)/T 0 , the frequency that n_,mX > n will beb (I) o
decreased. However such an approach is of little value if 
the criterion is to be applied to data sets of a practical 
size,for (2.4.1) will frequently select a model having too 
simple a structure. It is of interest to find a C(T) in­
creasing as slowly as possible yet still giving consistent 
estimates of order.
Let the true model be a univariate Gaussian autore- 
gression of finite order h , „ is the mean square error
0 t -L
✓\
upon fitting an autoregression of order h , and h is the 
estimate of the order obtained when
/\
AIC(h) = log $h T + 2h/T , 0 < h <  H
is minimised. Shibata (1976) has shown that this procedure 
will overestimate the true order with non-zero probability. 
Indeed
Pr (h = h) Ph-h qH-h o0
H > h > h o
otherwise
where p^, q^ are sequences of positive constants indepen­
dent of the true model. Shibata (1980) considers a situa­
tion where a stationary Gaussian time series is generated by 
an autoregression of infinite order. He introduces a crite- 
ion ST (h) which is derived from the mean square error of 
prediction using an autoregression of order h estimated 
from one realisation and used to give a predictor for an
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independent realisation of the same process. Thus, in cal­
culating the mean square error the autoregressive constants can
*be held fixed. Shibata then defines a sequence hT which
optimises ST (h), 0 <  h <  HT , where Ht is a sequence that
is increasing (but not increasing too fast) with T .
then shows that "hT , the order selected by minimising 
AIC(h) , 0 < h < Ht , satisfies ST (hT )/ST (hT ) 1 in 
probability. There is slight doubt surrounding the meaning 
of this result because of the double sampling procedure used 
in deriving this criterion. Nevertheless, the result is 
important. Define, as an analogue to (2.2.3) for autore­
gression models,
1  " *  *inf 2tt (j) k $ k (j>- T T 0 0 0 h
where the infinium is taken over <j>, (z) = 1 + £ <J>, (j)z  ^ .h i h
Shibata (1980) shows that if L - $ 2 h  4.1,cp then
(2.4.3)
-2 log p 
log T 1 , in probability.
This result is applicable to ARMA models a y(t) = b e(t)o o
p is the modulus of a zero of b (z) nearest o 0
9 ViThen L - $ = 0(p ) . However the exact form
where
I z I = 1
of - $ is such that (2.4.3) applies. This and related
results are discussed in §3.3. Shibata (1980), Hannan and 
Kavalieris (1984) obtain results similar to (2.4.3) for quite 
general linear models. It has already been mentioned that as 
C (T) is increased the degree of overestimation (if any) 
is reduced. Hannan and Quinn (1979) show that if 
C(T) <  c log log T, c < 2 then the estimates cannot be 
strongly consistent.
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This gives a reasonably complete picture of the asymp­
totic behaviour of criteria of the form (2.4.1) when fitting 
autoregressive models to data that is truly obtained from 
an autoregression. Since it can hardly be expected that the 
true model is a finite order autoregression the fact that 
AIC selects a higher order model does not seem a serious 
problem when fitting a model for prediction purposes. Selec­
ting a model having too low an order may be a more serious 
problem and the best approach may be to use AIC, especially 
when the sample size is small. For the purposes of spectral 
estimation, results using AIC or BIC are less clear.
A
Shibata (1981) shows that if f^(w) is the autoregressive 
spectral estimate
- *h,T /I? V 3 > eij“ |2
Awhere 4^(j) are the estimates of the coefficients of the
fitted autoregression of order h , and f (w) is the trueo
spectral density, then the lower bound for the loss function
r TT f, (co) - f  ( w )  n o
) -fy f (w)l 0 J
is attained when h is selected using AIC. Then the order 
selected by AIC could be determined largely by spectral struc 
ture in regions of low power (which may also be the regions 
of little interest). Then a high order model may be required 
to provide a good fit in the regions of interest. An interes 
ting empirical study of a number of otherwise similar sets of 
EEG data by Steinberg, Gasser and Franke (1983) points to 
this kind of difficulty. When estimating the McMillan degree 
(or Kronecker indices) of ARMA (or ARMAX) processes the prob­
lem becomes more complex. This is because when the McMillan
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degree, n , exceeds the true degree, n , the transfer func-o
tion k (z) corresponds to a subset of an affine subspace o2nsin 3R (Theorem 1.4.3). Then the parameter estimates need
not converge as, in the limit, the likelihood is constant on 
that subspace. This difficulty in the theorem is overcome 
by introducing the alternative parameters Xj as in §1.4 so 
that Xj 0 • To prove the consistency theorems it is neces­
sary to bound the zeros of det k (z) away from the unito
circle;
(2.4.4) det k (z)  ^0 Izl > 1 - 6, 6 > 0 .o
As well as this it is necessary to introduce a prior bound 
on the parameters <J> (k (z)) in an appropriate coordinate
CL o
neighbourhood
(2.4.5) ||6 (k (2)) | < K < »
CL 0
where | . | is the Euclidean norm. This last condition will 
mean that the coordinates used in the iterative solution of 
the likelihood equations will have to be bounded, a condition 
which would be imposed by machine limitations in any case.
The conditions (2.4.4), (2.4.5) are needed when the maximum
A
likelihood estimate J is used in (2.4.1). When the maxi-
mum likelihood estimate is replaced by an estimate based on 
regression procedures, as in Chapter 3, these conditions are 
no longer necessary.
THEOREM 2.4.1. Assume (2.4.4), (2.4.5) hold for the model
y(t) = k e(t) where k (z) has McMillan degree n . Let o o  o
An he the estimate of the McMillan degree obtained by minimis­
ing (2.4.1) with 0(n) = |vj(n) for 0 < n < N .
i/fo(i) If e(t) is ergodic with a finite 4 moment and
(2.1.1), (2.1.2) hold3 n ^ N ando
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lim inf C(T)/{2 log log T} > 1 , C(T)/T -► 0 T
then n -*• n a. s .
0
If
lim sup C(T)/{2 log log T} < 1 , n < NT -> 00 0
then a.s. convergence does not hold.
(ii) If e(t) is er go die 3 E^ il e(t)|| < 0° , y > 4 and
(2.1.1) , (2.1.2) hold3 n < N  and
0
C (t ) /t -> 0 , C (T) 00
A
then n n in probability.
t hIf £(t) i& ergodic with a finite 4 moment and (2.1.1),
(2.1.2) hold3 n < N and
0
lim sup C (T) < 00T -> 00
then
lim lim P(n > n ) = 1  .
6 -> 0 T 00 0
These kinds of results are proved in the univariate 
case in Hannan (1980) and for multivariate systems in Hannan 
(1981). These proofs require independence of the e(t) 
sequence. Using the results of An, Chen and Hannan (1982) 
the independence requirement may be dropped. The condition
(2.1.2) may be further relaxed to (2.1.3), (2.1.4) but then
the expression 2 log log T in (i) of the theorem will need
to be replaced by c log log T , where c is some unknown
0 0
constant.
Again, when the true model is not ARMA, overestima­
tion of order may not matter very much, but if the true model 
is ARMA then overestimation of order will lead to the intro-
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duction of spurious poles and zeros. Then there is no expec­
tation that the estimates of the ARMA parameters will con­
verge, but as the transfer function still converges the poles 
and zeros will be close to cancelling. If these additional 
poles and zeros are away from the unit circle, the effect 
may be small if it is only the transfer function that is 
required. However, results of Hannan (1982) suggest that the 
additional zeros and poles due to overestimation of order may 
converge to the unit circle. Indeed in the case considered 
in the last reference, where a univariate ARMA model
y(t) + ay(t-l) = e(t) + 3e(t—1) is fitted to data that is
/V  /'Struely white noise, the estimates (a,3) converge to the 
set {(1,1), (-1,-1)} . When this happens the estimates of
the frequency response functions cannot be expected to be 
particularly good near 0 or tt .
A theorem similar to Theorem 2.4.1 may be proved
when estimating p , q in the univariate modelo o
Po qo
E a (j)y(t-j) = E b (j)e(t-j) , a (0) = b (0) = 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
and p, q are the estimates obtained by minimising
log i „ _ + (p+q)C(T)/T , p « P , q < Q .P 14 • 1
Here i m is obtained by maximising the likelihood over*P,q;T
the model set ARMA(p,q) . This is the form of the theorem 
proved in Hannan (198 0) . These results can be extended to 
include the estimation of Kronecker indices. Now if
A
 ^ is the maximum likelihood estimate of $ from theot j i o
model set va / d(a) is the number of freely varying para­
meters in va given by (1.3.10), then the Kronecker indices 
may be estimated by minimising
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(2.4.6) log det $a .T + d(a)C(T)/T , |a| < N .
Though such theoretical results are available, it remains a 
formidable task to compute the large number of maximum like­
lihood estimates required. Of course, we do not need to
/s
, I / \compute la .T for every a, |a| < N. Indeed if p mini­
mises (2.4.6) over v(Ps) / P = 1,2,...,N then p is an 
estimate of the largest Kronecker index. Then a small num­
ber of the need be examined to determine the remaining
Kronecker indices. Such search strategies will be developed 
in §3.4. Nevertheless all of these methods require the time 
consuming solution of the likelihood equations. Consequently 
we seek an estimate of the prediction variance that is 
cheaply obtained and whose use in the place of the maximum
likelihood estimate $ in (2.4.1) still leads to con-a ; T
sistent estimates of the model order under reasonable con­
ditions. This is the subject of the remainder of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTIMATION OF ARMAX MODELS 
§3.1 Introduction
Because of the non-linear nature of the likelihood
equations the computational burden in obtaining the maximum
likelihood estimate t _ makes the use of the criterionTn;T
(2.4.1) to identify model structure quite unattractive as
A
must be computed for each model set 0(n) considered.
For this reason we replace the maximum likelihood estimate
/\
£ by an estimate (which we denote by the same symbol asn; l
the maximum likelihood estimate) that is obtained using 
linear regression methods. The procedure considered below 
was first introduced by Durbin (1961) to estimate the para­
meters of an ARMA model when the order is known. There are 
three stages broadly described here and investigated in 
detail in §§3.3, 3.4, 3.5.
Stage I Obtain an estimate of the innovations sequence by 
fitting a regression-autoregression model of sufficiently 
high order h to the data y(t), z(t), t = 1,...,T . Thus
A A f §we obtain estimates ^(j), ^ ( 3) ' 3 = !/•••/h from the
expression
h h
2<|>h (j ) Y (t-j ) + 2^h (j)z(t-j) = e (t) , <|>h (0) = Ig
so as to minimise tr{^ Ie(t)e(t)'} . The order h is 
selected using a criterion such as BIC. Then the estimate 
of the innovations sequence is
 ^ h^ h^
eh (t) = (t) z (t-j) .
AState II Using the estimates e^(t) from Stage I, fit an 
ARMAX model using regression methods. For example, suppose
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we fit an ARMAX model in echelon form for v(Ps+c3) (des­
cribed in (1.3.11)). Then we perform the following regressions:
(i) for i = l,...,q regress y^(t) on y^(t-1),
Aj = l,...,q and all components of z(t-l), e^(t-l), 
y(t-j), z(t-j), eh (t-j) , j = 2 , . ..,p+1 .
(ii) for i = q+l,...,s regress y^(t) on
Ay •(t) - e, • (t) , j = l,...,q and all components of J n / J
y(t-j), z (t-j),eh (t-j), j = 1,...,P .
The regressors y^(t) - j(t) occur in (ii) because 
A (0) = B(0) . For other echelon submanifolds the regressions
are, in principle, similar. The residual variances from these 
regressions are used in (2.4.1) to estimate the model struc­
ture. Stage II also provides us with estimates, albeit not 
efficient, of the system and covariance parameters.
Stage III Now that the model structure has been estimated 
the inefficient parameter estimates from Stage II are used 
to initialise a maximum likelihood procedure to obtain asymp­
totically efficient estimates.
The essential part of the structure selection algorithm 
in Stage II relies only on linear optimisation techniques, so 
there is a great saving in computation time. Any advantage 
over using maximum likelihood estimates in the structure 
selection procedure would be lost if we were to allow non­
linear constraints amongst the parameters of the ARMAX form 
at Stage II, for we would be forced to return to an iterative 
optimisation procedure. Thus this procedure is not applied 
to parameterisations for the overlapping neighbourhoods ua *
In some situations the calculations for Stage II can be 
arranged in a recursive way. Thus the parameter estimates 
for 0(n) are updated to give estimates for 0 (m), m > n ,
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giving some savings in computation time.
For univariate models similar three stage procedures 
have been considered by a number of authors. Hannan and 
Rissanen (1982) have considered a recursive implementation 
of this algorithm. Here the order of an ARMA model is selected 
using BIC at Stage II, while at Stage I the order h is taken 
to be an increasing function of the sample size. The rate 
of increase is required to satisfy
(3.1.1) d log T < h < (log T)a , a < 00 ,
where d is a constant. It is shown in §3.3 that the order 
estimate at Stage I obtained using AIC or BIC is, asymptoti­
cally, d log T where d is a constant determined by the 
true system parameters. Mayne and Firoozan (1982) consider 
such a procedure for the estimation of ARMA parameters when 
the ARMA order is known and h is fixed. They show the 
asymptotic bias of the estimates of the ARMA parameters de­
creases to zero as h ° ° . Hannan and Kavalieris (1983b) 
have proved the consistency of the parameter estimates when 
h is chosen to satisfy (3.1.1). The algorithm has also 
appeared in an on-line form in Astrom and Mayne (1982) where 
the orders at Stages I and II are fixed and the parameter esti­
mates are updated as new data comes to hand using a recursive 
least squares algorithm. For a truly on-line procedure the 
Stage I order must remain bounded so that the calculations 
can be done in a fixed amount of time. If the order of the 
regression-autoregression model at Stage I is bounded, there 
is an asymptotic bias in the parameter estimates at Stage II, 
so that to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters at 
Stage II h must be increasing to infinity.
The theorems proved in the following sections are
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based on the assumption that y(t) is generated by an ARMAX 
model, an assumption that could rarely be expected to hold.
It still makes sense to fit an ARMAX model to data that is 
not generated by such a model since a sufficiently high order 
ARMAX model will approximate the true model to any desired 
accuracy. Our later results give only a guide to what may 
happen if the true structure is closely approximated by an 
ARMAX model. Precise results are not yet available. The 
results of §3.3 relating to the fitting of regression-auto­
regression models to data that is generated by an ARMAX pro­
cess can be extended to regressive-autoregressive approxima­
tion of more general linear processes. Results of this kind 
are due to Shibata (1980), but also see Hannan and Kavalieris 
(to appear).
In proving the later theorems concerning the above 
three stage procedure we impose the conditions needed for the 
consistency of order estimates in Theorem 2.4.1 except that 
we no longer require (2.4.3), (2.4.4). Thus the zeros of
k(z) need not be bounded away from |z| = 1  . Since we are 
basing our results on regression techniques, where the number 
of regressors is increasing as (to be defined later), we
shall need conditions on the input processes to ensure that 
the sample covariances of the y(t) and z(t) converge to 
their expected values at a rate that is uniform for 
Ht lags. We impose
T
(3.1.2) sup | i Ez (t) z (t+v) ' - Yz (v) || = cTH 1 , HTt°°, cT40.
0 < v < Ht 1
Here y (v) = £{z (t)z(t+v)'} as in (2.1.5). If z(t) isz
itself generated by a linear process, then with quite mild 
conditions we may take
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CT = 0(HT (log T/T)®5)
(An, Chen and Hannan, 1982) but rates not nearly as strict
/
clare needed in the proofs. In§3.3 we only need HT < (log T) , 
a < oo . Then if z (t) is a stationary process with a fourth 
order spectral density that is absolutely continuous we may 
take cT = 0 (T H^^ ,) for any b < h (Hannan, 1978) . This 
rate of decrease is again much faster than is required. Thus
(3.1.2) is not a strong condition. We shall always assume 
that
(3.1.3) E( II z(t) H 4 }  <  »
We also assume that z(t) has an absolutely continuous 
spectral density f (w) and
(3.1.4) c l  < f (oj) < c I , 0 < c  < c <°°.1 m Z 2 1 2
The only meaningful departure from the absolute continuity 
of the spectral density is that the spectrum should jump at 
a countable number of frequencies u k . Then z(t) has com­
ponents of the form 
co itw •
C (t) = J r  (j ) e J ,  oo _j = ~Uy r(-j) = r (j) , Jj|r (j) || < ~
and, if ay(t) = be (t) + dz (t), then
a (y (t) - a 1d£(t)) = be(t) + d(z(t) - £ (t) )
and a d£ (t) = _Zos(j)e  ^ . If there are finitely many 
frequencies ( wj), we may remove their effect from y(t) and 
z(t) by regression. The regression procedure is asymptoti­
cally as efficient as weighted least squares (see Hannan, 
1970, Chapter VII). The use of the residuals will not affect 
the rates of convergence for the covariances of y(t), z(t) 
below. The consequence of (3.1.4) is to bound the smallest
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eigenvalue of T_ , = [y (i-j)]. . _ , , away from zeroz / n z 1 / ^ -L f • • • f ii
and to bound its largest eigenvalue. Both bounds are uni­
form in h . When z(t) is stationary with zero mean and 
finite mean square, we can write
°o oo 2
z (t) = £ Kz (j)ez (t-j) ? Z ||Kz (j) || < ~ ,  E{ez (t)£z (s)'} = 6st$z.
When f (oi) is bounded away from zero, we also have
{Z K (j ) z 3 } = Z A (j ) z 1 , Z | A (j ) || < °° .
0  ^ 0 0
What will sometimes be needed is a more rapid rate of decrease 
of the coefficients, namely
P 00(3.1.5) lim t 2 Z | A (j) || = 0 .
t -> oo t
The theorems in the remaining sections will be proved under 
one of the following sets of conditions on the innovations 
and inputs.
Conditions A Assume e(t) is a stationary and ergodic 
sequence ■that has a finite 4 moment and satisfies (2.1.1) ,
(2.1.3) . Though z (t) is observed and considered to be a
fixed sequence3 it is assumed to be generated by a stationary 
and ergodic process satisfying (1.2.1), (3.1.2) for
Ht < (log T)a , a <°° , (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.1.5).
Conditions B Include all the conditions A and strengthen 
the conditions on e (t) to include (2.1.2) (which implies
(2.1.3) E ^ I £ (t) II ^ } <0° * Y > 6  .
We define notation which will be adhered to in the remaining 
chapters. We shall need the following kinds of covariance 
matrices:
1 T_ky (k) = ^ £ y(t)y(t+k)'; y (-k) = y (k)', k > 0
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y (k) = lim y (k) , 
Y *P QO Y
Y (k) = E K (j) I K (j+k) ' + E E L (i) (k+i- j) L (j) '
Y 0 i/j=l Z
where K (Ä) = 0 if Z < 0 , and j = — I e (t) e (t) 1 ,
Yy(if j) = t i Y(t-i)y(t-j) ' .
Similarly we define covariances y^(k), y (k), etc with the 
exception that yz (k) = Yz (k) , Yyz OO = Y (k) , Yzy(k) = Yzy(k).
A
Let ^(a) be a square matrix of hx h blocks, the (i,j)
Ablock being y (i-j+a). Similarly we define h x h  matrices
O
of blocks for the other covariances defined above, r , (a)y , h
ohaving entries y (k) etc.
Define matrices rh (a)
r , (a)Y,h r „ h<a)" yz ,h
r . (a) r . (a) zy,h z ,h
rh (a)
r v,<a>y ,h r y, (a)yz ,h
r - (a) r . (a) zy,h z ,h
and so on for r^(a) and r^(a) . It is convenient to put
'ry,h = ?y,h(0)' rh = rh (0)' etc'
Let y(t,h) = (y(t-1)',y(t-2)',...,y(t-h)1)1, with corres­
ponding meanings for z(t,h), e(t,h) .
The simulation results reported in this chapter 
were obtained on a UNIVAC 1100/82 machine. The simulated 
data was generated using pseudo normal innovations from the 
subroutine G05DDF in the NAG library. All outputs and inno­
vations were initialised to zero and the first 100 outputs 
discarded from each data set to avoid the effects of this
initialisation.
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§3.2 Recursive parameter estimation for autoregressive 
processes
Suppose the true model is
la (j ) w(t-j ) = e (t), a (0) = I , E { c  (t) £ (t) 1 } = $1 S o
and the £ (t) satisfy conditions A or B. Let
a (z) = E a (j)z 1 , k (z) = Ea(j)z J ,P o P 0 0
a (0) = a(0) = I and assume det{k (z)} ^ 0 Iz1 > 1 . P s o
Then to minimise
(3.2.1)
2tt ' -tt
- 1 , - 1 *  * a k ik a du P o o P
we are led to the system of equations
(3.2.2) Z a (j>y (j-k) = 6n, t k > 0o p J,Iw J °kTp
where t is the minimum of (3.2.1) and y (j) = E(wCt)w (t+j)’}
P i T-j W
Using estimates G(j) = — E w(t)w(t+j), j > 0, G (-j) = G (j)'
for the y (j) these equations give estimates a (j), w p
j = and S , the Yule-Walker estimates of a (j),P P
$ . When w(t) is scalar the Yule-Walker estimates can be
obtained in a recursive way using the following algorithm, 
which we refer to as the Levinson-Durbin recursion.
Algorithm 3.2.1 We have available as inputs G(j), j = 0,1,..
Initialise recursion with a (0) = 1, S = G(0) .P ot hAt the p recursion compute
p-1^
a (p) = - E a n (j)G(p-j)/S ,P o P~i p-i
äp(j) = ä x (j) + ap (p)ap_x (p-j) , j = l,...,p-l
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SP (1 a (p)p c )SP-1
P ' ' o P
This algorithm is computationally cheap using
Discarding the uninteresting case when a^(p) = -1 (hence
Sp = 0 so that w (t) is generated by a finite trigonometric
polynomial) we have |ap(p)| < 1 ,  p = 1,2,... . From this we
 ^ P  ^ — -ican show that k_(z) = £ a^(j)z J has all of its zeros within 
I z I = 1
0(p2) arithmetic operations and 0(p) storage compared to 
0(p3) arithmetic operations and 0(p2) storage when Choleski 
factorisation is used to solve (3.2.2). The numerical stabi­
lity of this recursion is shown to be comparable to the stability 
of the Choleski factorisation algorithm (Cybenko, 1980).
When the true model is a finite order autoregression 
the estimates G(j) in (3.2.2) give rise to asymptotically 
efficient parameter estimates, however for moderate sample 
sizes they may lead to a substantial bias. Tjostheim and 
Paulson (1983) obtain explicit formulae for the large sample 
bias of the Yule-Walker estimates in some simple cases and 
show, both by simulations and theory, that the bias is indeed 
large and the Yule-Walker estimates perform poorly compared 
to least squares. Alternative procedures for solving (3.2.2)
when G is not Toeplitz (for example P ip
G = [G (j , k) ] . . , , G( j ,k) = ^  £ a) (t-j ) w (t-k) ' whichP Jr X—J. , . . . , p I p
gives rise to the least squares estimates) can be constructed 
using the lattice filter (see the survey by Friedlander 
(1982) for some details). The lattice filter retains the 
parameter updating equation
Vi(j) a (j) + K a (p-j)p J p p ^ J
but now the are computed in a different way. It has the
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advantage that it can be adapted to on-line computation; 
where the parameter estimates are updated as new data comes
to hand. There is no guarantee that the generating function
/\
k^(z) obtained using the lattice filter will be stable except 
in the Toeplitz case when the coincide with a^^tp+l)
obtained in the Levinson-Durbin recursion. If it is con­
sidered that a stable generating function is desirable, a 
number of suboptimal solutions may be obtained having this 
property for s = 1 (Makhoul, 1981) , among them being the 
maximum entropy estimate of Burg (1975).
The analogue of the Levinson-Durbin recursion in the 
multivariate case is due to Whittle (1963). In the algorithm
that follows, the regression coefficients F (j) correspondP
to the model
PEF (j)w(t-j) = e (t) , F (0) = I ,0 p J J p P
and Sp is the residual mean square for this regression.
The coefficients F^(j) correspond to the 'backwards'
regression of w(t-p-l) on w(t-1),...,w(t-p) in the model
P^ ^EF (j)w(t-p-l+j) = e (t), F (0) = I o P P P
where is the corresponding residual mean square.
Algorithm 3.2.2 We have available as input G(j), j=0,l,...
Initialise the recursion with F (0) = F (0) = I ,P P
S = S = G (0) .o o
thAt the p recursion compute 
PA = ZF (j)G(p+l-j)' o P
F _ (p+1) = -A S_1 , F , (p+1) = -A' S_1p+1 r p p+1 p
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Fp+l(j) = Fp (j) + Fp+l(p+1)F(p+1'j) 
Fp+l(j) = Fp (j) + Fp+1<P+l)F(p+l-j)
sP+i = {I - V l (p+1)FP+l (p+1)}Sp 
V i  = {I - V i (p+1)FP+i (p+1)}ip
As an analogue of the scalar case, we have 
P -idet{EF (j)z J} ^ 0 IzI ^ 1 . o P
This kind of recursive algorithm can be derived for more 
general Toeplitz estimation problems. For example Monden, 
Arimoto and Yamada (1982) consider fitting a regression-auto­
regression model
P q
(3.2.3) Za (j)y(t-j) + Zb (j)z(t-j) = e (t) , a (0) = 1o pq i pq pq pq
recursively, by an algorithm to add an extra variable (either 
y(t-p-l) or z(t-q-1)) into the Toeplitz regression. The 
implementation of this algorithm is only slightly more compli­
cated than the Levinson-Durbin recursion. To update (3.2.3) frcm 
order (p,q) to (p+l/q) requires 0((p+q)2) arithmetic 
operations and 0(p+q) storage. We leave the details to the 
last reference where a Pascal program is also given for the 
update from (p,q) to (p+l,q) . The order update from
(p,q) to (p,q+1) is accomplished using the same algorithm 
and only interchanging the terms y(t) and z(t) in (3.2.3).
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§3.3 Stage I
The first stage of the procedure outlined in §3.1 is 
to obtain estimates of the innovations by fitting a regres­
sion-autoregression model of sufficiently high order to the 
data. This is conveniently done using the Levinson-Durbin 
recursion. As input to Algorithm 3.2.2 define
G(k)
-
<
 
:
•C
Y (k) 1 yz
r
~ -
<
 >
N -<
 >
N 9
Algorithm 3.2.2
(the (s+m) xF (j) , j = 1,. • - ,P 
regression coefficients for the regression of (y (t) ' , z (t) ' ) ' 
on (y(t-j) ',z (t-j) ') ', j = 1, . . . ,p) and the residual mean 
square Sp for the regression. Define the s x (s+m)
A A
matrices [<J> (j)rip (j)]/ j = l,...,p as the first s rows P P
of the F (j) . Thenp J
(3.3.1) y(t) + l U p (j)y(t-j) + ij (j)z(t-j)} = ep (t)
and the residual mean square,
 ^ 1 1 /\ ^
1 = ± Z e (t)e (t)', Tp T i p p '
is the s x s submatrix consisting of the elements in the 
first s rows and columns of S . (We drop the second sub-
A A
script used in §2.4, thus $ = |p.T •) To estimate the order
of the model (3.3.1) we use a criterion such as AIC or BIC.
/\
Here we suggest selecting the order h of (3.3.1) as that 
integer minimising
A
AIC(h) = log det + 2hs(s+m)/T 0 <  h <  HT .
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Practical experience may indicate that a regression-autore-
/\
gression model of higher or lower order than h may be 
better suited to particular kinds of data. For the purpose 
of proving theorems concerning the procedure, HT will be 
taken to increase to infinity at a preassigned rate (for 
example as (log T) , a > 1) . Such a bound may be of little 
use in practice when the experimenter will only consider a 
sufficient number of values of h beyond a local minimum of AIC(h) 
to be confident a global mimimum has indeed been found.
The use of the Levinson-Durbin recursion, as above, 
entails the computation of the coefficients for the regres­
sion of z (t) on y(t-j), z(t-j), j = l,...,p. This suggests 
there may be a cheaper algorithm that yields just the required 
regression of y(t) on y(t-j), z(t-j), j = l,...,p . How­
ever such an algorithm does not appear to be available. The 
recursive algorithm suggested by Monden, Arimoto and Yamada 
(1982) is for this kind of regression, albeit for scalar in­
put and output, but also it requires the regression of z(t) 
on y(t-j), z(t-j), j = l,...,p as before and does not save 
computation time over the Levinson-Durbin recursion. We 
leave simulation results to the end of this section where 
they can be better discussed in the context of the theorems.
As a preparation for the asymptotic results to follow 
we give some properties of ARMAX systems. The functions
00
[ 4> (z) ,ip (z) ] = Z [ <t> (j ) ,ip (j ) ]z J o
= b (z) ^[a (z),d (z)]
0 0 0
= {det b (z)} 1p(z) o
where a (z , b (z , d (z are matrices of polynomials.
0 0 0
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If p is the modulus of a zero of det b (z) nearesto o
IzI = 1  . From our assumptions (1.1.2) < 1  . By taking
a partial fraction expansion of {det b(z)}  ^ it can be seen 
that the coefficients decrease geometrically at
a rate determined by p . The property of the coefficientso
that is important later is
(3.3.2)
(i) lim sup p 3 ||<J>(j),iMj)||j 00 0
c ; 0 < c <
(ii) there exists an integer N so that for some
sequence n. such that n . ,- n . < N , 
n . -1
lim p 3 || (n .) ,ip (n .) || = c .j + oo 0  ^ 3
As a consequence,
h 00lim sup p Z ||<f>(j) /^(j) II ^  c , 
h ->00 0 h+1 1
lim inf p 3 Z || <J>(j) ,ip(j) || >  c > 0 . 
j -> 00 0 n . 2J J
The last inequality in conjunction with (3.3.2 ii) gives
U  00 v r
lim inf p Z ||<|>(j),iMj)||>cp = c
h - 0 0  0 h + 1  2 0  3
We define the quantities <j>h (j), ^h (j) as the coefficients 
of p(z), q(z) that minimise
(3.3.3) tr{ 1
f TT
2TT J -TT
pk $k p doa +
0 0 0 -TT
(q+p£ )dF (w)(q+p£) 
0 ^
where the minimum is taken over
h _. h
p (z ) = I + Z p ( j ) z 3 , q (z) = Z q (j ) z 3 . s i 1
Similarly we define (j) , ( j) by replacing £ by m n n 0
0 1 •fJ = — Ze(t)e(t) ' in (3.3.3) . These quantities arise because 
we do not assume (2.1.2) in Theorem 3.3.1 (i.e.we do not require
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E{e(t)e(t)' | Ft-1} = % ). 0
A
As a result the
/Nmost we can say about the Yy 00 is that Yy(^) _ Yy(&) =o(l)
uniformly in Ä. Denote C$h (l) • • / ^ ^(b) ,i|^ (l) , . . • / i'j^ (h) ]
by [^h'^h]' with similar meanings
o o
for [ 4>h , iph 3 , ^ h/^h ] .
The infinite matrix [<j> (1) ,<f> (2) , . . . ,i|; (1) ,i|j (2) , . . . 3 is simi­
larly denoted by [ <|>,ip ] . We shall abuse this notation when 
we consider expressions such as [(£,^]r^ by which we mean 
[<j> (1) (h) ,\fj (1) , . . . ,1/j (h) :rh ; the dimension of the matrix
Th will indicate which part of [4>,ipU is intended. Simi-
A A
larly “ C<p#ipII) will mean
[$h (1) -cp (1) , . . . , Jh (h) -<j> (h) ,-<j>(h+l) , —  #iph (l) -ip (1) ,...,-!jj(h+l) ,
the matrix ^h'^ h ^  being filled out with zeros to 
the required size.
Our first result is of theoretical interest since the
o o
quantities (j) (j ) cannot be computed. Note too that
if (2.1.2) is assumed, or we assume $ - $ = o(HT ), (the
o o
latter being a very weak assumption) then the (J>h (j) /4^(j) 
can be replaced by 4^ (j ) (j ) in this theorem.
THEOREM 3.3.1. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process 
and z(t), e(t) satisfy conditions A. If h <  then3
uniformly for i <  h
£ (j)  ^ £K(j)~K(j)] Y^Cj-i)
1 1 0° _ 1^
~  Z e(t)y(t-i) ' +o(h x Z || <M j) ,iM j )| ) + o (T I 2), a.s.I 1 h+1
h  ^ o  ^ h  ^ o A
E£<J>h (j)“<f>h (j) 3yy z (j-i) + Sfiph ( j)-iph (j) Dyz (j-i)
I T _ i - _p
I e(t)z (t-i) ' +o(h  ^ Z | cj>(j) /ip(j)|| ) + o(T 2), a.s. 
1 h+1
As the coefficients <Mj)/<Mj) are decreasing at a geometric
rate,
h5l ||<Mj)/'Mj)|| = O (T if h > d log T, d - 1/ (-2 log p q )
as defined in (3.3.2). In this case we have a rate of con-
A A
vergence for (j)/^ ^ (j) equal to that in the law of the 
iterated logarithm. This result may be obtained by the more 
direct argument used in An, Chen and Hannan (1982), p. 934. 
However here we are concerned more with the explicit form
.A 0 A °
for (j ) -<^ h (j ) ' ^ h ^ ~ ^ h ^  that is obtained in Theorem
3.3.1.
Corollary 3.3.2. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX pro­
cess and z(t), e(t) satisfy conditions A. If
d log T <  h <  H ; d > l/(-2 log p )J- o
then
sup { || $h (j)-<|> (j) II /|| $h (j)“^(j)|| > = 0(Qt ), a. s. 
j < h
We turn to the estimation of the order h of the 
regression-autoregression model based on either of the 
criteria
AIC(h) = log det + 2hs(s+m)/T
A
BIC(h) = log det + 2hs(s+m) log T/T .
- i T, 1  ^ ^For this purpose we evaluate = — E e^(t)e^(t)' .
Lemma 3.3.3. Let y(t) be generated by an ARMAX process and 
£ (t), z(t) satisfy conditions A. If h < H^ then, almost 
surely 3
/\ 1 TI E(t)£(t) ' +
- {ijle (t) Cy (t,h) z(t,h) ' ]}r"1||z
(1 + o(l) )
y(t,h) 
z(t,h)
+ O ( h3
|^
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The expression { [<J>, ,iK ]-[({> ,1p] }f { [<j>, ,iL ]-[<j> ,iJO } ' can ben n  oo n n
/s.
thought of as the bias in due to using a regression-
autoregression model of order h . It is the limiting form 
of
1 T- Z { (t)-e (t) } { eh (t)-e (t) } ' ,
h h
where eh (t) = y(t) + E <j>h (j ) y (t-j ) + E ^h (j)z(t-j) . There
/X
is a simple bound for the third term of . As each ele­
ment of iz£(t)[y(t,h),z(t/h)'] is 0 (Q_) a.s. and | I\ 1 1 <°° l i n i
(lemma 4.2.2) we have that
(3.3.4) {ize(t) [y(t,h) 1 ,z(t,h) Z
y(t,h) 
z(t ,h)
o(hQ^) a.s.
This bound is adequate to anlayse order estimates obtained 
using BIC. Define £ (T) as the integer that minimises
(3.3.5) tr { $ 1 ([<J>h ,iJ;h ] - [ < { > , ] “ [<!>,^ 3)'}' + hs (s+m) logT/T.
OO
We have 0 <  c . ( E ||<Mj)/^(j)||2)
h+1
<ll([c|)h^ h]-[(j)^ ])ro(C(f)h^ h] - C4>^ ]) ' |
00
<  cm a x (?
OO
<  c( E || (J)(j) ,^ (j)|| 2)
h+1
where cm j_n  ^ Cmax are smaH est an<^  largest eigenvalues
of . The last inequality is a consequence of (4.2.13) .
When the true model is ARMAX, the discussion below (3.3.2), 
together with the above bounds, shows that we can evaluate 
£ß (T) by minimising
2 hc, p + hs (s+m) log T/T n o
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where is a bounded sequence. We obtain
£d (T){-2 log p /log T} -* 1 .B o
Using lemma 3.3.3 and (3.3.4) we have 
BIC(h) = log{det i-Ee (t) e (t) ' }
+ t r { t 1 ([|h ,ijh ]-[<t>,ij»])r;)([|h ,ilih ]-[<l)<i(.])'} (1+0 (1) ) 
+ hs(s+m){log T/T}(l+o(l)) .
THEOREM 3.3.4. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process 
and z (t), z(t) satisfy conditions A. If £ß (T) ^s the
integer minimising BIC(h), 0 ^ h ^ (log T) then
A
fcB (T)/AB (T) = 1 + o(l) a.s.
We can replace BIC(h) by the criterion
A
(3.3.6) log det I, + hs(s+m)c log log T/Tn o
and, when c is chosen sufficiently large,the order estimates o
will behave as those obtained using BIC(h). Of course c iso
unknown (it depends on the true system parameters) so it is 
difficult to justify an order selection procedure based on
(3.3.6) .
A
Let &A (T) ke order estimate obtained by minimis­
ing AIC(h) , 0 < h < (log T)a . If, for h < h , BIC (h ) <
1 2 2
BIC(h ) then AIC(h ) < AIC(h ). Consequently,1 2 1
if & (T) gives the minimum for BIC(h) then AIC(£r>(T))B B
/\ /N /S
< AIC (h) for h < £ (T) . Thus & (T) > £D (T) andB A B
/\
lim inf £, (T) {-2 log p /log T} > 1 . With stronger conditions ^ o
on the innovations sequence we can evaluate the LHS of (3.3.4) 
more precisely (but only in probability) and obtain a result
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analogous to Theorem 3.3.4 for £ (T) • We show in lemmas
5.2.1, 5.2.2 that when conditions B hold and h >  d log T
(3.3.7) _ M Z e  (t) [y(t,h)l,z(t,h)l]}r,1j£ Hm n l
Y(s,h) 
z(s,h)
e (s)'
t (s+m) + o (1) .fo P
Using lemma 3.3.3 we have in probability
AIC(h) = log det{^-Ee (t) e (t) 1 }
+ tr|{|:"1 ([$h ,4lh]-[(|),<(j])fco([Jh ,Jh ]-C(()/1|)]) ’} (1+0(1))
- {h(s+m)/T}lg(l+Op (1)'} + 2hs(s+m)/T + o(^)
= log det{~Ee(t)e(t) 1 }
+ tr{$o1 ([Jh ,^h ]-[c})/i|;])roo([(f)h ,Jh ]-[(|),^]) ' } (l+o(l) ) 
+ {hs(s+m)/T}(l+o (1)) .
IT
As before, define £^(T) as t i^e integer minimising 
tr{$ o 1 ( [(f>h ,^h H — [4> ,i|>] ) ro( E(j)h ,^h ]-[^ ,^] ) ' } + hs (s+m) /T .
Using the same argument as for £_ (T) , we haveJ3
lim £_ (T) = log T / (-2 log p ) .A  0
THEOREM 3.3.5. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process
/\
and e(t), z(t) satisfy conditions B. If £^(T) is the 
integer minimising AIC (h) , 0 ^  h ^  (log T) , a < 00 , then
V t)/Vt) = 1+°(1)
in probability.
The only time the 'in probability' argument enters this 
result is in evaluating (3.3.7), and strengthening this to
an almost sure result appears to be very difficult. Though 
the results have been given for ARMAX models the geometric 
rate of decrease of the coefficients <|> (j )/*!> (j ) is not 
really necessary. These results continue to hold when we
ponly require E j 21| <J> (j ) ,ip (j ) | < 00 . If these methods are
to be applied to more general linear models
0°  oo
(3.3.8) E<j> (j ) y (t-j ) + ZiMj)z(t-j) = e(t)
0 1
with only slow rates of convergence for the $(j ) (j ) a 
higher bound on the order of the regression-autoregression 
models should be considered. For example instead of
cl clHt = (log T) as in the ARMAX case, we might take = T ,
a < h • Shibata (1980) has obtained results analogous to 
Theorem 3.3.5 for (3.3.8) with H^, = T 2 . His results are 
under Gaussian assumptions and are obtained using an approach 
different to ours. Details of the generalisation of our 
approach to (3.3.8) are given in Hannan and Kavalieris (to 
appear).
A number of simulation results are given in table
3.3.1 for several simple models. Evidently log T/{-2 log p}
0
grossly overestimates the order estimates especially when
p is near unity. The observed median values are close to 
0
h._ (T) , h (T) obtained by minimising, respectively A B
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log + 2h/T , log + h log T/T .
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TABLE 3.3.1
Orders of regression models selected using AIC(h) and 
BIC(H) from 50 repetitions.
M o d e l
T
y (t) 
100
= £(t) + 
500
.6£(t-1) 
1000
y (t) 
100
= £(t) + 
500
.8e(t-1) 
1000
y (t) 
100
= £ (t) + 
500
.95e(t-1) 
1000
AI C  m i n 1 2 3 2 4 6 4 8 13
me d 2 4 5 5 8 10 6 14 19
max 12 20 15 12 20 15 13 30 32
h (T) 2 4 5 4 7 9 5 13 18A
BIC m i n 0 2 3 1 4 4 1 4 8
m e d 2 3 3 2 5 6 3 7 10
max 3 5 6 6 8 10 6 12 13
V T) 2 3 4 3 5 6 3 7 10
log T
-2 log p 
0
5 6 7 10 14 16 45 61 67
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The asymptotic formula log T/{-2 log p } is obtained byo 2 h+ 2treating the first term in (3.3.5) as if it is p ando
neglecting all terms of smaller order than log T . Upon 
differentiating (3.3.5) and taking logs the minimising 
value is the solution of
(3.3.9) 2h log p = log log T - log T-log(-2 log p) -2 log p
0 0 0
Neglecting smaller order terms, h = log T/{-2 log p } . Foro
moderate T and p close to unity the small order termso
need not be negligible. Furthermore, treating the first
2 h*t“ 2term of (3.3.5) as if it were p may be considerablyo
distorting its true value. We calculate this term for the
univariate moving average
y (t) = £(t) + p £(t-l) E{£(t)2} = 1 •o
We have ^  = det r^^/det where y(0) = 1+p2 / Y(l) = P
Then det I\ .. = (l+p2)det It - p2det It n . Solving the n+i o n o  n-l
difference equation with initial values det T = 1,o
det T = p2 + 1 we obtain 1 o
det r, h (1
2 (h+1)P > / (i - p2) .o
Thus
* ,, 2 (h+2) w  2 (h+1) .K  = (1 - P ) / (1 - P ) .h o o
Now the first term of (3.3.5) is E H (t)-£(t))2} = $ - 1
2 h+ 2which, to first order is p . A  better approximation is
o
p2h+2(]__ p2) # This leads to the estimate from (3.3.9) being
o o
decreased by an amount log(l- p2)/2 log p . This improves
o o
the theoretical bound but the bound is still fairly poor when
p is near unity.
o
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§3.4 Stage II
Using the estimates e^(t) of the innovati°ns sequence 
obtained at Stage I we fit an ARMAX model to the data by 
regressing each component of y(t) on certain components of 
y (t) - e^(t) , y(t-j), z(t-j), e^(t-j) . The selection of
the components involved in these regressions is determined by
/\
the Kronecker indices of the model being fitted. Let be
the residual mean square from the above regression when the 
echelon form for v is estimated. The Kronecker indices 
a are estimated as the argument minimising
A
(3.4.1) log det $ + d(a)C(T)/T,
but we shall find it profitable to consider modifications of 
this criterion later in this section. We could consider mini­
mising (3.4.1) over all a such that |a| < N , where N 
is fixed a priori, but, because of the large number of echelon 
submanifolds to be considered even when s is quite small, 
we seek a more efficient approach.
The estimates e^(t) are not explicitly needed in 
Stage II; it is only their covariances that enter the calcu­
lations. Let
T—k
Y£y (k) = k  ? eh (t)y(t+k) k > 0
.  ^ ^with corresponding meanings for Y£z (k), y^(k) as in §3.1.
Then
(3.4.2) y ^ (k) =£y
?vj)yj+k>+?vj)iy(j+k)
/\
t
0
k > 0 
k = 0
k < 0
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y/N (k) = -£Z
Ph(j>Yyz(j+k> + ?Vj>V j+k)
(3.4 .2) 
cont' d
( h k ^ ^ ^
Z Z [<J> (u) ,\p (u) ] y (u+k-v)
u=0 v=0
y-(k)
<t>, (v) ' h
\ <v)'
y/v (_k) '
'w £
y ~(k) = y^ (—k) ' , y ~(k) = y~ (—k) ' . y£ £y z£ £z
k > 0  
k <  0
k >  0
k = 0 
k <  0
We remind the reader that y(n) is the generic neighbourhood 
having McMillan degree, and a(n) is the set of Kronecker 
indices for v(n) • If n = Ps+g then a(n) = {n1,...,ns} 
where n1 =...= nq = p+1 , nq+1 =...= ng = p . First consider 
fitting ARMAX models for V(PS) / P = 0,1,...,P . Construct 
the matrices
(3.4.3) G(k)
V k) Yyz(k) 7y-(k>
Yzy(k> V k) Yze(k>
Jhik) Y£z(k) Y£ (k)
k = 0,1 ,P •
These are used as input to Algorithm 3.3.2. At the p stage, 
the algorithm returns coefficient matrices F (j), j=l,...,p 
of 2s+m rows and columns and the residual mean square .
The matrix in the first s rows and columns of is
ta (pS) where a(ps) = {p,...,p} . Use $a(ps) in (3.4.1) 
to estimate the optimal order from the class of models 
V(ps), p = 0,1,...,P . Denote the optimal structural indices 
by a(ps) . Denote the matrix in the first s rows of
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F~(j) by [A(j),-D(j),-B(j)] , j = where the parti-
ir
tioning is after s, s+m columns. These are the estimated 
coefficient matrices for the ARMAX model in v(Ps) • Theorem 
3.4.1 shows that p is a strongly consistent estimate of the 
largest Kronecker index. To estimate the McMillan degree
A
calculate the residual mean squares ta (pS-j)' j = l/***/S-l 
from the regressions
(i) if i = l,...,s-j regress y^(t) on 
y^(t-l), £ = l,...,s-j and all components of 
z(t-l), eh (t-l), y(t-£), z(t-£), £h (t-£),
£ 2 , . . . , .
(3.4.4)
(ii) if i = s-j+l,...,s regress y^(t) on
Ay^(t)-e^(t), £ = l,...,s-j and all components of 
y(t-£), z(t-£), e^(t-£), £ = l,...,p-l .
Algorithm 3.4.1 provides a convenient way to organise these
calculations. Select j as that integer minimising (3.4.1)
/\for a = a(ps-j), j = 0,1,...,s-1 . The function C(T) in
(3.4.1) can be specified from the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.4.1. Assume that the true transfer functions
[k (z),£ (z)] G y(n ), n = p s+q , 0 < q < s and that 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
£ (t) and z(t) satisfy conditions A. The order h for
the stage I model is selected using BIC. At Stage II p is
selected by minimising (3.4.1) for a = a(ps), p=0,l,...,P,
P <°° and j is selected by minimising (3.4.1) for a = a(ps-j),
j = 0 ,... , s. If C (T) = c  log T log log T and c is suffi-
0 0
ciently large3 then3 almost surely
( P , q = 0 i o o
 ^ p +1 , q > 0  
0 0
(i)
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/\ /\
(ii ) ps-j -* p s+q o o
The constant c in this theorem depends on the trueo
system parameters, so it is not known. However, if C(T) 
is taken to increase at a rate that is faster than 
c log T log log T, c > 0 the conclusion of this theorem
1+6remains true. We could, for example take C(T) = (log T) ,
6 > 0 . Thus we have a procedure to consistently estimate
the McMillan degree of a system in y(n ) which requireso
/\
l , x to be calculated for P+s values of n . The 
requirement that the true model is in generic neighbourhood 
may not be a particularly strong condition in practice,for 
the true transfer functions can hardly be expected to be
A
rational functions. Then what we can hope for is that ?a 
is a sufficiently good estimate of $a (n) so that the above 
procedure gives consistent results for different data sets 
from the same model. Analytic results for fitting ARMAX 
models to data that is not generated by rational transfer 
function models are not yet available. Theorem 3.4.1 is 
difficult to generalise to include [k (z) ,& (z) ] €= v /0 0 Ot o
a = {n ,...,n } . The difficulty arises in evaluating 
o oi 0 s
A
t , v when min{n .} < p < max{n .} . Under stronger con- tot (ps) o 3  ^ o 3
ditions on the innovations we give the generalisation in 
Theorem 3.4.4 but with convergence in probability rather 
than almost surely.
Algorithm 3.4.1. Assume that the ARMAX model from V(PS) 
has been estimated using Algorithm 3.2.2 and that the outputs
— 1, . • • ,p / S-
ir
(j)/ j
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F~ l(j)/ j = /* S- np - 1 J ' J p-1
are available. Further assume that p is a consistent esti­
mate of max{n .} . We introduce some complicated notationo D
to describe the algorithm. Let w°(t) = (y (t) ' ,z (t) ' , (t)')', 
and the vectors
w 1 (t) = (yj (t) , j = 1, . . . ,q) , w 2 (t) = (yj (t) , j = q+1, . . . ,s),
w 3 (t) = (e . (t) , j = 1, . . . ,q) ,11 r J
w" (t) = (w1 (t) ' ,z(t) ' , eh (t) ’) ' .
Then define the matrices
, T-k
G1-5 (k) = — Z w 1 (t)w“1 (t+k) ' k >  0, i,j = 0,...,4 .
These are submatrices of G(k) = G 00 (k) that is defined in
(3.4.3). In an analogous way we define submatrices si-^  ,Pi *i i3S-J, of S~, S~ ... For example is the submatrix inp-1 p p-1 ^ p
rows l,...,q and columns s+m+1,...,s+m+q of . DefineP
submatrices of F (j)p J
F 1 (j ) , the matrix in rows l,...,q ,P
F 2 (j ) , the matrix in rows q+l,...,s ,
ir
F 3 (j) , the matrix in rows s+m+1,...,s+m+q ,
F M j )  , the matrix in rows l,...,q and
ir
s+1,...,2s+m .
In this notation the coefficient matrices [Ä(j) ,- D (j) ,-B (j) ] 
. We use the terminology of linear regression to
describe the algorithm, without meaning to imply that the 
qualities discussed are derived from ordinary regressions.
F/v (j ) p J
f I (j)p J
The terminology is convenient because the computations that 
are done in the algorithm are exactly those needed to add in 
or remove variables from a regression.
Step (i) Begin with the regressions
-£),eh
ü 1 / • • • r P  / 3 1 / • • • / g
(3.4.5)
(a) yj (t) on
% = i,... ,p j
(h) Yj(t) on
l = i
<
Q
a•
r
H 1,
For these regressions, the residual is
e (t) = y (t) + Z
j=l
" F ^ j )  '
w u (t-j) , Fp_1 (p) = 0 ,
and the residual mean square is
— l l _ 1 2S- S 'VP p
2 1 2 2s~ S- -jL_ P P-1
Step (ii) Remove the regressors y^(t-1), j = q+l,...,s from 
the regressions in step (i) (a). This gives the regressions
required in (3.4.4 (i)) . The expression 
P-1 ,
(3.4.6) 1 F~_, (j)w(t-j-l) , F~ , (0) = Io p-lVJ/""' J "p-lvv" J'2s+m
is the residual from regressing w 4 (t-1) on w(t-j), 
j = 2,...,p . The covariance of w 2 (t-1) and (3.4.6) is
/\n rP~l P P“1
i Zw2 (t-1)j Z Fg_1 (j)w(t-j-l)j= Z G 02(j),Fg_1 (j)’
/Np-i
Z F^_x (j ) G° 4 (j ) = s f a  ,
and regressing w 2 (t-1) on (3.4.6) gives
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where the partition in [E ,E ] is after q columns. The1 2
residual mean square for this last regression is
2 2 (0 ) -
P-1 ,
4 -i ~ 1 4 2
and
,1 /E ]w(t-l) + [E ,E ] E F- , (j)w(t-j-l) l S - q  2 1 2  1 P“-L
is the residual from the regression of w 2(t-1) on the com­
ponents of w 1(t-1),z(t-1)(t-1),w°(t-j), j = 2,...,p . 
Finally the coefficients for the regression (3.4.4 (i)) are
(3.4.7)
F-(l) - A (1)[E ,1 , E ]P 12 1 S - q  2
F-(j) - A (1) [E ,E ]F~ (j-1) , j = 2 , . . .P 12 1 2  P-1
The residual mean square when (t), j = l,...,q are re­
gressed on the regressors in (3.4.4 (i)) while yj(t), 
j = q+1,...,s are regressed on those in (3.4.5 (b)) is
A (1) D A  (1)’ A (1) D A  (1)
1 2 <3 1 2 12 q  2 2
A (1) D„A (1)' 0
2 2 q  1 2 _
In (3.4.7) , (3.4.8) A (1) is the matrix 1 2 in rows 1, . . . ,q
and columns q + i / .. . , s of F^ (1) and A (1) is the matrixP 2 2
in rows q+1 / . • • / s and columns q+l,...,s of F- , (1) .p-1
Step (iii) It remains to add the variables y^(t)-£u _. (t) ,3 n r 3
j = 1/.../q into the regressions in (3.4.5 (b)). The resi­
dual from regressing the vector of these variables on the com
Aponents of w(t-j), j = l,...,p-l is
/sp-1
(3.4.9) w 1 (t)—w 3 (t) + E {F~ , (j)-F^_, (j) }w(t-j)1 P P
11 13 3 1 3 3having residual mean square that is S = ,-S^ ,-S~ ,+S~ , ^ ^ p-1 p-1 p-1 p-1
As in step (ii) the covariance of w 2 (t) and (3.4.9) is
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. Hence the regression of w 2 (t) on (3.4.9) gives
o I o o — "|A (0) = - {S ~ - S *  n}S2 1 P“-1- P“1
Thus the vector of residuals for the regression (3.4.4 (ii))
is
A (0){w1 (t)-w3 (t)} +
2 1
{A (0) [f 1 (j)-FA n (j)3 + F~_i (j) }w(t-j) ,21 P x P - 1- P x
giving the coefficients
(3.4.10) A (0) , A (0){Fi , (j)-pi, (j)} + Fft , (j)21 21 P-1 P L
/S
j = 1,...,p~l
for w 1 (t)-w3 (t)/ w(t-j) respectively. Finally the residual 
mean square for the regressions (3.4.4 (i) , (ii)) is given by
subtracting
”0 SA (0) '
2 1
A (0) S A (0) SA (0)'
2 1 2 1 2 1
from (3.4.8). Referring to the canonical form (1.3.11) for 
the generic neighbourhood y(n), n = (p-l)s+q , and using 
(3.4.7), (3.4.8) the estimates of the coefficients are
A (0) = B (0) =
A (0) I 
2 1 s-q
[A(l),-D(l),-B(l)]
f 1(1)-A (1)[E ,1 ,E ]P 12 1 S - q  2
n (1) +A (0) {f ! - ( D - f I (1) } p-l 21 P ”1 P L
[A ( j ) ,-D(j) , —B (j ) ]
Fi(j)-Ä (1) [E ,E ]F~ , (j-1)P 12 1 2 P 1
F~ ,(j)+A (0){Fi . (j ) -F^_1 (j) }p-1 2 1 P”-1- P ± J
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for j = , where Fp_i(P) = ® •
The matrix of residual mean squares and cross products is
A (1) D A (l) ' AA (1) D Ä (1) 1 -SA (0) '
/ \ 1 2 q  i2 1 2 q  2 2  2 1= 1 +
A A A AA (1) D A (l)'-A (0)S -A (0)SA (0)'
_  22 q  i 2 21 21 21 _
We give a number of detailed results for the univariate 
ARMA model which do reflect the multivariate case. Assume 
the true model is
PoE A (j)y(t-j) = E B (j)e(t-j), A (0) = B (0) = I 
0 0 0 0 0 0
<*0Put x(t) = b e(t) = E B (j)e(t-j) where 
0 0 0
E(e(t)} = 0 , £{ e (s) e (t) } = 6gt .
Let be the expected variance of the error of linear predic-
A
tion of x(t) from x(t-j), j = l,...,v , and t be theP t M
residual mean square when an ARMA(p,q) model is estimated 
at Stage II. Define
A
BIC(p/q) = log t + (p+q)log T/T .P I ~1
THEOREM 3.4.2. Assume e (t) satisfies conditions B and the 
order at Stage I is chosen to optimise AIC(h) or BIC(h) ,
0 < h < (log T) , a < 00 . If p,q are chosen by optimising
BIC(p,q) , p < P, q < Q, (P,Q < 00) then
p -+ p +v / q q +v 
0 0 0 0
in probabilitywhere v is the first integer v for whicho
a)2 - co2 , _ < -4 log pv v+1 ^
and p is the modulus of a zero of b (z) nearest |z| = 1.
The essential part of this proof is to show that
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T
(3.4.11) i = h  E(t)2 + t(wf-l)h/T + o (log T/T)P / S i - 1-! 0 v P
when p > p , q > q and v = min{p-p ,q-q } . We have o o  o o
shown in theorem 3.3.4 that h will be {log T/(-2 log p )}xo
(l+o(1))/ in probability, so that the second term on the RHS 
of (3.4.1) is of the same order of magnitude as the second 
term of BIC(p,q) . Furthermore the effect of this term is 
to cause BIC to overestimate the order of the model, but as 
co2 decreases to 1 in a way that is determined only by b (z) , 
the degree of overestimation is determined by the true system 
parameters. To be more precise, if either p < p^
or q < q , Hannan and Rissanen (1982) show that
so that
q > q . o
t > t + c , c > 0*P/q /qft0 0
BIC(p,q) has its minimum in the region p > p
When p > p , q > q / (3.4.11) shows thato o
/
BIC(p,q) > BIC(p +v,q +v)o o
hence we seek a minimum from {(p,q) = (p +v,q +v),o o
v = 0,1,...,V} . For v > v'
BIC(p +v,q +v) - BIC(p +v*,q +v')
0 0 0 0
= { (oj^ -ü)^ , )/{-2 log p o } + 2 (v-v ' ) }log T/T+o^dog T/T) 
giving the result.
The effect of this theorem does not become apparent
unless p is quite close to unity, for example if the true o
model is y(t) = e(t)+B e(t-1) , then v is zero ifo o
IB I <0.89 In this calculation the Stage I order is given o
its asymptotic value which greatly overestimates the observed
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orders (see table 3.3.1). Thus for moderate sample sizes the 
magnitude of the second term in the RHS of (3.4.11) may be 
overstated in these calculations and the degree of overesti­
mation of order may be considerably less than that stated in 
Theorem 3.4.2. Some simulation results showing this effect 
are given in Table 3.4.1. In all of the models the optimal 
model was selected from ARMA(p,p), p = 0,1,...,P
In proving Theorem 3.4.2 we have also established the 
following corollary concerning the behaviour of the estimates
/ \  / sa(z) , b(z) .
Corollary 3.4.3 Assume all the conditions of Theorem 3.4.3. 
The parameter estimates of an ARMA(p,q) model fitted at 
Stage II satisfy
/\ Pa(z) = v(z)a (z) + O(log log T/T) , a.s. o
 ^ Pb(z) = v(z)b (z) + O(log log T/T) 2/ a.s. o
where v = min{p-p ,q-q } ando o
f 0 if v < 0
I v(z) + 0 (1) otherwise
o
and (v(L)-l)x(t) is the best linear 'predictor of x(t) 
from x(t-1),...,x(t-v) .
Note that the zeros of v°(z) = Ev°(j)z are within
I z I = 1  .
Turning to the multivariate ARMA or ARMAX case we can 
prove partial analogues to Theorem 3.4.2 and corollary 3.4.3. 
We are unable to obtain an explicit form for the degree of 
overestimation of the Kronecker indices when BIC is used to 
determine the structure, though we can show that the degree 
of overestimation is dependent only on the true system
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Table 3.4.1
Frequencies of choice of order of ARMA(p,p) models estimated at 
stages II, Ila
Order T = 200 T = 500 T = 1000
A A (1) - (i ) ~ (i ) - (l A - (1) -(l)P pc P Pc P Pc P P^c P Pc p P^c
y (t) = e (t) + 0.8 e(t-1) ; v0 = 0
1 89 92 94 94 83 90 92 97 87 92 96 96
2 9 6 5 5 17 10 7 3 12 7 3 3
3 2 2 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1
y(t) = e (t) + 0.9 e(t-1) ; v 0 = 1
1 76 92 94 95 70 90 94 97 68 86 96 96
2 19 7 5 4 29 10 5 3 27 13 4 4
3 4 1 1 1 1 - - 5 1 - -
y (t) = e (t) + 0 .95 e (t-1) ; v 0 = 1
1 69 90 90 92 64 81 89 91 62 86 95 96
2 25 8 7 6 32 16 7 7 32 13 5 4
3 4 1 1 1 3 2 - 6 1 - -
4 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 - - - -
> 5 - - - 3 1 - - - -
y (t) = e (t) + e(t-1) + 0.89 e(t-2) ; v 0 = 1
1
2 39 73 76 81 22 66 72 78 18 68 85 88
3 51 22 24 19 69 28 26 20 71 26 13 10
4 10 5 9 6 2 2 10 6 2 2
5 - - - - - 1 - - -
Criteria for estimating order
P : BIC
P (1  ^: BIC at stage II, BIC at stage Ila
Pc : BIC (i/j) at stagep / q II
P (1c BIC (ifj) at stageP 11 II, BIC at stage Ila
t)
>
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parameters.
THEOREM 3.4.4. Assume [k (z),Z (z)]£v /a = {n ,...,11 },-------------- o o ao ° oi os
la I < P, and conditions B are satisfied. Let the order at o
Stage I be determined using either AIC or BIC with
H <  (log T)a ; a < 00 . If {n , . . . ,n } are the estimatesl 1 s
of the Kronecker indices obtained by optimising
A
(3.4.12) log det $ + d(a)c log T/T, |a| < P < 00a o
then for c sufficiently largeo
p l i m n .  = n . , j = l,...,s .^ 3 o3
In proving this theorem we establish the following 
results:
A
(a) a ^  a ^ X + o (1) , i ^ t1 o Ta P Ta Tao
- 1 T(b) a = a(ps) >  a =* i ^  — E e(t)e(t) ' + o (log t/t )o a t i p
l T(c) a >  a =► i ^  — E e (t) e (t) ' + k (log t/t ) + (log t/t )o a t i i p
l T(d) a = a =*■ t = — E £ (t) £ (t) ' + K (log T/T) + o(log T/T) .o a T i o P
Here K , K are dependent only on the true system parameters. 0 1
If BIC is used to estimate the structural indices (i.e. we put
c = 1 in Theorem 3.4.4) then it can happen that some of theo
Kronecker indices will be overestimated. Indeed if a > a
then
BIC(a ) - BIC(a) o
-1{tr{$ (K -K )} + d(a )-d(a)}log T/T + o (log T/T)o o 1
which is positive, for sufficiently large T , when
tr{$ (K -K )} + d(a ) -d (a )> 0 . This gives a bound on the o o i o  ^
degree of overestimation that is determined by K and K^ .
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To estimate all of the Kronecker indices we could proceed as
follows. Assume that c in (3.4.12) has been selected too
be "sufficiently large" so that the estimates of the Kronecker
indices are consistent, or replace c log T by a functiono
increasing more rapidly than c log T (for example we couldo
use log T log log T .) As in Theorem 3.4.1 first consider the
/\echelon submanifolds y(Ps)' P = 0,1,...,P . If a = a(ps)
optimises (3.4.12) then from (a) , (b) , (d) , p -► max{n .} ino 3
probability. Now we may proceed to estimate the remaining 
Kronecker indices using the following scheme. Suppose the 
estimates n ,n of n ,n have already been
obtained using this method. To estimate n , optimise
(3.4.12) for a {p, . . . ,p,j , n ' • • • 'ns} '
j = p,p-l,...,l. If optimises (3.4.12) then j -* n3 o q
in probability. To see that this estimate is consistent,
assume n n are consistent estimates of n nq+1 s oq+1
A
If j > n
os
0q then a . > a and t is bounded below by 3 o
A
(c). Comparing this with (which is evaluated by (d) if
noqa = a or otherwise by (c)) shows that if c is suffici- n „ o ooqently large (3.4.12) increases as j increases beyond n
When j < n then a . ^ a hence from (a) t > t + c ,J oq 3 T o %
converges to $ , (3.4.12) is seenoq 0c > 0 . Hence as Tan,
to decrease, for large T , as j increases to n . Thus ^ J oq
A
j n , in probability. In principle we need not consideroq
more than P+s max{n .} echelon submanifolds to estimate allo 3
of the Kronecker indices. The estimation for the P sub­
manifolds V(PS)/ P = 1,...,P is conveniently done using
the Levinson-Durbin recursion (Algorithm 3.2.2). The remain­
ing calculations are probably best done using standard methods 
for adding or removing variables from a regression (see,for
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example, Seber, 1977 , pp. 338-342). When we are seeking to 
approximate the true structure by an ARMAX model in a generic 
neighbourhood, Algorithm 3.4.1 will probably be the most 
economical approach to use.
The algorithms discussed here are based on having a 
consistent estimate of the largest Kronecker index. In prac- 
tice it should be recognised that p may be less than some 
n j for moderate sample sizes and a wider range of echelon 
submanifolds may need to be considered than those given in 
the estimation procedure.
The last point is brought out in the analysis of the 
following data consisting of sales of mink and muskrat furs 
by the Hudson's Bay Company for the period 1850-1911 tabulated 
in Jones (1914), pp. 209-214. Though it is generally con­
sidered that a linear model is not appropriate for this kind 
of data our main aim is to compare estimates of the Kronecker 
indices obtained using these methods with the estimates 
obtained by Cooper and Wood (1982) using the canonical corre­
lations approach of Akaike (1974c). The data consists of two
series y (t) , the muskrat series, and y (t) , the mink
1 2
series, each with 62 observations. We follow Cooper and Wood 
and fit the models to the transformed data y^ (t) = log(y^(t)), 
i = 1,2 .
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Table 3.4.2
Estimation of Kronecker indices for Mink-Muskrat data.
A
Kronecker No. of parameters log det t  ^ Ta + d(a)C(T)/T
index a d (a) C (T) = 2 C(T) = log T
{1,1} 8 -4.9495 -4.6739
{1,2} 11 -5.1429 -4.7655
{2,1} 12 -4.9506 -4.5389
{2,2} 16 -5.1230 -4.5740
The order of the regression model selected using AIC at
Stage I was 5. An ARMA model from V(ps), p = 1,2,... was
selected using (3.4.1). With C (T) = 2 this criterion
selects p = 2, or with C(T) = log T we obtain p = 1 .
Since the sample size is so small it is reasonable to doubt 
that these estimates have actually found the largest of the 
Kronecker indices so it is reasonable to examine pairs of 
Kronecker indices {j,k} for {j,k} near to {1,1} . When 
this was done both choices of C(T) lead to a = {1,2} , 
agreeing with the model selected by Cooper and Wood. For the 
{1,2} model the parameter estimates are
1 0 .74 .46 0 0
y(t) + y(t-i) +
_ 0 1 _ 1
r"in•1—1 Io_l _-.01 .71_
Y(t-2)
1 0 .38 -.22 0 0
£ (t) + £ (t-1) +
_ 0 1 _ 1o 1—1
l—1 1(NLO• _-.4 5 .02 _
These estimates are quite close to the maximum likelihood
A
estimates obtained by Cooper and Wood. However, det b(z) 
has a zero of modulus 1.07. Thus b(z) is unstable and as
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such it cannot be used to initialise a maximum likelihood 
procedure. One approach we have used, which will be discussed 
again later, is to replace b(z) by b^(z) = I + A(b(z)-I),
0 < X < 1 where A is selected as close to unity consistent
Awith the stability of b-^ (z) • This is a simple approach
which appears to give quite satisfactory results.
There is a close analogue to corollary 3.4.3. In
proving parts (b), (c) when a = a(n) the coefficients of
a[b ,d ]-[b,d]a are explicitly evaluated to be
O(log log T/T) 2 almost surely. When a[b°,d°] = [b,d]a° ,
we have that [a(z),b(z),d(z)] = v(z)[a (z),b (z),d (z)]
0 0 0
where now [a (z),b (z),d (z)] is the (left) ARMAX represen- 0 0 0
tation of [k (z),Z (z) ] .
0 0
COROLLARY 3.4.5. Assume the model from v. , a > aa o
that is fitted at Stage II has ARMAX representation [a,b,d]. 
df [ao,bo,dQ] is the ARMAX representation in \j 3 thena g
[a,b,d] = v(z)[a,b,d] + O(log log T/T) 2, a. s.0 0 0
In general we have not been able to obtain results
concerning the stability of v(z) as we did in corollary
3.4.3. If a = a(ps) , a = a(p s) the conclusions of corollary
0 0
3.4.3 carry over exactly, but otherwise there are constraints 
amongst the parameters ofv(z) making it difficult to evaluate 
the asymptotic behaviour.
As we have already mentioned the constant c occuringo
in (3.4.12) is determined by the (unknown) system parameters. 
There is no difficulty in obtaining consistent estimates if 
c^  log T is replaced by a function C(T) that is increasing 
sufficiently rapidly. As we have already pointed out, if 
C(T) is taken to be too large it will lead to underestimation 
of the Kronecker indices. In the univariate ARMA case our
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Table 3.4.3
Frequencies of choice of order of ARMA(p, p) models at
stage II
Order T = 200 T = 500 T = 1000
A 0 0 /\ 0P P P P P P
y(t) = £ (t) + £(t“l) + 0.6 £ (t-2)
l 26 61 - 12 - -
2 60 38 68 79 67 88
3 14 1 30 9 32 12
4 - - 2 - 1 -
y (t) = e (t) + £(t—1) + 0. 89 £(t-2)
1 - 2 - - - -
2 39 76 22 56 18 48
3 51 21 69 44 71 51
4 10 1 9 - 10 1
5 _ _ _ _ 1 _
Criteria for determining order
p : BIC
o ~p : log £ + 2p log T log log T/TP / P
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simulations show that if C(T) = log T log log T there is 
less tendency to overestimate model order but there is a consi­
derably higher frequency of underestimation when compared 
with C(T) = log T . These simulations are tabulated as p° 
in Table 3.4.3. We now study methods for obtaining consistent 
estimates of the model structure which do not involve using 
C(T) = log T log log T or an arbitrary large value of c^ 
but rather use C(T) = log T . We only have complete results 
in the univariate case and we restrict our theorems to scalar 
ARMA models as the ARMAX case is almost the same. The gap 
in the proofs for the corresponding results for the estimation 
of Kronecker indices is that we lack a full analogue to 
corollary 3.4.3 for multivariate models. This problem is 
still being investigated.
Assume A(j), j = l,...,p , B(j), j = l,...,q are 
the parameter estimates at order (p,q) when the latter is 
obtained by optimising BIC(p,q), p,q < P . Compute new 
estimates of the innovations as
A Ap q
(3.4.13) e (t) = E A (j ) y (t-j ) - £ B(j)e(t-j) , A(0) =B(0) = 1o i
which is initialised by taking y(s), e(s) as zero for
s < 0 . Using e(t) in place of eh (t) , Stage II may be 
repeated. We refer to the repetition of Stage II in this way 
as Staqe Ila. Let t be the residual mean square obtained 
when an ARMA(p,q) model is estimated at Stage Ila and select 
order by optimising
(3.4.14) log j + (p+q)log T/T p,q < P
ir Si
THEOREM 3.4.6. Let s = 1 and the true model be in
ARMA(p ,q ) . Assume £ (t) satisfies conditions B and the o o
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order at Stage I is chosen to optimise AIC(h) or BIC(h) ,
0 ^ h ^ Hrp . If the optimal model at Stage II is chosen by 
minimising BIC(p,q) , p,q ^ P < 00 and a model of order 
(p,q) is estimated at Stage Ila by optimising (3.4.14), then
p p / q q0 0
in probability.
To compute estimates of the innovations using (3.4.13)
it is necessary that b(z) = E B(j)z J be stable. As pointedo
out with respect to maximum likelihood estimation for the
Amink-muskrat data, b(z) might be replaced by b^(z) =
/\1 + X(b(z)—1) if b(z) is unstable. Here X is selected 
near to unity and consistent with the stability of b-^ (z) . 
This simple procedure appears to perform well in the small
Anumber of simulations where b(z) was unstable. In all of 
these cases the value of the parameter X required for 
stability of b-^ (z) was quite close to unity. In the simu­
lations reported in Table 3.4.1 such a procedure to compute 
a stable b-^ (z) was not used. The several cases when Stage 
Ila led to gross overestimation of the order arose because
A
b(z) had zeros just outside |z| = 1 . In all of these cases 
the zeros were less than 1.01 in modulus.
An alternative to repeating Stage II is to attempt to 
estimate the second term on the RHS of (3.4.11). Of course 
we cannot do this directly, but we can modify BIC to take this 
term into account. For any p,q let Bpg(j) be the moving 
average coefficients when an ARMA(p,q) model is fitted at 
Stage II. Compute
q " j  -p (3) = E B (j)B (k+j) , j = 0,1,.. . ,qP,q k=0 pq J pq J J M
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These are the covariances of x pq(t) =  ^ Bpg (j )e (t-j) where
e(t) are defined above Theorem 3.4.2. Compute oj2^ ( v ) the
variance of the error of predicting x (t) from x (t-j) ,Pq Pq
j = l,...,v , for v = 0,1,... . Of course an upper bound
for v needs to be imposed so that both p+v and q+v are 
bounded by P . The oj2 (v ) are conveniently computed usingPq
the Levinson recursion. Thus put M = maximum of v ;
G(j) = p (j) / j = 0,...,q in Algorithm 3.2.1. IdentifyP / *1
(jo2 (v ) with the output S . Define BIC (i,j) as pq * v pq J
B I C (i ,j) i <  p j <  q
BIC (i , j ) + h{032 (0) -a)2 (v) }/T , v = min{ i-p , j —q },
IT H. — vi
i >  p / j >  q ,
where h is the order estimated at Stage I. Define a partial 
ordering {a,b} <  { a ^ b 1} when a <  a 1 and b <  b 1 . Select
A /\the order {pc /qc ) as the least {p,q} for which BIC (i,j)
is minimised (for i < P , j < Q )  at i = p , j = q .
THEOREM 3.4.7. Assume s = 1 and the true model is in
ARMA(p ,q ) . Let e(t) satisfy conditions B and assumeo o
the order at Stage I is chosen to optimise AIC(h) or BIC(h),
A /\0 <  h <  Ht . If {pc /qc ) is chosen at Stage II using 
BIC (i,j) as described above thenpq
in probability.
This procedure has the advantage over Stage Ila in that it is 
not necessary to compute new estimates of the innovations.
/NThus the moving average polynomial b(z) need not be stable. 
This is a procedure that is computationally cheap and appears 
to give good results, thus we feel it is always worth using.
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Even if BIC (i,j) is used to choose the model order at Stage PI
II, it might be worthwhile to compute new estimates of the 
innovations as in (3.4.13) and to estimate order in Stage Ila. 
Theorem 3.4.6 still applies and the new order estimates are 
consistent, as before. Simulation results are denoted by 
p^ in Table 3.4.1 for this procedure.
§3.5 Stage III
Here we are primarily concerned with the problem of 
obtaining asymptotically efficient estimates of the system 
parameters once the model structure is known. The main method 
we consider is one based on the Gauss-Newton procedure that is 
widely used in numerical optimisation procedures. We commence 
with a discussion of some methods based on the likelihood
(2.2.1) . Schweppe (1965) shows that this can be conveniently 
calculated using the Kalman filter. Indeed if we assume a 
state space model
x (t+1) = Fx (t) + Lz (t) + Ke (t)
y (t) = Hx (t) + e (t)
where the matrices F, L, K, H are parameterised by t , the 
Kalman filter yields estimates x(t) of x(t) (based on the 
observations y(s), z(s), s = l,...,t-l) and , the co-
variance matrix of the estimated innovations e(t) = H(x(t) - 
x(t)) . Then 2(log likelihood) is given by
(3.5.1) Lt (t) = -E {log det Vt + e (t) ' V ^ e  (t) } .
We shall refer to Lt (t ) as the 'exact' likelihood for it is 
the one that would be obtained if the process were Gaussian.
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A natural way of locating extrema is by a Newton - Raphson 
procedure
T (k+1) T(k> + A.H-1 — T-iX)
k 9x (k)
where t ^  is the parameter estimate at the iteration,
H^ . is the Hessian of LT (x) , and X^ a scalar step length,
the choice of which will be discussed later. Engel and Watson
(k)(1981) discuss the use of the Information matrix J (x )
(k)evaluated at x as an estimate of H^ . . They show that
the (i,j) element of J (x ^ ) is
J . . (x 13
(k) E
t
tr 1 + z
'9e (t) • 1
v " 1
' 9e(t )>
) l 9x .k 1  J vt 9x .k 3 ;
This has the advantage that it only contains first derivatives 
of V and e , i.e. quantities that can be calculated using 
the Kalman filter. Engel and Watson indicate numerical com­
putation of the derivatives by n passes through the Kalman 
filter, where n is the dimension of x . Other approaches 
to computing the derivatives have been considered (Wilson and 
Kumar (1982) see also Astrom (1980) for further references) , 
where the computational burden is reduced using ad joint equations. 
The Kalman filter is conveniently parameterised by the coef-
A A Aficients of a(z), b(z), d(z) , the estimates of a (z), b (z),0 0
d (z) (Harvey and Phillips, 1979) since we have these avail- 0
able. Then the question of the stability of the filter is
A
resolved by requiring b(z) to be stable. Solo (1983) con­
siders parameterising the Kalman filter by the parameters of 
 ^ CvyvcL i^ JL. ~Thts Ü
a(z) together with c-eme covariances of y(t) and z(t)**nthe
output statistics Kalman filter of (Son and Anderson, 1971).
This avoids the problem of estimating anything more than the
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a (z) coefficients. It seems difficult to determine whether o
the filter is stable directly from this parameterisation.
The choice L (t ) is only one choice of an objective 
function to be maximised. Other choices have been considered 
(Dunsmuir and Hannan, 1976) which lead to the same asymptotic 
properties of the estimators as when Lt (t ) is optimised.
The effect of using a particular objective function when the 
sample size is small is not clear. We consider the objective 
function
L (t ) = log det $ + (b ^ay (t) -b ^dz (t) ) ' $  ^(b ^ay(t)-b "'“dz (t) )
which leads to a simpler optimisation problem. We assume that 
the parameters of $ are independent of the system parameters 
t . When L(t ) is maximised with respect to { by putting
1 ^ Z (b 1ay(t)-b ^dz(t)) (b 1ay(t)-b 1dz(t)) ' .
Now we are left with optimising det $ with respect to the
(k)system parameters. Let t be the vector of parameters in
t h[a,b,d] at the k stage of the iterative procedure optimis­
ing det I . Denote b '*'ay(t)-b ^dz (t) by e(t,T) and 
define
£ (i) (t,T1)
3e(t,t )
Approximate 
(3.5.2) 
where n is
£ (t,t ) by
n , . .
e(t,T) = eCt,!1) + E £ "*" (t/T1){ 
the dimension of t . Let 
Ftk(-r' ) = i Ee U) (t, t 1 ) e (k) (t,!1) '
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WÄ (T 1 ) = I S£U) (t , T 1 ) £ (t ,T 1 ) •
$(X1) = i E£(t,T!)£(t,x')' .
On the basis of (3.5.2) consider the minimisation with respect 
to t of
(3.5.3) detj^ - E t e ^ x 1) + Es(l) (t,xM (T.-x^Heftj1) + Ee(l) (t,!1) (x^xMl'r l i 1 1  i J
in the place of det $ . To minimise (3.5.3) we are led to
the equations
(3.5.4) tr{$(x) 1{W£(t 1)+ Z F ^ I t 1 ) }
k=l
0 ,
i = 1, . . . ,n
while in the univariate case this leads to the solution of
n
W  (t 1 ) +  E F ^ k  (T1 ) (T k ~ T k )  =  0 1 =  1 / * * * / n  ‘k=l
To solve (3.5.4) approximately in the multivariate case, we 
replace |(t ) by ^(x1) in (3.5.4), an approximation that is 
likely to be of little consequence provided our estimates, t , 
remain in a small enough neighbourhood of x . Let
W j d 1) — trf^tx1)” XW ^ ( T ^ £ (t , T M' |(f1)_1£ U) (t.x1)
F£k (x 1) = tr{$(Tl)"1FJlk(T1)} .
Define F(t ! ) to be the n*n matrix with entries F ^ t x 1) 
and W(x1) as the vector with elements W ^ x 1) . Then we
obtain as an approximate solution to (3.5.4)
(3.5.5) T = T1 - F (T1) 1W(x1)
This leads to an iterative procedure to optimise L(x)
x<k+l) = T (k) _ xkF(T(k))-lw(T(k))
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where is a step length to be discussed later. In the
univariate case (3.5.5) furnishes the solution as well but
the elements of F(t 1) and W(t x) are ^ ( t 1) *
The parameter vector t obtained from (3.5.5) will be
referred to as the Gauss-Newton estimate. Under quite mild
conditions it can be shown (at least in the scalar case) that
if (t 1 — t ) = 0 (a ) where a I 0 then the Gauss-Newton o P 1 1
estimate t satisfies
T-T = -F(t ) 1W(T ) + 0D{max{a!,a T ^}} .o o o P 1 1
(See Fuller (1976) Chapter V for a proof.) In the particular
situation where y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process we
can arrive at this kind of result directly. We do not give a
proof here, but refer to the proof of Theorem 3.6.2 where
the analogous result is proved for transfer function models
in the scalar case. In this situation the proof uses no
different ideas. For a proof of the central limit theorem
for F(t ) ^W(t ) we refer to Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler o o
(1980). The iterative procedure may be initialised using the 
parameter estimates t 1 obtained at Stage II. The discussion 
has assumed that the true model structure (e.g. the Kronecker 
indices) is known, thus we also assume that the Stage II 
estimate of model order is consistent. Let the elements of 
t be ordered as in §2.1, namely t is the vector of those 
elements of
(vec[A(0)]',vec[A(l),B(1),D(1)]',... )
that are not restricted to zero or one when [a(z) ,b(z) ,d (z) ] 
is in echelon form. Let V be constructed from A(u,v) as
described below Theorem 2.1.2.
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THEOREM 3.5.1. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process 
and e(t), z(t) satisfy conditions B. If t is the Gauss- 
Newton estimate obtained using (3.5.5) where T1 is the Stage 
II parameter estimate then
(t-t ) 0 £ N(0,v 1)0
If the procedure is iterated the same proof shows that all 
successive estimates are also asymptotically efficient.
We proceed to obtain an explicit form for the quanti­
ties used (3.5.5). Calculate elt,!1) recursively using
p^  p^  P^
(3.5.6) EB(j)e(t-j,t 1) = EA(j)y(t-j) - £D(j)z(t-j)
0 0 1
where t 1 is the system parameter estimate obtained at Stage 
II. This recursion is initialised by putting e(s/T1) = 0, 
y(s) = 0, z(s) = 0 ,  s < 0 . Since a(z), b(z), d(z) is in
echelon form, A(0)-Is only has non-zero elements below the
 ^ /v thmain diagonal. As A(0) = B(0) this means that the i com­
ponent of e(t,Tx) is
i-1^ P P P
Si (t,T1) = £ A± j (0) (Yj (t) (t,!1) )+ £A (j)y(t-j)-EB(j)0(t-j / T1 )-ED (j ) z(t-j)
so that to compute e^(t,x1) we only need e ^ t , ! 1) , j < i
together with y(t) and 'past' y(s), z(s), s(s,t 1) , s < t .  
Denote by e ^  the matrix with all of its entries zero except 
for "1" in the (i,j) place. The context where e_. is usedij -1will specify its dimension. Then with, ^(t,!1) = b ay(t) -
 ^— p ^b d z (t), we have
3e(t ,t ) 
3Aij(k) T
= b 1ei .y(t-k) , 
t 1 J
k > 0
3e(t,T) -b (b ^ay(t-k)-b ^dz (t-k) )
T
9e(t,x)
9A..(0) ID
b (y (t)-e (t , t 1) }
9s(t, t ) 
9D± .(k) T
(t-k) .
In these expressions A ±j (k) , (k) , D±_. (k) represent the
(i,j) elements of the matrices A(k), B(k), D(k) that occur 
in the parameter vector t . The calculation of these quanti­
ties may be streamlined by computing recursively
(3.5.7) ZB(j)[n(t-j) ,£(t-j) ,C(t-j)] = [y (t) ' ,-e (t )',-z (t) ' ] ® io 13
where n (t) , £(t), C(t) have respectively s2, s2, sm columns
and are set to zero when t <  0 . For example, the its(j-l)
column of n(t) is
b_ 1 (0,...,0,y.(t) ,0, . . . ,0) ' = b_1eijy(t)
where the vector (0,...,0,yj(t) , 0 , . . . , 0) 1 has its non-zero 
element in the ith place. Let X(t)' be the matrix consist­
ing of those columns of n(t-j), £(t-j)f C(t-j) (and n(t) + 
£(t) if Ä (0)-I is not zero) corresponding to the freely 
varying elements of A(j),B(j),D(j) in t 1 . Then the 
Gauss-Newton estimate t given by (3.5.5) is
(3.5.8) t = t 1- Zx(t){|(T1)"1 ® ig}x(t) '}_1
Ex(t){f(T1)"1 ® ls}e(t/T1)'}
To implement this procedure the essential requirement 
is that b(z) be stable so that the ^(t/T1) and n(t),
E, (t) , C (t) can be formed. As we have indicated in §3.4 that
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/sone way to achieve this is to replace b(z) by b^(z) =
I + A(b(z)-I ) where A is selected close to unity and 
consistent with stability. It should be noted that if the 
zeros of det b(z) (or det b^(z)) are very close to |z| =1 
then the effects due to setting e(t), y(t), z(t) to zero, 
t < 0 in computing e(t/T1) in (3.5.6) and initiating n(t),
£(t), £(t) to zero t < 0 in (3.5.7) will die out very 
slowly. This effect can lead to poor estimates of Mt,!1) 
and n(t), £ (t), C(t) which in turn can lead to poor perfor­
mance of the Gauss-Newton estimate, particularly when the 
sample size is small. For this reason it may be worthwhile 
to select A above so that the zeros of det b-^ (z) are 
bounded some small distance away from |z| = 1  .
The iterative procedure includes a 'step length' para­
meter A. the choice of which we discuss here. The Gauss- k
Newton procedure locates a direction along which the objective 
function decreases, but this direction and unit step length is 
only optimal if the objective function is truely quadratic.
As det |(t ) is not quadratic, we stand to reduce the number 
of iterations of the Gauss-Newton procedure by selecting the 
step length in the given direction so that the objective 
function is decreased as much as possible. That is, if
T (k+1) (A) = x (k) - AF(t (k) )_1W(t (k) )
we seek to find a A to minimise the quantity det if (t ^k+^(A)) . 
How accurately we should evaluate A depends on the 
relative cost of this evaluation and the cost of one iteration 
of the Gauss-Newton procedure. The choice of step length has 
one other important consequence, namely that if in the 
echelon form [a ^  ,b ^  ,d ^  ] corresponding to t ^  ,
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(k)b (z) is stable, then for small enough step length A , 
b(k+l)(z) will also be stable. For our problem a single 
evaluation of the objective function is considerably faster 
than one iteration of the Gauss-Newton procedure, so it is 
generally worthwhile expending some effort in selecting the 
step length. One economical approach is as follows. At the 
ktk iteration we have already evaluated det |(i^k+1  ^(0)) = 
det I (t ^ ) . At the (k+l)st iteration evaluate
det $ (t ^ k+^  (1)) and
G = { (t (k+1) (1) -T (k) )W(t (k) }/| t (k+1(l)-T (k) |
~ (k)This is the directional derivative of det {(t ) at t v in
(k+1) (k)the direction t (1)-t . Now we fit a quadratic curve
through the points {0, det {1, det | (t ^ k+^  (l) ) }
having gradient G at 0 . The stationary point of this 
curve is at
A = G/2{det t (t (k+1) (l))-det t(T(k))-G} .l
Several cases arise.
(i) det $ (t ^k+^  (1)) > det $ (t ^ k  ^)) . In this case
A £ [0,1] . Evaluate successively det $(t k^+^  (A)) 
for A = A ,A /2,A /4,... selecting the step length as the 
first such A for which
det $(x(k+1) (A) ) < det $(x(k)) .
(ii) det $ (t (k+1) (1) ) < det $ (t ) . If A < 0 then
it is most likely that the optimal step length is >1.
In this case proceed to evaluate det £(T^k+^  (A)) for at
least one step length A > 1  (take for example A =2) and2 2
select the step length as 1 or A^ for which
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det I (t (^ ) ) is smallest. The density of the line search
will depend on the cost of evaluating the objective function.
If A > 0 select the step length as A whenl l
det i (t (x ) ) < det t (x (l) ) and 1 otherwise.
l
Of course many other methods for selecting step lengths are 
available. For a discussion of some of them,and more details 
and refinements on this one, see Bard (1974).
The greatest computational burden in the maximum like­
lihood calculation is in computing the quantities n(t), £ (t),
£ (t), e(t,x) and their covariances. In comparison to this 
the additional work in solving (3.5.8)(where a rather large 
matrix is to be inverted) is quite small and it hardly seems 
worthwhile in attempting to obtain a recursive solution of
(3.5.8) particularly in the multivariate case when any such
recursion would be exceedingly complicated. When fitting an
ARMA(p,p ,p) model (or one from y(Ps)) the Levinson-Whittle
recursion can be adpated to give the recursive solution of
(3.5.6). The recursive solution can be justified in these
cases when we want to estimate model order at Stage III as we
shall now describe. First we give the recursive algorithm.
Denote by C (j), j = 1,...,p the coefficients obtained P
by regressing e(t,x1) on w(t-1),...,w(t-p) in the model
P
(3.5.9) £ (t ,T 1) + I C (j)w(t-j) = e (t)i P P
and let t be the residual variance. Here P^
w (t)
'n (t)' 
£ (t)
C (t)
V ,
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Calculate
G(k) = i Zw(t) (T1)'1}w(t+k) '
g£w(k) = I Z£(t,T1){|(Tl)"1}w(t-k)'
where the G(k) are used as inputs to the Levinson-Durbin
t hrecursion as in algorithm 3.2.2 . At the p stage of the
recursive solution of (3.5.8) assume we have calculated
C (j) , j = and the residual mean square $ . As well asP P
this, the coefficients F (j), j = l,...,p and the residual
mean square from the regression of w(t-p-l) on
w (t-1),...,w(t-p) have been obtained as output from the
s tLevinson-Durbin recursion. At the (p+1) stage we add
w(t-p-l) into the regression (3.5.9). The residual 
P ~
£ F (p-j)w(t-j-l), F (0) = I
is Toeplitz orthogonal to the space spanned by the regressors 
w (t-1) ,...,w (t-p) hence
P ~ ~_iC ^  (p+1) = -{E G (j + 1) 'F (p-j)'}Sp+1 ^  o £W J p *  J p
Then
. . P P ~e (t) = e(t,t 1) + E C (j)w(t-j) + C ,(p+1){E F (p-j)w(t-j-1)} pi-j. i p p-i-r o P
and
cP+i(j) = cp (j) + V i (p+1)Fp (p"j+1) •
The residual variance can be updated as
ip+i = iP -  cP+i(p+1)ipcP+i(p+1)' •
Now another pass through the Levinson-Durbin recursion is 
needed to compute Fp+i^)' 3 = l,...,p+l and Sp+i Fn
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preparation for adding w(t-p-2) into the regression (3.5.9) 
at the next stage. Instead of using the Levinson-Durbin 
recursion to fit ARMA(p,p) models, we could use the proce­
dure of Monden, Yamada and Arimoto (1982) to introduce, sepa­
rately, n(t-p-l) or S(t-p-l) and then we could fit 
ARMA(p,q) models in a recursive way.
The recursions described here are of particular importance 
if we are to obtain order estimates at Stage III as described 
below. We have shown in Theorem 3.4.2 that if BIC is used to 
select model order the estimated orders may be too high.
Similar results can be obtained in the multivariate case (see 
the comments below theorem 3.4.4). Here we consider another 
method for obtaining consistent order estimates that is based 
on the Gauss-Newton estimates obtained at Stage III. We shall 
restrict the discussion to the univariate ARMA case. Assume
/N  / \
p,q are the order estimates obtained at Stage II and t 1 is
A Athe vector of parameter estimates a(j), b(j) . Using our 
previous notation (defined above 3.5.2)
A A A Ap+q , .v p^ q^
E T*£U ; (t,T1) = Ea(j)n(t-j) + Eb(j)£(t-j) 
i=l 1 1 1
(3.5.10)
= (a-l)b 1y(t)- (b-1)b 1£(t,x1) 
= -n (t) - £ (t)
In the univariate case using the above identity we can reduce 
(3.5.3) to
/s /\
. p+q ... -i  (t,!1 )+n (t)+£ (t) + I Ti£ (t,!1 ) }
This minimisation lends itself to recursive solution using the 
algorithm described above with
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G(k) Cn(t+k)(t+k)]
G (k) = i ^(ett^M+nltJ+SttJJEnft-k) ,5(t-k)].
o  W  X
Let $ be the residual mean square obtained by regressing
e(t,t 1)+n(t)+C(t) on n(t-j), j = l,...,p , £(t-j), 
j = l,...,q . Select the order (P/q) as that pair of 
integers minimising
(3.5.11) log t + (p+q)log T/T , p,q < P
ir M.
THEOREM 3.5.2. Assume y(t) is generated by a univariate 
ARMA process and e (t) satisfies conditions B. If the orders 
{p,q} at Stage III are obtained by optimising (3.5.11) then
p p / q q 0 0
in probability.
This order estimation procedure could be applied at any stage 
of the iterative maximum likelihood procedure above. It has 
certain appeal because it is based on estimates of the para­
meters that are closer to the maximum likelihood estimates. 
Some results of simulations comparing the order estimates 
obtained at Stages II, Ila and III are given in Table 3.5.1.
In these simulations ARMA(p,p) models were estimated and 
the orders at each stage estimated using BIC. From these 
limited results it appears that there is some merit in this 
approach.
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Table 3.5.1
Frequencies of choice of order of ARMA(p,p) models.
Stage II Stage Ila Stage III
Order 1 2 3 >4 1 2 3 1 2 3
y (t) = c (t) + .8 e(t-1)
Sample Size
200 44 4 2 - 48 1 1 49 1 -
500 47 2 1 - 50 - - 50 - -
1000 44 6 - 47 3 - 48 2 -
y (t) = e (t) + .9 e (t-1)
200 42 7 1 - 49 1 - 50 - -
500 43 7 - 49 1 - 50 - -
1000 37 12 1 49 1 - 49 1 -
y (t) = e (t) + .95 e (t-1)
200 41 8 1 - 49 1 - 50 - -
500 38 11 1 - 47 3 - 50 - -
1000 31 17 1 1 49 1 - 49 1 -
y (t) = c (t) + e (t- 1) + .89 e (t-2)
200 - 25 34 1 - 43 7 - 46 4
500 - 19 28 3 - 46 4 - 49 1
1000 - 8 38 4 - 45 5 - 48 2
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§3.6 Estimation of transfer function models
In this section we consider the estimation of the 
transfer function model
00 -i(3.6.1) y (t) = £ z(t) + n(t) ; £ (z) = Z L (j)z J
o 0 1 0
where £ (z) is a rational transfer function satisfying 
o
(1.1.4). Assume the noise model is an ARMA process
(3.6.2) a n  (t) = b e (t)
o o
where a (z), b (z) satisfy (1.1.2). Here we consider only o o
models with scalar input and scalar output. Estimation of 
this kind of model has been considered in Young (1976),
Ljung and Söderström (1983). These authors are concerned 
with algorithms that are recursive in time. They also assume 
that the model structure is known. Here we consider the pro­
blem of structure estimation under the quite general condi­
tions used in the previous sections. To describe the model 
structure,orders need to be specified for the output and noise 
models separately. The structure estimation algorithms pro­
posed here, like our algorithms for ARMAX estimation are 
based on obtaining an estimate of the innovations sequence.
A t AStage (i) Obtain estimates j = l,...,h to
define
h h
eh (t) = Y^) + i " E (j ) z (t-j )
exactly as in Stage I. The order h is selected by optimis­
ing AIC(h) or BIC(h) as before.
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The rational function l (z) is decomposed as c (z) 1d (z) ,
n o 3 0 n Q4 ^ . 0
where c (z) = 1 + E c (j)z  ^, d (z) = E d (j)z  ^ ,
0 1 0  0 1 0
c (z) , d (z) have no common factors and satisfy (1.1.2).o o n o i . u
Similarly let a (z) = 1 + E a (j)z -1 , b (z) = 1 + E°2b(j)z  ^.
°h i ° h 0 i o
Let $^(z) = 1 + E $^(j)z , $^(z) = E ij)^ (j)z "* where h is
the optimal order used to calculate e^(t) in Stage (i) .
The functions <J>, , ip, are estimates of <j> = b a ,n n o o o
ip = (b c ) ^a d respectively. Cancelling common factors o o o  o o
in b c , a d , ip = (b c ) ( a d ) .  Let p be theo o o o  o o o  o o  o
modulus of a zero of b or (b c ) nearest IzI = 1  . When0 0 0
conditions A hold and BIC(h) is used to determine the order 
h at Stage (i) ,
(3.6.3) h = {log T/(-2 log p )}(l+o(l)) a.s.o
as in Theorem 3.3.4. Similarly, when conditions B hold and 
AIC(h) is used to estimate order, (3.6.3) holds in probability
(theorem 3.3.6).
We have the relationship
(p y (t) + (c —1) {4> y (t)-e (t) }-d <j> z (t) = e (t) .o o o  oo
This suggests that the coefficients c (j), d (j) can be
o o
/N ~  /Nestimated by regressing (f)^y (t) on tj^ y (t- j ) (t-j ) ,
/■>. /\
j = 1, . . . , n , (p z(t-j) , j = 1, . . . , n . Here iK z (t) =o 3 n  0 4 n
A A
♦hy(t)-£h (t) * This leads to the following procedure to esti­
mate the orders n , n as well as the parameters of
0 3 0 4
c (z) , d (z) .
0 0
Stage (iia) For each pair 
fixed3 minimise
{n ,n } where n ,n < N
3 4 3 4
N
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, T  ^  ^ 2
(3.6.4) - E ($hy(t)+(c-1)$hz(t)-d$hz(t)}
n 3 _• n4
for c(z) = 1 + £ c(j)z , d(z) = Z d(j)z -* 1 . Let J
1 1 n 3 ' n 4
•  •  •  f a  ^  1be the minimum of (3.6.4). The estimates in ,n } are
3 4
obtained by optimising the criterion
log 1 + (n +n )log T/T , n ,n < N .Tn ,n 3 4  3 4
3 4
Let
A An 3 a _.  ^ n4 ^  .
c(z) = 1 + E  c(j)z -1 , d(z) = E d(j)z ^
be the estimates of c (z), d (z) at the optimal ordero o
in ,n } .
3 4
The minimisation of (3.6.4) is effected by regression.
Thus, as in Stage II, estimates of the required covariances
are computed using formulae analogous to (3.4.2) without the
necessity of forming the filtered quantities cj)^z (t) , $^z (t) ,
/\
ihY (t) . If we choose to restrict n = n , then the compu­
tations may be effectively done using the Levinson-Durbin
recursion as discussed in §3.5. Estimate the noise model as
follows:
AStage (iib) Let s^(t) be defined as in Stage (i) and form
T) (t) = y(t) - c ^dz (t) . For n ,n < N minimise1 2
(3.6.5) I £{at)(t) - (b-l)e(t)}2
n i _ • n 2
for a(z) = 1 + E a(j)z  ^, b(z) = 1 + E b(j)z  ^ . Let $l l n ,n^ 1 2
be the minimum of (3.6.5). Now the orders {n ,n } are esti-1 2
mated using the techniques described in Stage II3 §3.4. Let
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a (z)
be the estimates
n
= 1 + E
l
of a
1 a (j ) z (z)
(z) , b (z)
0 0
= 1 + £ 2£ (j)z -1
at the optimal orders.
It is not possible to use formulas such as (3.4.2) to compute 
the covariances required in minimising (3.6.5), hence we need
/\ s\ /sto compute e^(t), n(t) explicitly. The estimates n(t) 
are computed recursively from
A An 3 ^   ^ n 4 ^
n(t) = y (t) + £ C (j ) {y (t- j)-n(t-j) } - E d (j)z(t-j) ,
Aafter initialising y(s), z(s), n(s) to zero for s < 0 . 
THEOREM 3.6.1. Assume the true model is given by (3.6.1) , 
(3.6.2) where a , b , c , d have orders n , n , n ,0 0 0 0  0 1 0 2 0 3
n respectively. Assume that z(t), e (t) satisfy condi-0 4
tions A and the order h from Stage (i) is selected by opti­
mising BIC(h), h ^  H . If the order {n ,n } at Stage 
(iia) is selected by optimising
A
log i + (n +n )c log log T/T , n ,n < N , N < 00n , n 3 4 0 3 43 4
and c is sufficiently large, then, almost surely o
n -► n , n -► n3 0 3 4 0 4
Turning to Stage (iib) we shall show that all the 
results pertaining to Stage II apply in this case as well.
In particular we are interested in Theorem 3.4.2 and corol­
lary 3.4.3 as well as the results for the alternative proce­
dures from Theorems 3.4.5, 3.4.6. These theorems are all 
proved by evaluating particular terms occurring in regressions. 
Define e(t) as the residual when a high order autoregression 
is fitted to the true noise sequence ri(t) as in Stage I.
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The proofs of the theorems in §3.4 carry over to this case if 
we show that replacing n(t) by n(t) and s^ (t) by e(t) 
in Stage (iib) produces sufficiently small changes in the co- 
variances used in constructing the regressions required in 
the proofs. We leave these details to §5.4.
The parameter estimates obtained in Stages (iia),
(iib) are not efficient. We consider a third stage closely 
related to Stage III to obtain asymptotically efficient para-
A Ameter estimates. The estimates {n ,n } from Stage (iia)
1 2
are consistent; here we also assume that the method chosen to
A A .give estimates {n ,n } in Stage (iib) is also consistent.3 4
As in §3.5 we consider optimising an objective function 
L(t ) = log $ + ^ Z{b 1a(y(t)-c 1dz(t))}2$ 1 
where t 1 = [a(1),...,a(n ) ,b (1) ,...,b(n ) ,c (1) ,...,d(n )] .1 2 4
Assuming $ is independent of the system parameters we are 
led to minimise
^ £{b 1a(y(t)-c 1dz(t))}2 .
The motivation for the following algorithm is similar to that 
leading to 3.5.5.
Stage (iii) Using the orders n^, i = 1,...,4 and the esti-
A A A A
mates a, b, c, d from Stages (iia), (iib) construct the
quantities
S*(t)d
_ 1 /\
= -b n(t) Cbtt) =
~-i~ b e(t)
(3.6.6) ^c(t)
-pN?-3-
i—l1< Ü1II c d (t) = C Jz (t)
/\ /\ - "I /sn (t) = y(t)-c dz (t) , £ (t) =  ^ n (t)
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~ /\- 1 ^  ~ /N - 1 ~
where 4> = b a and ip = c d (p . Let
£at)(t) = C^a (t-1) ,. .. (t-n^) (t-1) ,. . . ,£b (t-n ) ] '
Ccd (t) = C^c (t-1),...,Cc (t-n ) f^ d (t-l),...f^ d (t-n )]'
and t = [a (1) ,...,a(n ) ,b (1) , . . .,d (n )]' . Then1 4
? EW t ) C a b (t>'  0
-1 i z ? a b ( t ) i (t)
1 „ 1
0 ? Z5c a (t)?cd (t)'_ _ T  E5o d (t)£(t)
and
^  AT = T+At
are the required asymptotically efficient estimates.
The limiting form for the covariance matrix of the maximum
likelihood estimator t„t of t = [a (l),...,a (n ),M n  o o o o i
b (l),...,d (n )]h for the related model where £ (z) has
0 0 0 4 0
finite order, is obtained in Pierce (1971) under stronger con­
ditions on the innovations sequence. Using a similar proce­
dure (see also Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler, 1980) we pro­
ceed to construct the covariance matrix for the maximum like­
lihood estimate. Define
A U , k )l l
i (£-k) oo
doo
A ( £ , k )  1 2
i (£-k) oo 
*a b o o
doo ; A (£ , k ) = A (k , £)  
2 1 1 2
A ( £ , k)
2 2
_1_
2tt
r tt
—  7T
i (£-k) oo
| b l 2
doo
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A U,k)
3 3
-1 I*
-TT C
i(£-k)oo .—  e dF (co)
2 z
A (£,k) = - l  3 4
-1 Ij (j)oo ^  dp (qj) ; a (£,k) =A (k,&)
-Ti : rr z 4 3 3 4
A U,k)
4 4
,-l I cj) I 2 i (£-k) co , « 1 o 1 e dF (go)
“TT I I 2 Z
and a ±j u,:
the n . x n . i D
k = a•i—1
the matrix <
for other i,j = Let A . . be iD
 rij matrix with the (k,£) entry being A^^ (k,£) ,
1, . . . ,n.
L • •ID
Finally is defined to be
Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980)
kT 2 (TML
JC , -1- T ) -* N (0 , A .o
We prove the following theorem when E(s(t)2 | Ft_^} = t) so 
as to have the simpler form for the covariance matrix (see 
Theorem 2.4.1).
THEOREM 3.6.2. Assume conditions B hold. Let the order at 
Stage (i) be selected using AIC or BIC. Assume the order 
estimates from Stages (iia)3 (iib) are consistent. If t is 
the vector of parameters obtained at Stage (Hi) then
h - X -1T 2 (t - T ) U (0 ,A ) .o
As we have already discussed in §3.5 it would be worth­
while iterating the Stage (iii) procedure. Let the output
after the i iteration of Stage (iii) be a (i)' ^(i)' c (i)'
d ^ j  which give T (j_) • Define k(i)a (i> and
c (i) ä (i) h i )
(i) (  ) r (i)
These quantities are used in (3.6.6) in
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place of ä,b,... . Then the coordinates of the i+1 itera­
tion are given by T = T (i) + * Here X is a step
length which should be adjusted to ensure stability of a (j_)' 
c ^  and the decrease of the objective function. These 
points have been amplified in §3.5.
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CHAPTER 4
LIMIT THEOREMS AND TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
§4.1 Uniform convergence of covariances
The key requirement necessary to establish the theorems 
in chapter 3 is the uniform rate of convergence of the covari­
ances and cross covariances of y(t) and z(t) . For many 
purposes the strongest possible rate of convergence will be 
needed for these covariances, namely the rate in the law of 
the iterated logarithm. This rate will need to be uniform 
for lags up to HT = (log T) , a < 00 . Results of this kind, 
under conditions similar to those in chapter 3, first appeared 
in An, Chen and Hannan (1982) . In proving these results 
(2.1.2) (i.e. E(e(t)e(t)' I F, ,} = t ) was imposed. Define
t —  -L 0o 00 o ° 1 TY (k) = E K (j)$K(j+k) ' , where $ = — E e (t) e (t) ' as in u j = 0 1 1
§3.1 and
00 00
(4.1.1) u(t) = Z K(j)e(t-j), £ 1 K (j ) ||2 < oo/ K (0) = I .
0 0  0
When (2.1.2) is weakened to (2.1.3) (i.e. E{e(t)e(t)' | F^}
= t ) we have the following results from Hannan and Kavalieris 
0
(1983a):
THEOREM 4.1.1. Assume (4.1.1), (2.1.1), (2.1.3) hold,
00
E ( 1 £ (t) ||4} < 00 and k(z) = Z K(j)z  ^ is rational. Let 
a j = 0H^ = (log T) , a < 00 . Then3 almost surely,
sup ||y (t) - y (t) I = 0{ (log log T/T) ^ } .
0 < t < ht U U
THEOREM 4.1.2. Assume (4.1.1), (2.1.1), (2.1.3), (3.1.5) hold,
E ( 1 e (t) ||4} < 00 . Then, almost surely,
sup I y (t) - y (t) I = 0{ (log T/T) ^ } .
0 < t <00 U u
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(Here y (t) = 0  if t > T .) The effect of (2.1.2) is to
make e(t)e(t)' - $ into martingale differences (which areo
stationary and have finite variance) when the law of the 
iterated logarithm for martingales (Stout, 1970) shows that
° P|| { - I || = 0{ (log log T/T) 2} a.s. Thus when (2.1.2) holds
oY (t) may be replaced by yu (t) in theorems 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 
giving the results in An, Chen and Hannan (1982). When u(t) 
is scalar these results may be written in terms of the auto­
correlations as in Hannan and Kavalieris (1983a). Indeed put 
ru (t) = Yu (t)/yu (0) , pu (t) = Yu (t)/Yu (0) = Yu (t)/Yu (0) then
if t < h t
ru (t) " pu (t) = ^ u (0)Yu (t) - Yu (0) Yu (t) }/Yu (0) Yu (0)
= (y (0) (Y (t) - Y (t)) + Y (t) (Y (0) - Y (0)}/Y (0)y (0) u u u u u u u u
p= 0{(log log T/T) 2} a.s.
A Ousing theorem 4.1.1 and noting that Yu (0)Yu (0) is bounded 
away from zero. Thus under the conditions of theorems 4.1.1, 
4.1.2 we have, respectively
p
sup |r (t) - p (t)I = 0{(log log T/T) 2} a.s. 
1 <  t < h t u u
sup |r (t) - p (t) I = 0{ (log T/T)'5} a.s.
1 < t < "
We also need similar rates of convergence of 
^ Ze(t)z(t+k)! . The following theorem is proved in Hannan 
and Kavalieris (1984a).
THEOREM 4.1.3. Let z (t) satisfy (2.1.1), (2.1.3),
E { 1 e (t) ||4} < 00 and z (t) be stationary and ergodic and 
satisfy (2.1.5) and e I^I z(t)||4} . If HT = (log T)a ,
a < °° then
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T+m
sup II 1 Z| k 1 < Hm JL m1 1 t l
k+1, m = 0 if
£ (t)z(t-k)' 0{(log log T/T) I, 2} , a.s
1, m k if k < 0 .1 2  1 2  
We have the following lemma, the proof of which will be used
repeatedly in chapter 5.
00 oo
LEMMA 4.1.4. Let u(t) = Z K(j)e(t-j), v(t) = Z L(j)z(t-j)------------  o 1
00 . -i 00 . --iwhere the transfer functions k(z) = Z K(j)z , £(z) = Z  L(j)z
are rational. Assume both e(t), z(t) are stationary and
• • if /zergodic with a finite 4 moment. If K_ = c log T, c1 o o
sufficiently large3 then almost surely and uniformly for
n < (log T)a , a < 00 ,
, T T i T-m2
(4.1.2) —  Z u(t)v(t-n)' = ZZ K(£) {— Z £ (t)z(t-n+£-k)'}l (k)'
T n+1 £,k=l m
1 + o(T )
where m n-£+k+l if n+k > SL , or m = 1l
m = £-n-k if n+k < £ . 
2
Proof: The (i,j) element of — Z £ (t-£)z(t-n-k)' is
n+1
i  T  ^  i f T  , W  T  , u— Z £. (t-£)z . (t-n-k) ^  — ■{ Z £ . (t—£) 2 r { Z z. (t-n-k)2f 
T n+1 1 3 T k + 1  1 > k+1 3 1
< i- {Ee. (t)2+Z e. (t) 2}h{ (t)2+ I zAt)2}h T 1 1 _» 1 1 3  3
=0{(1 + t/T)’(l + (n+k)/T).
The last bound is because both £ (t) and z(t) are ergodic.
00 k —kNow if c is sufficiently large, Z £ 2| K(£) I = o (T 2) ,o Koo k _k TZ £ 2| L(£) I = o (T 2) henceKrp
I, 00 p  p  _ ]
ZZ K (£) (1 + £/T) 2(1 + (n+k) /T) 2L(k) ' || = o (T )
^/k=KT
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00 OO 1^  _1
II E E K(.£) (1 + £/T) 2(1 + (n+k)/T) 2L(k) ' || = o(T 2) .
Z=Kt k=l
To establish (4.1.2) it remains to evaluate
(4.1.3) 1 x 1 x 1112— E e (t-£)z(t-n-k) 1 - — E e (t)z(t-n+£-k)1 
n+1 m
for k,£ < Kt , n < Ht . Take, for example, n-£+k > 0 , 
when (4.1.3) is
1 r n+k+1 T+£ >
= 7 -j E e (t-£) z (t-n-k) ' - E e (t-£) z (t-n-k) ' [ 
1 n+1 T+l )
th tAs e (t) and z (t) have finite 4 moments, e (t) = o ( T 4) ,
t T+£ p
z(t) = o(T4) and E e(t-£)z(t-n-k) ' = £o(T^) . The boundT+l t1 xwe have established above for — E s (t-£)z(t-n-k)1 showsT n+1
that
1 n+k+1
— E s(t-£)z(t-n-k)1 = o(T 2) .
n+1
In a similar way, when £ > n+k , (4.1.3) has the bound
- V  - t  00o(T 2) + (n+k)o(T 2) . Since E£|| K(£) || < °° we have
KT r T T—m
EE K (£) i — E £ (t-£) z (t-n-k) ' - E £ (t) z (t-n+£-k) ' i-L (k) = o (T 2)
k ,£=0  ^T n+1 m 'l
a.s.
This completes the proof of the lemma. □
Directly from (4.1.2) and Theorem 4.1.3 we have
THEOREM 4.1.5. Under conditions of theorem 4.1,3, if 
£Ht = (log T) , a < 0 0 then
T+m2 u tsup II — E u(t)v(t-k) 'll = 0{ (log log T/T) } a.s.M < ht t mi
where m = k+1, m 2 = 0 if k > 0, or m = 1, m 2 = k if
k < 0 .
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§4.2 Properties of
For a matrix A denote the smallest and largest eigen­
values by ' ^max^A  ^ respectively. As in chapter 3
put Q t = (log log T/T) 2 , and put = (log T) , a <  00 .
O
The eigenvalues of ^ are bounded away from zero and
infinity, the bounds being uniform in h . For example, the 
smallest eigenvalue is
(4.2.1) inf 2tt
r 7T
-7T
p (e^w ) k (e^) I k (e^w ) p (e^w ) doo
where the infimum is taken over all s-vectors of polynomials 
having degree h that satisfy
_1 _
2tt
* . ion , ion , p (e ) p (e ) = 1 .
-7T
• *Here (4.2.1) is bounded below by inf A . {k(e1QJ)^k (e1W) }a) m m
which, because of (1.1.4), is positive. Similarly the upper
bound on (4.2.1) is sup A {k(eiuJ)l k (e^W ) } . The Eucli-Qj max T
dean norm Fu,h ru,h hO(QT ) under the conditions of
theorem 4.1.1. Hence, if h <  (log T) , a <  °°, then
(4.2.2) 0 <  c <  A .  {T . } <  A {T . } <  c <  - , a .s .— m m  u,h max u,h
Of course for this kind of result to hold, the rate of con-
^ O —  1vergence of yu (k) y (k) need only be o (H ) so that
 ^ °llr . - r , II = o(l) . Indeed such a rate is all we need in11 u,h u,h 11
the next lemma.
LEMMA 4.2.1. Assume conditions A hold. If h ^  H^ then
0 <  £• <  Am i n {rh } <  Amaxtrh } < c  <  ” ' a ’s '
The constants c , c in this lemma are different from those 
in (4.2.2).
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Proof: Here
A A A A A
ru,h 0 rv,h r vz ,h r +r ruv,h vu,h uz,h
rh = + /N + /\0 0 r ,zv ,h rz,h r , ozu,h
The last matrix has elements that are 0(Q ) , by Theorem
4.1.5. A similar argument to that used to deduce Theorem
4.1.5 from Theorem 4.1.3,shows that the sample covariances
/\Y v ( k ) ,  Y v z (k) differ from their limiting values by a quantity 
that is o (H "*■) because ||y (k) (k)|| = o(H by (3.1.2).Y Z Z 1 i
Consequently II ^ “^11 = o(l) so we proceed to bound the 
eigenvalues of
— o —r , ou,h rv,h r ,1vz ,h
—
0 0
+
r , r ,zv ,h z ,h
As f (go) is bounded away from zero and infinity (3.1.4) the 
eigenvalues of T7 b are also bounded away from zero and
{rh } > c > 0 . To bound the largestinfinity, hence Amin
eigenvalue of , we need only bound the largest eigenvalue
oof the second matrix in the decomposition of above (this
is because of (4.2.2)). This bound follows from the same
kind of argument used to bound (4.2.1) because the eigenvalues 
iw * -jof &(e ) f (go) & (e ) , f (go) are bounded for each go . □Z Z
Define the norm for a matrix
[a. .] . .13 if] as1, . . . ,h
partitioned into m><m blocks,
sup ZI aij
[A..]. .13 1/3
If A is
then
define 
/norm. i 
satisfy
sup Z || a . .|| , where
AB
<
< |a
ij
A | , then 
I B I
.<4
1,. . . ,h
is the Euclidean
. These norms
We have Z 11 y (k)||< ,o z
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E ||y (k) | < 00 hence is bounded uniformly in h .
Similarly, | | ^ is uniformly bounded because e ||y (k)|| < 00.
/ \  /NUnder conditions A the sample covariances y (k), y (k),y z ^ Oy (k) converge to y (k), y (k) , y (k) at a rate that is yz y z yz
no slower than o(HT )^ hence
(4.2.3) r, < c < h < Hr
To obtain a corresponding bound for 
cult.
-1 is more diffi-
LEMMA 4.2.2. If z(t) is stationary with zero mean and 
finite variance and (3.1.5) holds then
r I < c < o°Z ,h'|
uniformly in h = 1,2,... .
Proof: Recall that we have put
00
z (t) = E K (j)e (t-j) , (t)e (s)0 z, z. z z 6 AStTz
00 -i -1 00 -iand m(z) = E K (j)z J , A(z) = m(z) = E A(j)z J . Let 
0 z 0
zt h = ( z ( t + 1 ) z ( t + h )  ') 1/ £z .t h = (ez (t+1) ez (t+h)')
and zt = (z (t) ' , z (t-1) ' r • • •  ) • If
” I 0 ........... o i
> II
A (1) I 0
I 0
1 >
 •
9 1) .........A (1) i
then A, z, , = s . , + H z.h t , h z ; t , h t where H = 3{ and00 K is the
Hankel matrix of m(z) . As z e , ' } = 0t z ; t , h we have
(4.2.4) A. T , A ' =h z ,h h I, ® h tTz + H T H' .z ,00
1
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We proceed to invert the RHS of (4.2.4) . The (i/j) block 
of H T H' is
Z ,°o
M. . = EE A(i+u)y (u-v)A(j+v)' .
13 u,v=0 Z
As |r „I < “ , E I A (j ) II < », we havez / 1
(4.2.5) EE IIY (u-v)A(j+v) ' | < c < °°
u,v=0 z
uniformly in j = 1,2,... .
Then
1 CO 00 1^00 00
t 2 E ||M I < Z {(t2 E II A (i+u)|| ) ( l II y (u-v) A (j+v) '|| ) } 
i=t J u=0 i=t v=0
As the bound in (4.2.5) is uniform in j we have
P 00(4.2.6) t 2 max E 11M. . 11 -+ 0
j i=t
because of (3.1.5). Partition I, ® i + H Y H' ash rz z,°°
A b ~ where the partition is after t rows and columns
_ ß' C _
of (mxm) blocks, and
(4.2.7)
In this expression
C = I, . ® t + M , Mh-t Tz t
A B -1 -  -1 -1 , , -1 -1 , -1 A  4- A  B (C-B A  B) B A -1 , , -1 -1-r-A B ( C - B ’A  B)
B' C _ , , -1 -1 , -1(C-B A B )  B A , , -1 -1(C-B A  B)
= [M. .]. . , , , ,t l] i,j = t+1,...,h
M. may be made arbi-t 1 m J
-1
and taking t large (but fixed) 
trarily small (by (4.2.6)), hence | (I^_f ® ^z^^t^m ma  ^
taken to be arbitrarily small. This bound is independent of 
h . Thus expanding
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(4.2.8) (I + U w  ®
"I
(h-t)m ' 'J'h-t '“ t
in a Neumann series in terms of (I^_t ® $z^)Mt ' (4.2.8) may
be written as (I,, .. + C ) where IC I is bounded uni-(h-t)m i 1 i'm
formly in h . Thus C 1 = (Ih_t ®  tj) (I (h_t )m + c ) so 
-“I t hthat IC I <  c <  0 0 . Denote the j row of (m x m) blocks 1 1 m
of B 1 by b = [ M . ,M. , . . . ,M . , ] . Then3 3i 3 2 31
B'A 1B max{ Z |jb^A ^b^ ||}
i j
< Xmax{A 1}max HbiH H bj II •
Now Z lib.
j D
h
E
j=t+lvi=l
M. .ij 1 Jh
h t
< 2  .2: l|M^
j=t+l i=l
<  t max< E 11 xx. .
i ij-t+i 13
ij 1
l|M<Jl
Hence from (4.2.6), b 'a  1b can be made arbitrarily small
by taking t sufficiently large. Consequently |C ^b 'a  ^B
is small and again we can expand (I - C "''B'A ^B)  ^ in a
Neumann series giving a bound, uniformly in h , for
•1(C - B'A 1B) 1 As t is fixed, | A "" | <  00 so that1 1 m
using the norm bounds on B, B 1, (C - b 'a  ^B)  ^ we conclude 
that each expression in the partitioned matrix (4.2.7) is
bounded (uniformly in h) in the norm
_ 1 | «  c1 m
that I r_^, I <  c <  o°
, hence
(A, r , a ' )h z ,h h
„-1
z , h 1 m
. As IA 
as required.
. 1 <  c <h 1 m 1 we conclude
□
This is the only time that (3.1.5) is necessary in the theorems 
given in chapter 3. We extend this result to show that
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r 11 < c < °° . Hereh l
k (z) l (z) m (z) -1 k(z) 1 -k(z)V (z)
m(z)
= , -1_ 0 _ 0 m (z)
W(z)
and
W(z)
y(t) e (t)
_ z (t) - £z(t)-
-1 -fThe coefficients of k(z) , k(z)£(z) are decreasing geome­
trically while the coefficients of m(z)  ^ satisfy (3.1.5),
P 00 CO •
hence t 2 Z ||W(j) | 0 , where W(z) = Z W(j)z J . Thust o
lemma 4.2.2 applies unchanged to show that | | < c < 00 ,
, 0 —1 , ,^-1and r, < c < oo n ’ 11 h 1 i i To extend these results to T\ | we1 h 1 i
have
. /v-l,
r <h 1 i
, °-l -
lrh 1 +l
i "-1
lrh -
° -1 , 
h 1 i
< ■ °-i |lrh l +l I r“ 1 11 h 1 i
✓V O O — 1
I r, - r. I | r h I ,1 h h 1 i 1 h 1 1
which gives 
;-i I ^  O O   1 O _  1r U -  I r. -  r, I I r, I } < I r, I < c <h ‘i 1 h h ' i ' h ' i  1 h 1 i
Now if h < HT = (log T) , a < 00 then under conditions A
/\ o
I - r h | = o(l), a.s. thus we have proved
LEMMA 4.2.3. Under conditions A3 and uniformly in h ^ H,^  ,
r , 1 1 < c <h 1 i
~-l Ir , x < c <h 1 i i
Though we have stated these results for the norm |.| they 
apply, without change in the proof, to I • I f ° r anY fixed i • 
To conclude this section we investigate some proper­
ties of the functions 4>^ (z) , ij; (z) defined by minimising
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(3.3.3). Given an absolutely summable sequence g(k) let
h ... - n ,a, (03) = Z a, (j)e satisfy
(4.2.9) (to) f (cj) e^kc0dto = g(k) , k = l,...,h .
Under mild conditions on f(to) , Baxter (1963) shows that 
h h
(4.2.10) Z || ah (j ) || < M Z ||g(k) ||
and M is independent of the particular sequence g(k) or
h involved. Though Baxter's theorem is for the univariate
case the proof readily generalizes to a^, f , g being matrices,
a^ and g not necessarily square, the essential properties of
f(to) being that it has an absolutely convergent Fourier
o  ^ . i i toseries and f(w) = f (to)f (to) where f (to) = Z f (j)e ,1 2  1 -oo 1
f (to) = Z f (jje^^ . Let a(to) = Z a(j)e satisfy (4.2.9)
2 1 2  i
when h = 00 . Then
and, as
Z (a, (j) - a (j ) ) e 1^cuf (to) elkwdto
■n- 1 n
11 oo _  ■ • • v.
Z a (j) e 1I,ü3f(to)e dto , k = l,...,h ,
' “TT h+1
Z a(j)e lj“f(co)elk“dio|l < c  Z 11 a (j ) |]
- -TT h+1 h+1
we conclude, from (4.2.10), that
h oo
(4.2.11) Z 11 a, (j) - a (j) || <  M Z ||a(j)|| .
1 n 1 h+1
Put
ic *
k t k + £ dF £
0 0 0 0 z 0 
*
dF £ z o
£ dFo z
dF z
(4.2.12) f (to)
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and let the coefficients of a, (z) be s* (s+m) matrices.h
In this case
a(z) = [k 1 (z)/-k 1 (z)£ (z) ] = [4>(z) ,ip(z)] o o o
while a, (z) = [<j>, (z) ,ijn (z) ] as in (3.3.3). Then we have,
(4.2.13) £ ||[<J>^ (j) (j) ]-[<!>(j) ,4>(j) ]|| <  M S ||4>(j) r^ »(j) | •
'h+l
Furthermore
$h t.
- T T
{ :<()h ,t)jh (elu) ]-[$ (e 10J) ,<Jj (elw) ]}f (u)du
hence from (4.2.13)
(4.2.14) ||t - $ || <  M I M 4> C j ) ,i|)(j> II , h = 1,2,..
n 0 1 h+l
° I
If I in (4.2.12) is replaced by $ = — Ze(t)e(t)' then
o  o
a(z) remains unchanged and a^(z) = t<J>^  (z) ,4^ (z) ] as in 
§3.3. Thus we also have
(4.2.15) S ||[<|>. (j),l|h (j)]-[<j>(j),'Kj)]|| < M  2 ||<Mj> ,<Mj) || 1 11 11 Xh+1
Of course the constants M in (4.2.13), (4.2.14), (4.2.15)l
are not necessarily the same. 
Define another norm for the matrix
A = [ a . . ] . . , ,ID l ,d = 1/ . . • ,h
satisfies
as A ZZ I a . I . This norm
ij
L •■1 4 • 13
AB|| <  ||A|| 11 B I j i ab 1^ < IaIIJb^
We proceed to obtain a representation of T-1
needed in lemma 5.1.1.
that will be
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Let
h  V l (1) ..........V i (h-1] 0
r—H 1£»—11
1 -11-11
0 I $, „(1)........s h-2 #
• /\ * .
• I Tp (1)S 1 0 ..........0 ip (1)l
0 ........ ........ 0 I 0 ,..................0
(4 .2 .16)
The coefficients, <j>p(j), ip (j) are obtained as solutions of
 ^ [$ (j)/$ (j)lYw (j-k) = 6Qk t , k = 0,1,...,pj_0 f p y
where w(t) = [y (t) ' ,z (t) ' ] ' . When p >  q
P q  ^ ^
E E [$ (j),$ (j) ]y (j-k+q-p)[$ (k) ,$ (k)]' = 6  tj=0 k=Q p J P J Jw U ^ yq y q pq *p
Hence
(4.2.17) Ah rh Ah Sh
where S,
h-L
h-2
YyO)
Define A,
h
0 Ihm
then
r- -1
r, 1 = Kh h
h
0 r
0
-1 
z ,h
as A^ is invertible. Define the matrix A by replacing
cpi (j) by 0(j),ipi (j) by ip(j),i = l,...,h in Ah and
~ o o , T
put S = 1^ ® J , I = — E' e(t)e(t)' . From theorem 3.3.1, and
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lemma— 4 t 2 t4- (&m 2 l*)
P /s /\ 0 0
£ II $ ( j ) “(J) (j ) ,$ (j ) ( j ) || = 0 (p Qt ) + 0 ( Z |U(j)^(j)||)
j = l P P P+1
hence
IIA - 0(h2QT ) + 0 /l
h
Z
t=0
00
s || <b ( j )  ( j )  ||
j=t+i
which converges to zero as 11 <J) (j ) ,4> (j ) || decrease geometri­
cally. (Here we are assuming conditions A.) Similarly from 
lemma 3.3.3 and (3.3.4) we have that
L  - $ = 0(hQ ) + 0 ( 2 II 4> (j) ,*(j) II )
^ P+1
Again this shows that | | s ^ - s | |  converges to zero. Thus
r-  „-1
? h X =  K
S -  0 h
(4.2.18)
T ©  $
;-i 
z , h
-1 
z ,h
A + D, ||d || <  c <
where D is composed of terms that are products, for example
Ah
where at least one factor is bounded in the norm || . || while
the remaining factors are bounded in | . | . Thus ||d || is
l l
bounded. Without real changes this same argument can be used
to obtain
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r - ih
0
0
A + D l < c < 00
The fact that the coefficients <J>(j)/iMj) decrease at a geo­
metric rate can be considerably relaxed and the decomposition 
(4.2.17) continues to hold. Our argument only requires
-1 I r 00
t (log t) E II <J> (j ) j ) II 0 •
tWe also need a factorisation
(4.2.19) ATh (a)A '=
Ih (a) 0 t 
0
0
+ D , < 00 .
Here T\ (a) , V , (a) is defined in §3.1 while h z , h
Ih (a)y  [6i,j-a]i,j = 1.... h • In (4*2*17) replace Sh by
1^ ® t / let B^ be the matrix in the last (h-a)s rows of 
A^ and be the matrix in the first (h-a)s rows of A^ .
O
Then as || - 1^ ® $ II < c < f
W A  “ Xh-a(a) ® * + D ' H D H1 < c
Let be the matrix obtained from by replacing columns
(h-a)s+1,...,hs , hs+(h-a)m+1,...,h(s+m) by zeros. Then 
||C^- C^ || < c < 00 by arguments similar to those used before. 
Now
H V h (ch - £h,,Hl < c  < ”
^ ^  o
hence Bh^hCh = ^h-a^3  ^ ® t  + D / llD l ^ c . But deleting 
the columns of zeros from B^, and the corresponding
/\ A A
columns from we have Ah-arh-a ^  Ah-a = BhrhCh ' anc^
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Iu (a) ®  i 0 h-a T
A, r. (a) A' h-a h-a h-a + D
z ,h-a
||d J| <  c <oo
Replacing h-a by h , the construction is completed as 
before by putting A in place of giving (4.2.19) .
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CHAPTER 5
PROOFS OF THEOREMS FROM CHAPTER 3 
§5.1 Stage I
kFor brevity we shall denote (log log T/T) by QT 
throughout the proofs in this chapter.
(i) Theorem 3.3.1
We need to evaluate
(5.1.1) ^ h ' ^ h ]"[^h'^h] ^ rh '
the notation being defined above the statement of theorem 
3.3.1. As
c W rh -CYy(-l) Yy(-h) Y (-D 1 yz Yyz(-h)]
(5.1.1) can be written as the sum of the following terms
(5.1.2) -[4>,^]rh
(5.1.3) -CYy (-D - • • • »YyZ (-h) ]+{ [<(> Jh ]}fh
(5.1.4) (rh-rh)
/ \  o
First consider (5.1.4). The elements of converge
uniformly to zero at a rate at least as fast as o(H )^ .
h 0 o
Using (4.2.15) to bound Z 11 <P (j ) “4>h (3 ) / lM j ) “^h (j)|| / every
element of (5.1.4) converges to zero at a rate
_  "I 00
o (H Z II 4) (j) rip (j)|| ) , a.s.
1 h+1
Consider (5.1.3). The equations defining ^^ (j) /^^(j) are
[^h'^h]rh _ [yy^  1)'***'Yy^  h^/YyZ( 1 ^ ' * * * ,yyz ^ ]
and, as above (4.2.15), = -[yy (-l),...,Yyz(-h)] ,
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hence the i, i+h blocks of (5.1.3) are, respectively,
(5.1.5) - E 4> (j ) Y T 7  (j"i) “ E V (j ) Y ^ y (j“i) - Y T r  (~i)
h+1 h+1 V
(5.1.6) - £ <t> (j) Yv, (j-i) " 2 •
h+1 yZ h+1 Z yZ
In these expressions replace Yy(k) ,TZy(k) , YyZ (k),yz (k) by
/\ /\ /v /\the sample covariances y (k),y (k),y (k),y (k) and upony z ^ ^ z z
adding these terms to (5.1.2) we obtain a matrix of blocks 
where the i , i+h blocks are, respectively,
-1-E(J) (j ) Y (j-i) -Zip (j)y (j-i) +o (H E || (J> (j ) ,ip (j )|| )zy h+1
~Z<P (j ) Y.,„ (j-i) (j )y_ (j-i) +o (H 1 Z ||cf) (j) ,^ (j)|| )yz h+1
It remains to replace the covariances y (i—j) ,y (i-j),y zy
by Y (i,j) ,Y (i, j) , . . . thus y
EO(j)Yy(j-i)+E^(j)Yzy (j-i)
1 1 cx> , 1
- Es (t) y (t-i) ' +Z(J) (j ) {y (j-i)-- Ey (t-j ) y (t-i) ' } -i-i o y i i
(5.1.7)
w  /N
+E*K j) {y (j-i)-- Ez (t-j)y (t-i) ' }i zy l i
Exactly as in lemma 4.1.4,
Yzy (j r i) = I Iz(t-j)y(t-i) 1 = 0{(l+i)% (l+i)!ä}
hence, as YZy(k) is bounded we may truncate the sum in the 
last term of (5.1.7) at K^ , = c log T , where c is suffici-
CO ^ently large so that E ip (j ) (y_.7 (j-i) -y___ (j ,i) } = o (T 2) .
K +1 zy zyTIf j >  i
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(5.1.8) Y z y (j-i)-Yz y (j,i)
T+i j
Z (z (t-j )y (t-i) '-Zz (t-j )y (t~i) 
T+l 1
Exactly as in the evaluation of (4.1.3) the first term of the 
RHS of (5.1.8) is i o(T 2) while the second term is o(T 2) 
Similarly, when j <  i , y (j-i) “Y zy (j / i ) = j o(T 2)+o(T 2) . 
Consequently
KT
£ ^ (j ) {Y (j-i)-y (j,i)> = o(T "2) .
1 **2 **2
The second term of the RHS of (5.1.7) is similarly bounded 
hence
T
£<Mj)Y..(j-i)+EiKj)Y- (j-i) = b  Ze(t)y(t-i) '+o(T **) .o y i 1 i
In a similar way
00 /V CO ys 1 ^  _ u
(j ) Y,.„ (j“i) + (j ) Y„ (j“i) = m (t) z (t-i) ' + o (T ) .0 yz 1 z i 1
Hence (5.1.1) becomes
-[— Ze(t)y(t-1)',...,ize(t)y(t-h)',
^Ee(t)z(t-l)’,...,ile(t)z(t-h)']
+ o (H 1 E II <M j ) ,i()(j)|| ) + o(T 2) .
h+1
All of the above bounds hold almost surely. □
(ii) Corollary 3.3.2
When d >  l/(-2 log p ) , h >  d log T then
0°°Z ||c|)(j),^(j) II = 0(T 2) . This, together with theorems 4.1.3h+1 _
and < ^ 4 . 1 . shows that the elements of
{cV V~cW }rh
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are, uniformly 0(QT ), a.s. Since | |  is bounded (lemma 
4.2.2) then
sup ||$h (j)-<t>h (j) (j >-v»h (j > II = 0(Qt ) a.s.
(4. 2-IS) 3 
From -f4-r±-r5i
hence
 ^ 1| ( j ) ~(P ( j ) r^h ( j ) -V ( j) || = 0 (T \
j = l 11
sup II 5h (j )-4> (j ) ' (j ) -^ (j ) II = 0(Q ) a.s.
j
as required. □
below (3.3.2) we ;
h 00<  lim inf p z
h oo h+1
. h 00< lim sup p z
h *> °° h+1
and a similar result for the superior and inferior limits of
9 b 00
Pn £ ||<J>(j) /^( j) ||2
0 h+1
As a result the inferior and superior limits, as ht°o , of
00 OO
(5.1.9) { Z II 0 (j ) ,^ (j ) ||2}/{ Z II 0 (j) ,^ (j) II }2
h+1 h+1
are bounded away from zero and infinity respectively. This 
will be used repeatedly in what follows.
(iii) Lemma 3.3.3
Denote the following expressions by S ,...,S respec-
1 5
tively
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i E{ (t)-e (t) } { (t)-e (t) } ' ; ^ Zett){eh (t)-e(t)}1
^ Z{ eh (t)-eh (t) } { eh (t)-e (t) } ' ; ^ Ze (t) { (t)-?h (t) } '
^ Z{eh (t)-eh (t)}{eh (t)-eh (t)}' 
o h o  h o
where eh (t) = Z cf>h  (j) y (t- j) + Z iph (j ) z (t-j ) . Then
1 Tt = - Z e(t)e(t)'+S +(S +S') + (S +S') + (S +S'+S ) .n i l  1 2 2  3 3  4 H 5
Write S asl
(5.1.10) {cJh ^ h ]- c(l)^]}foo{[^h/Jh ]-[cj)/i|;]} 1
For example, we can show that when = c log T , c suffici­
ently large,
T
II <t> (i) i I y(t-i)z(t-j) 'tf(j) ' = o (T_1) 
i,j=KT T 1
using the arguments in lemma 4.1.4. Hence we truncate the 
infinite series in (5.1.10) to obtain
sj = {rJh,lh]-c<t>,^ ]}rK {c5h^ h] - t * >' + °(T 1>
 ^ /S _The elements in Y - Y are o(H T 2) as in the evalua-k t k t 10
tion of (5.1.8) while those in Y - r are uniformlyKm Kip
~ oo(H ) . Hence the largest eigenvalue of Y„ - Yv is o(l)1 Kip Kip
and
o o O O O
Si = { ^ h'^h^”^  '^^rK  ^  ^ ^  + ° + °  ^ a,s*
The same argument used to truncate the infinite sums allows
us to restore them,thus r may be replaced by r in theKip 00
last expression.
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Consider S . The arguments used above allow us to truncate 
2
-1
the infinite sums so that S ' is2
K
1 T f T O 0— y T i {? {r.4>h (j)-4)(j) ]y (t-j) + C^h (j) “*M j) ]z (t
T T
Now - Ey(t-j)e(t)1 , - Ez(t-j)£(t)'l are
0(Q ) uniformly in j < HT by theorem 4.1.3, (4.1.4) and
noting that
1 3 1 3
- £y (t-j ) e (t) ' , =7 Ez(t-j)e(t)' = o (T 2) , a.s.4 1 1
Hence, using (4.2.15) we obtain
-10 (Q„ Z || <M j ) ,<Mj)||) + o(T ) a.
h+1
We can write
/\ /\
S3 = ^ h ' \ ]“[^h'^h]^<^ [(^ h'^h]”[^ ' *
As before,the infinite sums may be truncated at K , i.e.
/\ A -1o o ^  o o
s3 = {[<t>h-'(;h ]"C<t>h',('h]}rK ")
Just as Ir I is bounded, |r„K  —  1 i<rjy 1 T 1
ments of
is bounded as the ele-
Tv - Tv are, uniformly, o (H T ) as in (5.1.8).
i\iji i\ip  1
The elements of ' ^ h"~^h^ are evaluatec* i-n theorem
-1 03.3.1 to be, uniformly/ 0(Qm ) + o(h E || (j ) (j )|| ) hence1 h + 1
{[ ,i|t ]-[<J>, ,ik ]}T is also of this order. Bounding in in n n Krp
00 o o
£ ||<Jv (j ) ~(p (j ) (j ) (j ) I as in (4.2.15) gives
OO _  1 00 _ 1
s  = 0 (Q Z ||<J>(j) ,i|;(j)||)+o(h { E ||cj)(j) , i | j (j) | |  }2)+o (T 1) ,
h+1 h+1
a.s.
Finally we turn to the term S +S'+S . Recall y(t,h)
4 4 5
[y(t-1)',...,y(t-h)']' as in §3.1.
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We d e n o t e
( ^ h ' ^ h - ^ ^ h ' ^ h ^  + ^T ? c ( t )  t y  ( t / h ) , z ( t , h ) 1 ] } r
- l
b y  F . Thus
e h ( t ) - e h ( t )
h  ^ o 0
= Z{ C$h ( j  ) -<J>h ( j  ) ] y  ( t -  j  ) + [ $ h ( j  ) - \ p h  ( j  ) ] z  ( t - j )  }
T y  ( t  , h) y ( t , h )
= -  h  Ze ( t )  [ y ( t , h ) ' , z  ( t , h ) '
rH
 1 JC.
<
1—
1 + Fj- l _ z ( t  ,h)_ _  z ( t  , h)  _
Now
T t
S 5 = { i  Z E ( t ) [ y ( t ( h ) ' , z ( t , h )  , ] } r ~ 1 j |  Z
Y ( t  , h)
z ( t , h )
£ '  ( t )
1  T
f ^ t  ?
y ( t , h ) "
z ( t  , h)
U i I n \s '  ( t ) j - j -  Ze ( t )  [ y ( t , h ) ' , z ( t , h )  ' ] | F '
+ F r  F '  + o (T X) h
a n d
{ i  E £ ( t ) [ y ( t , h ) ' , z ( t , h )  ' ] } r .  =  Z; - i / lh | T  i
y ( t  ,h)"
z ( t  , h )
e '  ( t )
+ {^  I e ( t ) [ y ( t , h ) ' , z ( t , h )  1 ] } F ' + o ( T  X) . 
1  1
The t e r m s  t h a t  a r e  o ( T  i n  S a n d  S a r i s e  f r o m  r e p l a c -
4 5 m
~ 1
i n g  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e s  y ( 1 , j ) , y  ( i , j Z e ( t ) y ( t - j ) '  by
y  y ^  J- l
^ /\ -| t
Y ( i - j ) / Y ( i “ j ) / • • • / m Z e (t ) y ( t - j ) '  . Thu s  S + S ' + S  i s  y yz  i j + i  4 4 5
1  r T
- { §  E e ( t )  [ y ( t , h ) ' , z ( t , h )  ' ] } r ~ 1 j |  Z
y ( t  ,h)~ 
z ( t  , h)
e 1 ( t ) r +  f  r h f '
+ o (T 1 ) .
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—  1 00 _  IAs the elements of F are o(h Z ||4>(j)/^(j)||)+o(T'5) ,
- h+1
and I T, I is finite 1 h 1 i
(5.1.11) F It F' h
- 1 00o (h/T) + o ( h  { Z || 4> (j ) ,^(j)||}2) 
h+1
From the discussion below (3.3.5) c Z 11 <M j ) j ) ||2 ^  ||s ||,
h+1 1
c >  0 hence the discussion around (5.1.9) shows that
h 1(h+l '^(j)N }2 = o(il{c5h'^h]“C<J>'^]} o^o{[^h'^h]’"Ccf)'^]}
It remains to show that term 0(Q { Z ||^(j)/^(j)||}) in
h+1
S^, is dominated by the larger of h/T ,
IK E(l)h /^ h ^ ~ ^ /^ ^ rc»^^h,^ h^~’^  II • As the latter term is
w
bounded below by c{ Z 11 <M j ) ,^( j ) ||2 } , c > 0  we show
h+1
P(T) = Q {  Z ||<J> (j) ,^(j)|| }/max{h(T)/T, Z || 4) (j ) (j )||2 }
h(T)+1 h(T)+1
converges to zero. Here we have put h(T) = h to emphasize
the dependence of h on T . As usual, c represents a
constant, not necessarily the same one. If lim sup P(T) =
c >  0 , then along a subsequence {T^}, P(T^) -* c . If
lim sup h(T.)/log T ^  d = 1/(-2 log p ) , then there is a sub- 
1 0
~ ^ u 00sequence (T . } of {T.} where T { ^Z ||<j> (j) ,^ (j)|| }-> c <  oo
1 1 h(Ti)+l 1
~ 00
Thus P ( T . ) < Q ~ {  ^Z ||<j>(j) ,iMj)|| }/{h(T. ) T . }
11 h(Ti)+l 1 1
= 0(Qj T^/h(T.)) .
This contradicts P(T± ) -> c . Assume lim inf M T ^ / l o g  T ±
=  c i ^  d • Then along some subsequence {T^} , h(Tt)/log T^-+ c 1
~b 00and T. { ^Z ||(Mj),tMj)||}->c > 0  for some b <  h  . From 
h(Tj_)+l
~2b 00(5.1.9) lim inf T. Z || <P (j ) (j ) ||2 is bounded away
h(T± )+l
from zero.
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Consequently
~ CO 00
p (t . ) < Q ~  „£ ||<Mj) ,<Mj)||/ _ £ ||<(.(j) 2
i h(Ti)+l h(T.)+1
= 0(Q^ T.b ]
again contradicting P(lt) -► c > 0 . Thus lim sup P(T) = 0 
as required. Thus the terms S , S are2 3
o (max{h/T,||{ [ Jh/£h ]-[<j> ,ij;] [Jh /Jh ]-[<|> ,ij;] } ' }|| )
concluding the lemma. □
(iv) Theorems 3.3.4 , 3.3.5
Let £ (T) minimise 13
t r l ^ 1 ([ Jh ,^h ]-C(j),^ ]) roo([<J>h F^h ]-[<l>,ifO) ' } + hs (s+m) log T/T
Again we have
(5.1.12) c p 2h — o
< tr{r1([Jh,^ h]-[<t1,lto)r^(dh,th:i-[<K<f<])'} < c po2h,
0 < c <  c < 0 , hence £ (T) /£ (T) = l + o(l) by evaluatingJ3 B
o
£„ (T) as log T{l/(-2 log p )}(l + o(l)) in the same way as 
a o
^ o
we obtained £ (T) . If lim sup £_(T)/£_(T) > 1 then alongB B B ^ °
some subsequence {T^} (T^)/£ß (T^) -► a > 1 , and the upper
and lower bounds in (5.1.12) are c T^a , c T^a respectively.
(5.1.13) BIC(£B (Ti)) - B I C ( £ B (TjL))
^  c T . a (l+o (1) ) - c T .1 (l+o (1) ) + s (s+m) (£ (T . ) -£ (T. ) ) {log T . /T , } (l+o (1) ) — i l B i B x  l i
The dominant term in the RHS of (5.1.13) is (£ (T.)-£_(T.))B 1 B 1
{log T^/T^} hence (5.1.13) is positive and BIC(h) could
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not achieve a minimum at infinitely many values, £ß (T^) .
Similarly when lim inf ÄB (T)/Äß (T) <  1 then a <  1 in
(5.1.13) and then the dominant term is c Th > 0  hence
lim inf £_(T)/£_(T) cannot be less than unity. Thus B B
lim £ (T)/iL(T) = 1 and Theorem 3.3.4 is proved. □
The proof of theorem 3.3.5 is simplified because we already 
have lim inf £ (T)/£A (T) >  1 a.s. When lim sup £A (T)/
O O O
£ (T) >  1 (define £A (T) in an analogous way to £ß (T)) we 
have, in the place of (5.1.13),
AIC(£a (T±)) - AIC(£a (T±))
>  c T~a (1+0 (1)) - c tT* 1 (l+o(l) + s(s+m){(£ (T.)-£ (T.))/T.} (l+o (1))—  1 1 A 1 A 1 1 F
which is again dominated by the last term as when a >  1 ,
/V o
{£ (Ti)-£a (Ti)}/l°g T^ c >  0 . Thus Theorem 3.3.5 is esta­
blished. ^
(v) The remaining lemmas in this section are needed to
evaluate the expressions
T T
I Z(eh (t)-E (t) H e h (t-a)-e (t-a) } ' , 1 Ze (t) { £h (t-a) -e (t-a)}
that are fundamental for the theorems in Stages II and III.
These lemmas are included here because when a = 0 they are
needed to evaluate (3.3.7) in the expressions for AIC(h) .
Lemma 5.1.1. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process
and e(t), z(t) satisfy conditions A. Then if h > c log T,
1 Tc >  0 , and t = - Z e (t)c(t)' we have, almost surely,T i l
e(t) 'hT
T
EE e (s) [y (s ,h)', z (s ,h) 
s , t=l
y(t,h) 
z(t,h)
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h-a T T
= 7-^ 7 2 ( Z e (s) e (s-j) ' ) t ( Z e (t-j-a) e (t) ')
j =1 s=l t=l
+ ^  EZ e (s)z(s,h)'f;y (a)?^hz(t,h)£(t)'+0 
s,t=l
log log T 
log T
Proof: Define A, A, as in §4.2, let-----  h
i|>(h+l) (j) (h+2) ip(h+2) ...
^ (h) <J>(h+l)............
♦ d )  i p ( 2 ) .................
and
(p (h+1)
♦ (h)
♦ ( i)
wt = [y (t-h-1)', z (t-h-l)',y (t-h-2)', . . . ] ' .
Then
(5.1.14)
y(t,h) 
z(t,h)-
e(t,h) + Hw^ .
Let A
0 Ihm
as in §4.2. As in the evaluation of
(5.1.8) we have, for example y (i-j)-y (i , j) = o(hT ) ,zy zy
A ^
hence ||rh -f^|| = o(l) . Thus in (4.2.18), (4.2.19) we can
/V A «- 1  ~ ~ - l
replace /••• by ' * * * an<^  obtain
T  ^ = A 1 !h A
i, ® -1
Arh (a)A'
Ih (a) ® f 
0
-1 
z ,h
0
rz,h(a)
A + D , ||d || <  C <
+ D D I I  < c <
i 1 l
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Thus
Is (s) [y(s,h)',z (s,h) 'IT^1 
s
I, ®  t-1
Ee(s)[y(s,h)',z(s,h) ' ]•! a '
c: l ;-l
z ,h
A + d |
Ee (s) [e (s,h)' + w^H', z(s,h)']j
Q I
I 0 I“1 0
1-1 
z ,h
A + D
hence
EE e(s)[y(s,h)',z(s,h) ' H r ^ f ^ a )  r,1 
s , t
y(t,h) 
z(t ,h)
e(t) '
EE e(s)[e(s,h)'/z(s/h) '3 
s , t
t ®  i 1 o h
;-l
z ,h
I, (a) 0  t 0 h
r (a) z ,h
(5.1.15)
° iI ® {  1 h T
;-i
z ,h
£ (t,h) 
z(t,h)
e(t) '
+ other terms.
It remains to evaluate the "other terms" in (5.1.15). These
terms are of the form x'X x . Here x , x are either
1 2  1 2
Ee (s) [y (s,h)',z (s,h) ' ] or Ee (s)w'H' and consequently are s s s
matrices whose entries are, uniformly, 0(TQT ), a.s. The 
matrix X is a product of three terms selected from
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01—11O -frv} ■H
1 Ih (a) ® 1 0
~_1 /
0 r v,z, h fz,h(a)_
If the product contains either D or D then 11X11 < c < 00
1 1
as IIDII , IID I are bounded and the other matrices are
bounded in the norm |,| . In this case, xJX x^ = 0(T2q£)
= 0 (T log log T) , a.s. thus x'X x = o(hT) as h > c log T.
1 2
The only other possibility is that
x 1 x x = 
1 2 ZZ {e (s)w H'}(i ®  I 1) (i (a) ®  $ ) (I, <8> $ 1){Hw4_e(t) '} . ^ s h T h T h T ts, t
Here
11 00[ IH11 < Z Z ||ij>(j),i()(j)||<c<»,
1 i=l j=i
consequently
II Z{e (s)w H' } II = 0 (TQ ) , a.s. 
s 1
and then x'X x = 0(TQ_) . Thus we have established that the
1 2 -L
small order terms in (5.1.15) are 0(T log log T) , almost 
surely. □
We are only using this lemma in conjunction with lemma 5.1.2
where conditions B are assumed, in which case t will
o 0
replace $ throughout lemma 5.1.1. The expression $ only 
arises through our argument to obtain (4.2.18), (4.2.19).
LEMMA 5.1.2. Assume e (t) and z (t) satisfy conditions B.
If 0 ^ a < A , then3 uniformly for c log T < h < H 
1 h-a T T
d )  Z ( Z e(s)e(s-j) ')$ ( Z e(t-j-a)e(t)') = 6 t  s + o (l)
j=l s=l t=l
(ii) r~ ZZ e(s)z(s,h) 'f \f , (a)f 1 z(t,h)e(t)' = 6 t m+o (1) hT  ^, z,hz,h z,h Oa'o Ps, t—J-
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Proof: (i) We partition the expression
T
if ££ eCu)e(u-j)'t 1e (v- j-a) e (v) ' 
u,v—1 0
into three parts S , S , Sc (j) where A, B, C represent the 
ranges of the summations
A = {(u,v) : u = v}
B = {(u,v) : u ^ v but u = v-j-a or v = u-j}
C = { (u,v) : u ^ v, u v-j-a , v ^ u-j}
We proceed by evaluating moments of
SA - fioa*„S ' SB ' SC (^
Take the case when a = 0 and consider S.. - i s :A T o
- Ee(u)e(u-j) 1 $ 1e(u-j)s(u)' - | s 
T u 0 0
(5.1.16) = j^E{e(u)e(u)'-$ } tr{ i 1e(u-j)e(u-j)'}T u o o
+ $ tr{$ 1 ise(u-j)£(u-j)' - I }
0 0 -L s
The last term converges (almost surely and uniformly in j )
to zero at a rate 0 (QT) so we can ignore it. For 2 > p > 1
t hwe evaluate the p moment of the (£,k) element of the
remaining part of (5.1.16). Let denote the (£,k)
element of t .o
El E (e£ (u)ek (u) -$ k)tr($ 1c (u-j)e(u-j) ')]P}
u 0
< “ j E{f S (e£ (u) sk (u) - ^ k) 2 (tr ($ \  (u-j ) e (u-j ) ') ) 2 ]P//2}
(from Burkholder's inequality, Hall and Heyde (1980), p.23)
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< E{(e^(u)£k (u) - ^ k )P (tr(|o1e(u-j)e(u-j) ')P }
Using Holder's inequality the expectation in this term is 
bounded by
[£{ (£j, (u)ek (u) - ^ k)2p}]Js[E{ (tr (u-j) e (u—j>')) 2p}]Js.
The bound is independent of u and j . This argument 
requires the existence of the 4p moment of e(t) . Hence
the p^ 1^ moment of (5.1.16) is c/TP and thus (5.1.16) con­
verges to zero in probability uniformly in j . Hence
uniformly in
0
h .
Consider the sum over B . Without loss of generality 
we take v = u-j in S . Then E^S^S'} is■D D B
(5.1.17) £{e(u)e(u-j) 1s (u-2 j) e (u-j) ' e (v-j) e (v-2 j) ' ^ 1£ (v-j) e (v) ' } .0 0
Unless u = v this term is zero. For example, take u > v . 
Then (5.1.17) is of the form e^£(u)f(u /v /j)} and f(u,v,j) 
is measurable with respect to ^u_]^ • Thus e { £ (u) f (u, v , j ) }
= e^E(£(u) I Fu_1)f(u,v ,j)} = 0 . Hence (5.1.17) is
| E(e(u-j)'$ 1e(u—2j)s(u—j)'e(u—j)e(u—2j)'$ 1e(u-j)}
0 0 0
The terms within this expectation are composed of linear com­
binations of e (u-j) f (u-2j) where e(s) = e (s)£ (s )£ (s)e (s) ,
X/ X/ X/ a✓1 2  3 4
f(s) = e (sje- * Using Burkholder and HolderX, 5 X, 6
inequalities as above for 2 > p > 1 we evaluate
£{[i E e(u-j)f(u-2j)]P} 
u
< Z{E[e(u-j)3p/2]}2/3{E[f(u-2j)3p]}1/3 .
TP u
The summands in the last expression are finite as e(t) has
a moment of order 6p , hence the p ^  moment of S isB1c/T and Sß converges to zero in probability, uniformly
in j . Consequently
i h
K 2 sb 0D = 1
uniformly in h .
Finally consider the sum sc (j) • First we make the 
observation that if p(u) = e(u )e(u )1£ (u )e(u )' where
1 2  3 4
u ^ u ^ u ^ u then E(P(u)p(v)') = 0 unless u . = v . ,
1 2 3 4 1 1
> > >
i = . The argument below (5.1.17) shows this. By a
similar argument we evaluate E(P(u)p(u)') = t tr$ tr($2) .h o o o
For a given h , the variance of E S is
j=l
(5.1.18) —  EE EEEE E{e(u ) e (u - j ) 4 ( u  -j)e(u )'
t j,k=i (u ,u ) e c 1 1 0 2 2
1 2
(u ,u )£c
3 4
£ (u ) e (u -k)'| (u -k)e(u )'}
3 3 0 4 4
Without loss of generality, assume u > u , u > u
1 2 4 3
the summands are zero unless u
E(s (u ) e (u -j)'t 1e (u - j) £ (u )'£(u ) £ (u -j)'I "*"£ (u -j)e(u )'} 
1 1 0 2  2 2 2  0 1  1
u , u
4 2
,-l
u , k
3
Then
As
4  tri0 0
and there are hT non zero terms in the summation in (5.1.18)
h
we obtain ||var{ E S (j)}|| < c h . It remains to show that
j=l 1
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7- Z S (j) 0 uniformly for c log T < h < H . Let £
j = l T
denote (c log T)1 and define p by £p-1< H T < £ P . Then
P{ max | ± ES (j) || > s} 
£, < h < Hr n 1 L
< Z P{
k=2
max
5k < h < 5k+1
h 5 sc<^ll >
^ —  Z £{ [ max 
£ k=2 Ck < h < 5 k+1
b ? sr<i) l|]2>
Now Theorem B of Moricz (1976) applies because 
h
||var{ Z S (j) | < c h , giving us
j=l L 1
, h
E{[ max
5k < h  < Sk+1
h ? sc (3)
< c 5 (k+i)(i+«)/52k > 0
2
= c (6-1)+1+6
2
Consequently
h r>
P{ max | | i l S  (j)||>e}<l2- £ (6-1) +1+6 ^  Q
5 < h < H T h 1 C £2 k=2
as required.
When a > 0 cases Sß and Sc are essentially unchanged 
from what has been presented above while S is simplified£x
by dropping the mean correction term when the proof continues 
as before.
(ii) Put
P(u,v) z(u'h),fz!hfz,h(a)?z!hz(v'h)
Consider the second moment of
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£E e (u) P (u,v) e (v) ' 
u , v=l 
u > v
From the discussion below (5.1.17),
E(e(u ) P (u ,v ) e (v )'e(v )P(u ,v ) £ (u )'} 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
is zero unless u = u , v = v . Thus if1 2  1 2
—  EE P(u,v)2 <°° then 
hT2 u,v=l
E(SaSA>
Here we have evaluated
---  EE P(u,v)2% tr|
h 2T 2 u,v=l 0 0
°<i).
K  ^ ( a ) f ; y  (a)}
T U,V=1 '
Thus S 0 in probability and uniformly in h . Take
1 TS = 7-=- E e (u) P (u,u) e (u) ' .B hT i
The variance of S_. isa
r T T 'j
< EE E{e(u)P(ufu)£(u) ,e(v)p(v,v)e(v) ■} - (E p (u ,u )) 2$2J
mi \t— 1h2T2 hifv=l
When u f v , e ( e (u) e (u) ' e (v) e (v) ' } = $2 , and let
El £ (u) £ (u) ' £ (u) £ (u) ' } = S . Then
T
var(SB ) 2 m  2 1E P (u ,u )2 (S - $2)h T
which we show is 0(j~) , thus Sß -» E(sß ) in probability
To evaluate E(StJ we havea
± E P(u,u) = tr{ f T , (a)T \  £ Ez(u,h)z(u,h)'}1 1
T i z,h z,h z,h T
tr {f 1, ? , (a) }z / h z f h.
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When a = 0 this term is hm while when a ^ 0 there are
only a columns with non-zero entries on the main diagonal
of f \  f , (a) . The non trivial entries in f \  f , (a)z f In z / in z f in z / in
are uniformly bounded, hence tr{? ^,f , (a)} <  c a , c<°° .z f in z f in
The proof of (ii) is complete once we show that
— EE P (u,v) 2 <  * 
hT 2 u,v=l
But this expression is tr{F \ f  . (a)f , (a)}/h whichZ/ i n  Z/ i n  Z/ i n  z ^ in
equals m when a = 0 . When a >  0 , h^a ^z"*"h^z h ^
has at most 2a non zero elements along the main diagonal 
hence
l T---  EE P(u,v)2 < m  .
hT 2 u,v=l
□
LEMMA 5.1.3. Assume y(t) is generated by an ARMAX process
and e (t ), z(t) satisfy conditions B. If d log T <  h <  HT ,
d = 1/(— 2 log p ) and 0 ^  a then3 uniformly in ho
1 T
k E{eh (t)-e (t) }{eh (t-a)-e (t-a) } ' = (s+m) + op (l)oa 1 o
1 r
p- Ee(t){e, (t-a)-e(t-a)}' = -6 t (s+m) + o (1) .oaT o
Proof: Take the case a = 0 . First truncate the series
eh it)-e{t) = E{ ($h ( j)-<j> (j) )y (t-j) + (ij!h ( j)-i|>( j) ) z (t-j) }
after h terms. Then 
, T
^ E{ eh (t)-e (t) } { (t) -e (t) }
(5.1.19)
•^{ C $h' C ,<Jj 3 + 0
(log log T) 2  ^
h
Similarly we can replace [<j>,i|;] in the above expression by
o o
[<^ h'V as
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II O O OO __ 1
 ^ ||<f>b (j) -<f> (j ) / K  (j) (j) II <  M 2 ||<J>(j) /*Kj) II =0(T 2)
1 n n h+1
and I f. I < °°. This alters (5.1.1) by 0(h . From1 h 1 i
theorem 3.3.1
^  ^  o O -j T  ^
(5.1.20) {[cJ)h,$h]-C4),i|;]} = - — Ze (t) [y (t,h) ' ,z (t,h) ' + o (T 2)
so that (5.1.19) becomes
T t T
(5.1.21) rt CZe(t)[y(t,h)',z(t,h)'D}!'1?. f'N 5 nl i n n n ( i
y (t ,h) 
z (t ,h)
e(t) '} + op (l)
The o ( i y  term in the above expression is made of two domi­
nant parts, viz
(5.1.22)
where
( T / h J x ' f - ^ h ^  -
(T/h) s (t) [y (t,h)',z (t,h) ' ] }fh1rhfh1x
O O J-
X = {[$h ^ h ]-C«h ^ h ]}fh + ? ^£ (t) [y(t,h)',z (t,h) ’ ]
O (T 2) .
The first of the expressions in (5.1.24) is o(l) as 
I rh rhrh I < 00 . To evaluate the second expression in 
(5.1.24), we have
(5.1.23) i Ze(t)[y(t,h)',z(t,h)
- 1 || ^_T~ ^-1 f 1< -  I p(t) cy (t,h)',z(t,h) 'ir^  rjv i - zh h h T 1
y (t ,h) 
z(t,h)
e(t) 'Ml ‘ x
X'f J f  f 1x|| hh h h "i
x ' f ^^x|| = o(j^ ) , and since (5.1.21) isso that as
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bounded ((5.1.21) is evaluated below), we have that (5.1.23)
^_1is Op(h/T) . Now evaluate (5.1.21). We can replace
by altering (5.1.21) by o(l) . Exactly the same argu­
ment follows through when a > 0 so that we obtain 
T
£  ^ (£h (t)- £ (t)}{eh (t-a)-e(t-a)}
T
= 7^ 7 EE e(u) [y(u,h)',z(u,h) ' ] f ( a ) f  1 hT , h h hu,v=l
y (v ,h) 
z (v,h)
£(v) ' + o (l)
Now lemmas 5.1.1, 5.1.2 show that this is 6oa$ (s+m) + o p (l) 
uniformly in h , as required.
To prove the second statement we have, when a = 0
T
1 E e (t) { e, (t) -e (t) } ' 
h 1 h
T
= Ze (t) [y (t,h)*,z (t,h) ' ]{ [Jh ,i|lh ]-[4)h ,^h
y(t,h) 
z(t,h)
1
hT Ee (t) [y (t,h)',z (t,h) ]r
- l
]}'+ o
( % (log log T)
+ Op(l)
using exactly the same arguments as before. Lemmas 5.1.1,
5.1.2 complete the proof. □
§5.2 Stage II
Throughout these proofs we use the terminology of 
linear regression when minimising particular quadratic forms. 
We point out that our usage is only a convenient way to des­
cribe the computations rather than to suggest that our pro­
cedures are what would usually be called ’’linear regressions"
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(i) Theorem 3.4.1.
In the proof of this theorem let l
Po if <3„= 0
p„+J- if q„> o •0 ' ~ ““ ^ 0
The optimal model from v(n ) is obtained by minimising the 
trace of
T
(5.2.1) - Z{ay (t)-dz (t) - (b-I) eh (t) H a y  (t)-dz (t) - (b-I) sh (t) } '
over v(n ) where [a(z) ,b(z) ,d (z)] is the ARMAX representa­
tion of [k(z),£(z)3 £ v(n) • When n = ps , the minimisation
of (5.2.1) is achieved by regressing y(t) on y (t-j) ,z(t-j) ,
Ae^t-j), j = l,...,p . In any other case we perform the
/\
regressions given in (3.4.4i,ii)» As e^(t)-y(t) is a 
linear combination of y(t-j),z(t-j), j = l,...,h a lower 
bound for the residual mean square for the regressions in 
3.4.4 (ii) is obtained by regressing y^(t) on y(t-j) ,z(t-j) , 
j = l,...,h+p+l / n = ps+q, q < s . This same reasoning can 
be used to replace the regressor e^(t) by y(t) ,y(t-j) , 
z (t— j) / j = 1, . . . ,h . Thus for any v (n H  n = ps+q, q < s  , 
a lower bound for (5.2.1) is obtained by regressing y(t) on 
y (t-j ) ,z(t-j) , j = l,...,h+p+l . (The same construction 
gives a lower bound for (5.2.1) over any Va *) Denote this
/S. A
lower bound by S and the minimum of (5.2.1) by t , x .n J Ta(n)
Then as h = {log T/(-2 log p )}(l + o(l)) a.s. , lemma 3.3.3o
and the evaluation of (3.3.4) give
(5.2.2)
A A -l JL
ta (n) ^ Sn = T ' + °(Qt lQg T ) a *s *
When n n , an upper bound for j as given by
1  T
m s{a y(t)-d z (t) - (b -I)£. (t)}{a y(t)-d z(t)-(b -I)e, (t) } ' 
1 l 0  0 O 11 0 0 o n
, T
= - Z{ e (t ) - (b -I) (e, (t)-e (t) ) }{ e (t) - (b -I) (e, (t) - e (t))} ' I l o n o n
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= I Ee (t) e (t) ' + 0 (Q^ , log T) a.s. ,
(a ,d ] = [k , l ]) . Here we have used the expressions in
0 0 0 0 0
the proof of lemma 3.3.3 together with (3.3.4) to evaluate
ize(t)(eh (t-j)-e(t-j))' , (eh (t)-e(t)) (eh (t-j)-e(t-j))’ as
0 (Q^ , log T) . This is also an upper bound for (n ) '
n >  n / i n  particular o
T
(5.2.3) t ( p  s) >  I ?e(t)e(t) ’ + 0(Qt  109 T) ' a - s -
Now if p >  then
i°g d e t f a(p s) - log det la(ps) = 0(Q* log T) a.s.
Therefore log det $a(ps) + p s (2s+m)C(T)/T is increasing as
A
p increases beyond p^ , and, asymptotically, p cannot be 
greater than p , almost surely. Similarly we show
l
A
log det la (n ) + n(2s+m)C(T)/T increases as n increases
A Abeyond n hence, for sufficiently large, T ps-j cannot be
greater than n , almost surely.o
When p <  p we evaluate (5.2.1) over v(Ps ) ^Y
l
regressing y(t) on y(t-j),z(t-j) , (t-j), j = l,...,p . 
Let
w (t) = [y (t-1)’,... ,y (t-p)’,z (t-1)',... ,z (t-p)', eh (t-1)',. . . ,eh (t-p)']'
Aand define w(t) similarly, byreplacing eh (s) by M s ) ,
1  T^
s = t-1,...,t-p in w(t) . Then - Ew(t)w(t)' converges to 
a non-singular matrix £ (w(t)w (t ) 1) where the expectation is 
taken with respect to the G-fields generated by the e(s) and
z (s) . Indeed, if fr(w(t)w(t)') is singular then there
exists a non-trivial vector a such that
a'E (w(t) ,w (t ) ' ) a El (a ' w (t) ) 2 } = 0
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hence a'w(t) = 0 but this means that we can add a' to
any of the last s-q rows ofo
(5.2.4) [A (1),...,A (p),-D (1) , ,  -D (p),-B (1),...,B (p)]
0 0 0 0 0 0
and obtain a different ARMAX representation of [k (z),1 (z)]o o
which is the same echelon form as [a (z),b (z),d (z)] ,o o o
which is evidently impossible. Furthermore 
, T
— Ey(t)w(t)' converges to E(y(t)w(t)'} so that ^a (pS )
T T T
Y (0) - I Ey(t)w(t)'[| Zw(t)w(t) 1 ]_1 i Zw(t)y(t)'
= Y (0) - £{y (t)w(t) ' }CE{w(t)w(t)'}] 1e (w  (t)y (t) ' } + o (1) a.s.
= t , , + o(l) a.s.Ta(ps)
From the discussion below (1.4.6) $a (pS ) ^  $a (n ) “
1 ^— Ee(t)e(t)' + o(l) . Hence, for sufficiently large T , 
iog det ia(ps) - log det ia(PiS) >  c >  0 and log det £a(ps) 
+ ps(2s+m)C(T)/T decreases as p increases to p . This 
completes the proof of (i) of the theorem. The last part of 
the proof holds so long as C(T)/T 1 0 .
/\
To prove (ii) it remains to show that ta (n ) = $a(n)
+ o(l) when n = p ^ - j  <  ^  . Then, as $a{n) > 
the above argument completes the proof. Let
w (t) = [y (t-1) , . . . ,y .(t-l),z(t-l)',e, (t-l),,y(t-2)',...,e (t-p )']' i i s-j n n i
«2<t> - .... ys_.(t)-£h(S_.(t),y(t-l)'....
correspond to the regressors in (3.4.4i) , (3.4.4Ü) respec-
/\tively, and w (t) ,w (t) be obtained by replacing £,(s) by 
1 2  11
e (s) in w (t) ,w (t) as before. It remains to show that 
1 2
p{w (t) ,w (t) ' } , f (w  (t)w (t)'} are non singular. If 
1 1  2 2
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p{w (t)w (t)'} is singular then there is a non zero vector
l l
a such that a'w (t) = 0 . Then a' can be added to the
~ ~ i
first s-j rows of (5.2.4) (after j zeros are included in
tha after the s-j element) to obtain a different ARMAX
representation of [k ( z ) ( z ) ] in the same echelon form aso o
[a (z) ,b (z) ,d (z)] . If e (w (t)w (t)'} is singular then 
0 0 0 2 2
a non-trivial row vector a' may be added to the first s-j 
rows of
[Ao(l)-BU) ,Aq(2) , . . . ,AQ(p ),-D(2) ,. . . ,-D(Pi) ,-Bq(2) , . . . ,-B^) ]
th(after a has j zeros inserted after the s-j element),
thus arriving at the same contradiction as before. Thus we
/\
conclude that 1 , N(n)
proof of (ii) can be completed.
t , s + o(l) a.s. as before and the Tct(n)
(ii) Theorem 3.4.2 and corollary 3.4.3
We present the proof in the ARMA case for notational 
simplicity. For ARMAX estimation there are no essential
A
changes in the approach. We proceed to estimate $ ^ as
in (3.4.11).
T
$ = min ~ Z{ay(t)- (b-1)eh (t)}2
where the minimisation is over the set ARMA(p ,q) . Consider
p > p , q > q and define v = min{p-p ,q-q }. Let
° p 0° _• q o 0 °_-
a (z) = 1 + Z A (j) z -1 / b (z) = 1 + Z B (j)z  ^ when
0 1 0  0 1 0
(5.2.5) ay(t)- (b-1)e, (t) = (ab -ba )b-1y(t)h o o o
+ e(t)-(b -1) { e. (t)-e (t) } - (b-b ) { eh (t)-e (t) }o ft o n
Let the elements x-/ j = 1/•••/U = max{p+q ,q+p } bej o o
defined by Z x <z  ^ = a(z)b (z)-b(z)a (z) . We have shownJ o o
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in (1.4.3) that
b(z)-b (z) = (v (z) -1) b (z) + Z0 0 j 3 J
thus we rewrite (5.2.5) as
E X ■{h 1y(t-j) - (e (t)-e(t))} + e(t)- (b -1){e (t)-e(t)} - (v-l)b{e (t)-e(t)}.. 3 o 3 h o h  0 h
— 1Denote b y (t-j)-£.(e, (t)-e(t)) by R.(t) . We haveo 3 ft 3
evaluated
T T
pj- Ee (t) {eh (t- j)-e (t- j) } , Z{eh (t)-e (t) H e h (t-j)-e (t-j) }
in lemma 5.1.3, thus we obtain
4 Z[e(t)-(b -1) {e, (t)-e(t) }]2- L i  o h
T q
= I Z £ (t) 2 + £ $ 1° B (j)2 + o (log T/T) 1  i -i- o i o  B
T
= 1 Z £ (t) 2 + (co 2-1) + o (log T/T) . - L i  1  1 o o B
We evaluate ^ by regressing C(t) = e(t)-(b -1) (t) -e (t)}P/q
on
R • (t) , j = l,...fU ; b { e, (t-j )-e (t-j ) } , j = l,...,v
First regress C (t) on R^(t) , j = l,...,u . By the same 
argument used to evaluate S in §5.1 (iii) we have
^ Z{eh (t)-e(t)}{eh (t-j)-e(t-j)}
(5.2.6)
= {£h-<|>}? h ( j) ' (l+o (1) ) + o (T 1) a . s .
From corollary 3.3.2, $^(j)“^ (j) = 0(QT) , a.s. as
h > {log T/(-2 log p )}(l+o(l)) , a.s., hence (5.2.6) iso
O(hQ^) a.s. Moreover this result is uniform for j < HT . 
In a similar way,
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(5.2.7) |ze(t){eh (t-j)-e(t-j)}
= |ze(t)y(t-j,h) ’ {$h-4>} ' (1 + o(l)) + o (T-1)
which is almost surely O(Q^h) when j > 0 and 0(Q ) when 
j < 0 . From (5.2.6) we have
(eh (t)-s (t) ) }{^(ch (t)-e(t))} = O(hQ^) a.s.
As b ^y(t) = a (t) , we can truncate the expansion ofo o
a ^(z) after Km terms, where Km = c log T , c sufficiently o J- i
large, so that we can use (5.2.7) to show
iz{b”1y(t-j)}{5^(£h (t)-£(t))} = 0(Qt) a.s.
This enables us to conclude that
^ZRj(t)Rk (t) = ^Z{b Xy (t-j) H b ^ y  (t-k) } + 0(QT) a.s.
and hence
j = !/•••/
conclusion
_ 1 _
2 7T i t iwa (e 0
For j = 1
l,...,u} converges to a non-singular limit. The last 
 arises because b ^y(t) has spectral density
-EC(t)Rj(t) = 0(Qt) a.s.
from the evaluations of (5.2.6), (5.2.7). Thus
CXj.... Xu ] = - (t)CR (t),...,Ru (t)]RtX
= 0(Qt) , a.s.
and the regression mean square is O(Q^)
Aevaluation of f ^ we regress C(t) on b { (t-j)-e(t-j)}, 
j = l,...,v after the latter have been made orthogonal to
To complete the
the regressors (t), j 1 r • • • / From the evaluations
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of (5.2.6), (5.2.7) we have
-Zb{£h (t-j)-e(t-j)}Rk (t) = 0(Qt ) .
Thus there exist (k) = 0(QT ), j = l,...,v , k = l,...,u 
so that
S .(t) = b {e, (t-j)-e (t-j) } + Ea . (k) R (t)D  o h  k  3 k
/\
are the residuals from regressing b {e, (t-j )-e (t-j ) } ono n
R^(t), k = l,...,u . Then, as 
1 T7- Z{Ea . (t) R, (t) } {Ea . (k) R. (t) } = O(log log T/h)
11 1 k 3 K k 3 k
and
k E {bQ (sh (t)-e (t) ) } {Ea^ . (k) Rk (t) } = O(log log T/h)
we have 
1 T
=- ES . (t) S. (t) h i j k
k E{bQ(eh (t-j)-e(t-j))}{bQ(eh (t-k)-e(t-k))} + O(log log T/h)
a . s .
Using lemma 5.1.3 this expression becomes
£ ZB (&+k)B (£+j) + oD (l) o Ä  o o R(5.2.8)
In a similar way, as k >  1 ,
j~EC (t)Sk (t)
(5.2.9) - E r £((b -1) (e(t)-e(t))Hb (e. (t-k)-e(t-k))}+o_ (1) h i o o h  P
= - t EB (JOB (Ä-k) + o_ (1)0 £ 0 0 P
With x(t) = b e(t), as above the statement of theorem 3.4.2,
we see that (5.2.8) is £{x(t-j)x(t-k)}J + op (l) while
(5.2.9) is £{x (t)x (t-k) }t + c> (1) . Then the coefficientso P
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v., j = l,...,v obtained by regressing C (t) on (t),
j = converge in probability to the coefficients of
v
v°(z) . Here v°(z) = 1 + Zv!z  ^ has its zeros within
i J
1 z I = 1  and minimises f71" I v° I 2 lb I 2dco . The residual
mean square is $ (u)2-(jo^ ) h/T + op (h/T) . Consequently the 
residual mean square is
T
ip,q = k ?e(t)2+ |t0K _1) + °p(1°9 T/T>
as required in theorem 3.4.2. □
To prove corollary 3.4.3 we have shown that, almost surely 
Xj = 0(Qt) , therefore from (1.4.3) the first statements in
the corollary are established. The second part is established 
in the comments concluding the theorem. □
(iii) Theorem 3.4.4 and corollary 3.4.5
The strategy of the proof follows theorem 3.4.2 quite 
closely. Here we prove (a) , . . . , (d) .
A
(a) Here a = {n , ...,n } ^ a and $ is obtained byi s o &
regressing each component of y(t) on certain components of
A A A
y (t)-eh (t) ,y(t-j) ,z(t-j) ,eh (t-j) . Components of y(t)-eh (t) 
occur because A(0) = B (0) and A(0) need not be the 
identity. The particular sets of regressors are determined 
by a , for example if a = a(ps+q) , the ARMAX representa­
tion is given by (1.3.11) and the regressions are described 
in §3.1. Let us suppose y^(t) is to be regressed upon a
set, Ri (t) , of components of y(t)-eh (t ) / Z ( t - j )  ^(t-j)
Let Ri (t) be derived from /s /\R^(t) by replacing the ^(s)
by ei (s)
A
whenever they occur in (t). Let S(t) be
made up of all components of
/ \
eh (t-3)-e(t-j) ,
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j = 0,...,p = maxing} . The union of Rp(t) and S(t) spans a
space containing the set (t) so we obtain a lower bound
on I by regressing on R^(t) U S(t) . The regressors in
R^(t) may not form an independent set because it may happen
that n. > n . for some j . If this is the case, we remove
the redundant variables and arrive at a linearly independent
1 T
set of regressors, R^(t) . Hence the matrix — ER^(t)R^(t)'
converges to a non singular limit. The regression of y^(t) 
on R?(t) produces residuals r^(t) such that 
1 T— Er(t)r(t)' = t + o(l); r(t)' = (r (t) , . . . ,r (t) ) i i ot 1 s
as required. However this residual will be further reduced 
by regressing y^(t) on the residuals of S(t) after the 
latter have been regressed upon R?(t) . As in (5.2.6),
(5.2.7)
T
I S{eh (t)-e(t) }R? (t) 1 = 0(Qt)
Hence the residuals of S(t) are s(t) = S(t) + aR^(t) 
where the elements of a are 0(QT) . Now obtain the
regression mean square due to the regression of y^(t) on 
s (t) . Again from (5.2.6), (5.2.7)
i Ti Z (t)s(t)' = 0(Qt)
while
T T
I Z s(t)s(t) = | Z S(t)S(t) ' + O(Qi)I 1 1 1 I
= (s+m)(Ip ® tQ)h/T + op (l) 
Thus the regression mean square is Op (log log T/log T)
t > t + o ( l )
hence
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as required. □
(b) and (c) From the definitions of a°(z),b°(z),d°(z)
above (1.4.5)
ay (t) -dz (t) - (b-Ig) £h(t)
(5.2.10)
= {a[b0,d°]-[b,d]a°}(a")'1
£ (t) 
Z (t)
- (b-Is) { ?h(t) -e (t) }+e (t)
/ j = 1, .. . ,p
converges to a non singular limit as in theorem 3.4.2. From 
(5.2.6) , (5.2.7)
iz{^(t-k)-e(t-k) }S. (t) ' = 0(Qt ) .
The covariance matrix of S .(t) = (a )3
-1 £ (t-j) 
z(t-j)
Thus we can find (by regression) coefficients A^(k) = 0(QT ) 
such that the variables
R. (t) = {e,(t-j ) -e (t-j ) } + ZA. (k)S, (t)
3 h k
are orthogonal to (t), k = 1,...,n , the upper bound for 
k will be determined later.
When a = a(n) there are only zero-one constraints on 
the coefficients of a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a° (see the discussion 
around (1.4.4), (1.4.5)) and the residual mean square due to
regressing e(t) on the appropriate components of the S^(t) 
may be computed directly. When Va i-s n°t a generic neigh­
bourhood (i.e. a ^ a(n) for any n) there are other con­
straints (albeit linear ones) on the coefficients of 
a[b0,d0]-[b,d]a° . A lower bound on the residual may be 
obtained by regressing e(t) on (t) as if all the ele­
ments of a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a° which are not assigned to zero
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or one, are unconstrained. As
- Se(t)S. (t) ' 1 i D 0(Qt ) a.s. j 1 ,2 ,
and the covariance matrix of the (t) converges to a non­
singular limit, the residual mean square from regressing 
e(t) on the components of S^(t) is bounded below by
(5.2.11) - E£ (t)£ (t)' + 0 (Q*) a.s.
We point out that this argument shows that the estimated com­
ponents of a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a° are 0(QT ) almost surely when 
a = a(n) as required to prove corollary 3.4.5.
Now obtain a further reduction to (5.3.11) by regres­
sing £ (t) on the components of (t) . The coefficients 
in b-I do not vary freely as they are tied to the elements
o o oof a[b ,d ] - [b,d]a but we obtain an upper bound to the 
further reduction of (5.2.11) by allowing them to vary freely. 
First consider (b). Then B(0) = I so we need to regress 
£ (t) on Rj(t), j >  1 . From lemma 5.1.3
i TI Ze(t)R.(t)' = op (log T/T)
As in (5.2.8)
1 T£ ZR. (t)R. (t) ’ = $ h/T + o (log T/T)
so that the regression mean square of e (t) on R^(t),
j >  1 is o.p (log T/T) completing the proof of (b) . In (c)
B(0)-I / 0 so that £ (t) is regressed on certain components
of R (t) . Aso
1 Trfr Ze (t) R (t) 1 = - (s+m) | h/T + oD (log T/T)
1 1 0 0 F
the regression mean square is bounded by K log T/T where 
a way
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determined by However, an upper bound on K is
(s+m)t / (-2 log p ) . This completes the proof of (c)o o
(d) Here we consider Again we commence from
(5.2.10). If [a(z) ,b(z) ,d(z) ] is in echelon form for V( 
then the null space of the mapping
(5.2.12) [a,b,d] -*■ a[b ,d ]-[b,d]a
is trivial. If {x is a set of independent coeffi­
cients from a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a° that parameterise the image of 
(5.2.12), there exist matrices (z) (of polynomials in
z ■*■) such that b(z)-b (z) = Ex-J-(z) • This is the vectoro 3 3
analogue of (1.4.3) when v = 0 . J(z) depends only on the 
true system parameters. From (1.4.4) the coefficients in 
a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a° that are not constrained to zero or one are
not freely varying unless a (n) However the constraints
are linear, hence {a[b°,d°]-[b,d]a°} (a°) 1 e (t) 
z (t)
can be
written as EXjCj(t) where £^(t) are matrices whose ele­
ments are linear combinations of the components of
(a ) 
as
-1 £ (t-j) 
z(t-j)
1 21 / ^  / • • • Now (5.2.10) can be written
(t) + J . (£, (t) -£ (t) ) } + £ (t) - (b -I ) {£, (t) -£ (t) } j 3 3 3 n 0 s n
From (5.2.6) , (5.2.7) ,
-E{ C j (t) +J\ (£h (t) - £ (t))} { Ck (t) +Jk (£h (t)-£(t))}'
ip SCj (t)ck (t)' + 0(Qt )
The covariance matrix of Cj(t), j = l,...,n converges to a
non-singular limit for otherwise Ea.P-(t) = 0 for some nonj 3 3
zero a^ , which contradicts the independence of the Xj •
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As above
iz{Cj(t)+J_.(ch (t)-E;(t))}{£(t)-(bo-Is)(£;h (t)-£(t))},
= o (qt)
hence the regression mean square for the regression of 
e (t) - (bQ-Is) {eh (t)-e (t) } on C j (t)+j\ (eh (t)-e (t) ) ,
j = l,...,n is O(Q^) . Hence the residual mean square is
A  -j
t = —Z{e (t) - (b -i ) (e (t) -£ (t)) }{s (t) - (b -i ) (e, (t)-e(t))}' + o(Q*)Ta T o s h o s h To
= ^ Ze(t)e(t)' + K^h/T + Op(log T/T) 
where
as in general B (0)  ^I . This concludes (d). □o s
The argument below (5.2.12) used to construct Cj (t) , 
j = l,...,n and to show its covariance matrix converges to
j = l,...,n in (b). This completes the remaining step in 
proving corollary 3.4.5. □
(iv) Theorem 3.4.6
~  -'S  ^  / \  A AHere e(t) = b ay(t) , where a, b are estimates 
obtained from stage II. We need to minimise
(5.2.13) iz{ay(t)-(b-l)£(t)}2
over ARMA(p,q) when p > p , q > q . We haveo o
ay (t) - (b-1) e (t) = (ab-ba)b ^y(t) + e(t) .
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A /N  / \When p > p , q > q , all of the parameters in ab-ba are
not freely varying, however we obtain a lower bound for
(5.2.13) by assuming they are free. Thus we regress c(t)
on b y(t-j) , j = 1,...,n , where n = max{p+q , q+p} . The
^-1covariance matrix of the b y(t-j), j = l,...,n converges 
to a non singular limit because, for sufficiently large T , 
the zeros of b(z) are within |z| = 1  , in probability, 
(corollary 3.4.3) hence b y(t) is a stationary process 
having a spectral density that is bounded away from zero.
The coefficients of (ab -ba )b are decreasing geometri-
0 Ü
cally, indeed they are 0p (Qt p “*) , p > 1 , as the coefficients
/\ /\of ab -ba are 0(Qm) . Henceo o  i
T
^ E {e(t)-e(t) }b 1y(t-j)
T
= ^ E { (ab -ba )b 1b 1y(t)}{b 1y(t-j)}J- 1 o o o
and
Op (QT)
^ Ee(t)b 1y(t-j) i Ze(t)b 1y(t-j) + Op (QT)
= Op (QT ) .
Consequently the residual mean square of the regression of 
~ - l
e (t) on b y(t-j) is bounded below by 
(5.2.14) I Ee (t)2 + Op (Q2) .
Now
Y Z(e(t)-e(t)) i E{ (ab -ba )b 1b 1y(t)}2 1 1 0 0 0
V qt>
and
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~  E (e (t)-e (t) ) e (t) = ^ E{(ab -ba )b 1b 1y(t)}e(t) 
i 1 -L 1 0 0 0
= Op (QT> '
A Athe latter equality is because ab -ba has no constant termo o
so that only y(t-j), j > 1 occur in that expression. Hence
(5.2.14) is
1 Ti Ee(t) 2 + 0p (Q2) .
When either p < p or q < q minimise (5.2.13) by regress-o o
on y (t) on y(t-j), j = l,...,p , e(t-j), j = l,...,q . 
Denote the vector of regressors by R(t) and derive R(t) 
from R(t) by replacing e(t-j) by e(t-j) in R(t) .
Using the above results
T T
^ LR(t)R(t)’ = i ER(t)R(t)’ + Op(QT) .
1 TAs either P ^ P  or q ^ q  , =? £R(t)R(t) 1 converges to ao o T i
non singular limit. As
T T
I Iy(t)R(t)’ = i Ey(t)R(t)’ + 0p (QT)
the residual mean square for the regression procedure is the 
same as
(5.2.15) min ~  
where
I M  = ^ E I y (t) elta) I 2
and the minimum is over the set ARMA(p,q) . When p = p ,o
q = q , put a = a  , b = b  in (5.2.15) giving an upper bound 
0 0 0
1 Ti p  (t) 2 + Op (Q2) ,
I (u)| (ab - (b—1) a + 0D (Q2)0 0 0 P T
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but when either p < p or q < q (5.2.15) is bounded
above the latter quantity. Thus (3.4.14) is minimised
at P = P / q = q in probability o o
(v) Theorem 3.4.7
If either p < p or q < q theno o
BIC (p,q)-BIC (pQ,qQ) = BIC(p,q)-BIC(p^) + Op (log T/T)
which is positive as $ is bounded above $p ng Thuso^o
BIC (i,j) does not attain its minimum at (p,q) . Let
min{i-p , j-q } = v > 0 then o o
BICP q (Po'q o)_BICP q U 'j) 0 0 0 0
log t -log t . .-h{oo2 (0)-W2 (v) }/T + (p -i+q -j)log T/T .Tp q Ti: p q p q o o0 0 0 0 0 0
From (3.4.11) this quantity is
(p -i+q -j)log T/T + o_(log T/T) < 0 . 
0 0 F
When i < p , or j < p the above argument shows that o o
BIC (p q ) < BIC (i,j) •p q o o  p q0 0 0 0
Thus the minimum of BIC (i,j) is attained at (p ,q )p o q o o o
and the theorem is proved.
§5.3 Stage III
(i) Theorem 3.5.2
/\Asymptotically, the order estimates {p,ql obtained
at stage II exceed the true orders, 
corollary 3.4.3 we have that
From theorem 3.4.2,
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a(.z) = v (z) a (z) + 0(Q ) , b(z) = v(z)b (z)+0(Q )
0 -L 0 1
and, for sufficiently large T , v(z) is stable. Hence the 
coefficients of
r 1-v ~ ^-1 -1 -1(vb -b)b b v 0 0
b- 2 -  - 1,-2 a-v b ao (vb (ab -ba )+(vb -b)ba 0 0 0 0 )b
are decreasing as 0(QTp -1) , p > 1 . As in §5.2 (iv) this
means that the covariances of p(t),£(t),e (t) are estimated,
up to a term that is 0(QT) , by the corresponding covariances
of n (t) = v "^b '*'y(t) , £ (t) = -v ^b 1e (t) ,e(t) . We esti- o o o  o
mate
$pq = inf{^E{e(t) + an(t) + b£(t)}2} ,
(the infinum is taken over ARMA(p,q)) by regressing 
e (t) +n (t) +E, (t) on n(t-j), j = 1, . . . , p ; £(t-j), j = l,...,q. 
The calculation is similar to §5.2 (iv) so we omit many of the 
details.
When either p < p or q < q or when p = p ando o  o
q = q the covariance matrix of the regressors n(t-j), o
j = l,...,p; £(t-j), j = 1,...,q converges to a non singular 
limit, so in this case
(5.3.1) t = inf — £{e (t) + aV (t) - bv b^ 1£ (t) }2 + 0(Q2)Tpq T i o o T
where the infinum is over ARMA(p,q) . When p = p , qo
put a = a , b = b in the above expression, wheno o
When either
ip q < k ?£'(t)2 + 0(QT> '0 0
p < p  or q < q  (5.3.1) converges too o
q 0
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t  r71• -p 0inf 2 tt “ IT 1-v ^ (ab -ba ) I 2doio o  o o
$. + inf ^
r TT
-TT
v 1a 1b 1 (ab -ba ) I 2doo 
0 0 0 0
>  i + c , c >  0 .0
Of course the above infimum is over A R M A (p , q ) . Thus
(3.5.11) cannot attain a minimum if either p <  p oro
q <  q . o
Notice that both n(t), £ (t) are linear combinations 
of b 2y(t-j), j = 1,...,max{p,q} . Thus the span of
— 2 /\ /\(5.3.2) b y(t-j), j = 1,...,max{p+q,q+p}
contains the regressors n(t-j), j = ; £(t-j),
j = . Furthermore the covariance matrix of the vari­
ables (5.3.2) converges to a non singular limit. When
p >  p and q >  q we obtain a lower bound for t byo o  P<1
regressing e (t)+n(t)+£(t) on (5.3.2). As above,we estimate
the bound up to terms that are O(Q^) by regressing e(t)+
-2 -2 ~n (t)+£ (t) on v b y(t-j), j = 1,...,max{p+q,q+p} . But o o  o
- 2 - 2n (t)+£ (t) = (b -a )v b y(t-j) which belongs to the span 
0 0 0 0 0
of the regressors. Thus we are left with regressing £ (t)
_2 — 2 /\ /\on v b y(t-j), j = 1,...,max{p+q,q+p} . Hereo
T
h £e(t){v 2b 2y(t-j)} = 0(Q ) , j >  11 1  o i
hence the residual mean square is 
i Tip ^e(t)2 + 0(Q2)
which is the lower bound for
attain a minimum when p >  p 
complete.
Thus (3.5.11) cannot pq
q > q and the theorem is
□
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§5.4 Transfer function models
(i) Theorem 3.6.1 (stage (iia))
For any pair {n ,n }
3 4
T
£n = inf E[(j)hy (t) + (c-l) $hz (t)-dJhz (t) ] 2 }
3 4
where the infinum is taken over Cc(z),d(z)] G ARMA(n ,n ) .
3 4
A A A
As cj)hy (t) = e;^ (t) + ^ z  (t) the expression to be minimised 
is
T
^ E[eh (t) + (cijlh-d$h ) z (t) ]2 .
>\
Consider n > n , n > n . A lower bound for t
3 03 4 04 n 3 ' n 4
is obtained by regressing e^(t) on z(t-j), j=l,...,p =
max{n ,n } + h . The smallest eigenvalue of r is3 4 z ,p
bounded away from zero as in lemma 4.2.1. When 0 <  j < HT 
izeh (t) z (t-j ) = j^ Le (t) z (t-j) + i-Z { eh (t) -e (t) } z (t- j )
= 0(Qt ) , a . s .
For 1 < j < h note that
^ Zeh (t)z(t-j)
- h
= Yyz (“j)+^4>h (k) Yyz (k-j)+$h (k) Yz (k-j) ] = 0
1 ~Note that in calculating expressions such as (t) z (t-j )
we are acting as if z(t) is zero outside 0 < s <  T . Thus
1only a finite member of terms in — Ee^(t)z(t,p) are non 
zero and
in n > § z£h (t) 2-{|zeh (t)z(t,p) ' >r"1 {|l£h (t) z (t,p) } 
(5.4.1)
= izeh (t)2 + 0(Q2) a .s .
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Consider the case when either n <  n
3 0 3 or n <  n4 0 4
when n Let R
0 3 0 4 n 3'n 4
(t)
[4^z (t-l) , . . ./4^z (t”n 3) / (j>^ z (t-1) , . . . , cj^ z (t-n )]' and derive
l (t) from R (t) by replacing <j>h , \ph
Al^/1A4 Ilg 11 -I*
by $ , \ f j  o o
in R (t) . As h = {log T/(-2 log p )}(l+o(l)) ,
n 3'n 4
£ ||$h (j)-4>(j) /$h (j)“^(j) || = 0(hQT ) a . s
from corollary 3.3.2. The covariances of (t-j) (t-k)
are approximated up to 0(QT ) by the corresponding covariances
of <J) z(t-j), ip z (t-k) . Hereo o
^ { ( ♦ h-<l> )z(t)}{Jh z(t-k )}
(5.4.2)
by truncating the sums Z<J> (j)z(t-j) at K = c log T as ino o  1
evaluating (5.2.6), (5.2.7). As |r
‘T' ------ ------- J “T’h- >^o ]‘z ,Kt
<  c <  oo ,  (5.4.2)Z , Kip 1
is O (Qrp) , a . s . Similarly C 4)^ — 0 _ 3 f _ v  ] = O(hQ^) a.s.
hence
(5.4.3) i;EUh z (t) }{Jh z (t-j) } = z (t) }{$ z (t-j) } + 0(Qt )
a.s.
The covariance matrix
(5.4.4) C(T) = (t)R (t) ’=,n n ,n
4 3 4
— Z R (t) RT n ,n n
3 4 3
(t) + o (qt)
which converges to a non singular limit. Indeed, if the limit
is singular, then for some non zero vector a = (c (1) , . . . ,c (n ),
-i 3-d (1) , . . . ,-d (n ))', a'C(T)a 0 . Put c(z) = £ c(j)z J ,4 1n 4 -d(z) = Z d(j)z J then the limit of a'C(T)a is
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TT
- T T
Cljj -d(j)0 0 'dF (w) z
r TT 
' - T T
^ d F  ( GO ) Z
which cannot be zero unless n >  n , n >  n . Denote
3 0 3 4 0 4
n (t)R (t) ' by C (T) . Using an argument similar
x  n 3 / I 1 ‘+ n 3 ' n 4
to that justifying (5.4.3) we can show
^Zeh (t)$hz (t-j) = ize(t)<J>oZ(t-j) + 0 ( Q T ) a.s.
thus
^Z{$hy(t)}{$h z(t-j)} = |z{$h z(t)+e^(t)}{$K z(t-j)}
= z(t)H^j z(t-j)}+0(Q ) a.s1 0 0 I
A ^
We evaluate t by regressing $,y(t) on
 ^ n o3,no4 n
R ^ (t) . The vector of regression coefficients is
n 0 3 , n ö4
(5.4.5)
a = -C(T) 1 {il$hy(t)Rn (t) }
0 3 0 4
= -{C(T)+0(Q ) z (t) }R (t)+0(Q„)}i 1 o n , n T0 3 0 4
= -C(T)_1{k{<(- z (t ) } R (t) } + O (Q )1 o n , n T0 3 O h
= -Cc (1) ,...,c (n ) ,-d (1),...,-d (n )],+0(Qrp)
0 0 0 3 0  0 0 4  T
a.s.
Thus the residual mean square is
(5.4.6)
-E{eh (t)+$h z(t)}2- a 'C(T)a + 0(Q*) a.s.
-Z{e, (t)+iK z (t) } -a'C (T) a + O(Q^) a.
Now a'R ^ (t) = -(c -1) ip z (t) +dcj> z (t)
n  r n  0 0 00 3 0 4
= Z (t)0
thus (5.4.6) becomes
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|E£h (t)2 + |seh (t){$h z(t) } + 0(Q2) a . s .
The second term is identically zero as —Ze(t)z(t-j) = 0 , 
j = 1 , . . . ,h hence
n ,n
0 3 0 4
^■Esh (t) 2 + 0(Q2) a.s.
This, together with (5.4.1) shows that for c sufficiently
large,
log t +(n +n )c log log T/Tn , n 3 4 o
3 4
is increasing as n , n increase beyond n , n3 4 0 3 0 4
When n <  n or n <  n we have shown that the
3 0 3 4 0 4
regression mean square for the regression of $^y(t) on
A n (t) converges to
3 / 4
dl.*- (z)R (t) ' }C(T)"1 { k 1|) (z)R (t) }i o  n ,n i o n ,n3 4 3 4
inf
- T T
I (c — 1) ip —d0 I 2dF (oj) + o(l) 
0 0 z
x 1 03 — nwhere the infinum is taken over c(z) = 1 + Z c(j)z J ,
• 1 
d(z) = Z d(z)z J . Then the residual mean square is
A -l
t =  — Z e (t )2 +infTn ,n T
3 4
/■TT
“ TT
I cip -d(p I 2dF (oo) + o(l) 
0 0 z
>iz£(t) 2 + c , c >  0
as n <  n or n <  n . Thus
3 0 3 4 0 4
^  A
log t + (n +n )C(T)/T >  log t + (n +n )C(T)/Tn , n  3 4  n ,n u 3 0 43 4 0 3 O h
if C(T)/T -► 0 and the proof is complete.
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(ii) Stage (iib)
We consider the minimisation of
-Z{an (t)- (b-1)sh (t)}2
for [a(z),b(z)] G ARMA(n ,n ) . We follow the notation and
1 2
definitions of theorem 3.4.2 as closely as possible and only 
discuss the essential changes here.
an(t)-(b-l)eh (t) = SxiRi (t) + S(t) + (v-l)U(t)
j J J
where
R. (t) = b 1n(t-j) + ^ [ a  b 1n(t)-e. (t) ]3 o 3 o o n
S(t) = a b_1n(t)-(b -1) [a b-1n (t)-e, (t) ] o o  o o o  n
U(t) = b ( a b  1n(t)-e(t)) o o o  n
/\ A
We have shown (5.4.5) that the coefficients of c-c , d-do o
Aare 0(QT ) , a.s. hence for sufficiently large T , c(z) is
-1^-1 -1 ~stable. Denote a b  c c (cd -dc ) by g(z) . The coeffi-0 0 O o o
cients of g(z) decrease as 0(Qt p “*) , p > 1 , and
a b 1n (t) = gz (t) + e (t) .o o
Because of this we can show that
(5.4.7)
^Z{a b 1n (t)-e, (t) } {a b 1n (t- j )-e, (t- j ) } -J- o o  n o o  n
-E{e (t)-eh (t) H e  (t-j)-eh (t-j) } + O(Q^) .
To establish (5.4.7) note that {gz (t) Hg z  (t- j) } = O(Q^) 
as in §5.2 (iv) and
^£{gz (t) H e  (t-j)-e, (t-j) } = 0(Q2)
because -Zz(t-k){e(t-j)-eh (t-j)} = 0(QT )
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We check the steps in proving theorem 3.4.2.
(a) Regress S(t) on (t), j = l,...,n . This requires 
that the covariance matrix of the R^(t) converges to a non 
singular limit. As
|e r . (t)Rk (t) = is{bo1n(t-j) }{bo1n(t-k)} + o (q£)
from (5.4.7). Similarly b ^n(t-j)
0
hence
a 1e(t-j) + a 1gz(t-j) o o
ijR. (t)Rk (t) = j K a ^Elt-jjHajslt-k)} + 0(Q*)
which shows the required covariance matrix has a non singular 
limit. Similarly,
|zS(t)R. (t) = 0(Qt )
hence Xj = °(QT) a.s. as in theorem 3.4.2.
(b) Obtain the residuals U(t-j) + Ea.(k)R,(t) from3 K
regressing U(t-j) on the R^ .(t) . We only require that 
cu (k) = 0(Qt) which holds because j^ EU (t) Rj (t) = 0(QT) .
(c) Regress S (t) on U(t-j) + Ea.(k)R,(t) . Here3 K
|z{U(t-j)+Ia, (k)Rk (t) }{U(t-Jl)+Za4 (k)Rk (t) }
= I EU(t-j)U(t-A) + 0(Q*)
= ^E{b (e(t-j)-eh (t-j))}{b (e(t-£)-eh (t-i))}+0(Q^) 
from (5.4.7). Similarly
^ Is (t) {u (t-j) + Zot_. (k) Rk (t) }
= ^E{e(t)-(b -i)[e(t)-e, Ct)]}{b[e(t-j)-e, (t-j)]} + o(Q*)i o n o n T
using the same argument as in (5.4.7). Now exactly the same 
conclusions of theorem 3.4.2 hold since the covariances need
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to be evaluated to an accuracy of op (log T/T).
The conclusions of theorems 3.4.6, 3.4.7 are similarly 
justified. □
(iii) Theorem 3.6.2, stage (iii)
Partition t = where consists of theN S N
parameters of the noise model and contains the para­
meters of the output model. Partition t , t similarly.o
Let
*N = *  ^ ab(t)5a b (t)' .
In stage (iii) we calculate
hence
(5.4.8)
xtTxN = a n 1{? 25ab(t)S(t)}
XN ToN AN z5ab (t) £ (t) }
+ 25 . (t) [ (e (t) -e (t)) + 5 . (t) ' (t -t „) ]} .N T ab ab N qN
We show 
iS
A11 A12 
A21 A22
+ 0(1) a.s. A typical element of
^£{b 1n(t)}{b 1e(t)}
(5.4.9) k { a  1e(t)Hb 1 £ (t) } + 0(Q„,) 
1 0 0 1
A12 ( j ,j) +o(l)
^ ■ - 1 ^  -1 -1Here b n(t) = a gz(t) + a (t) where g(z) is definedo o
in §5.4 (ii) and hence the coefficients of a ^g decrease ato
a rate 0(£>Tp )^ , p > 1 . Furthermore
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b (t) = b ^e(t)+b ^b ^(a b-b a)a ^s(t)+b ^gz(t) .o o o o o o  o
- 1~-1 ~  ^  -1 -1Again the coefficients of b b (a b-b a)a , b g areo o o o  o
decreasing as 0(QTp ^), p >  1 . Now the argument used to 
establish (5.4.7) serves to establish (5.4.9). As in Dunsmuir 
and Hannan (1976), Hannan, Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980) we can 
establish that
<jC
V {7r E5a b (t)e(t)} " N(0'
The theorem is proved if we show
(5.4.10) i Z5abC(e(t)-£(t))+5a b (t) ’ (tn -t oN)] = o (T h )
As " < V 1)5a (t) + <Vl>«b<t> '
e(t)-e(t)+Sa b (t) ' (t n -t oN)
e(t)-e(t) + (a-a )£ (t) + (b-b )?. (t)0 U 0 O
/\ /\{b ^b 1 (ab -ba ) (b-b )}n(t)+{c ^c ^(c d-d c)}z(t) o o o o  o o o
_2 — 2.  ^ /\The coefficients of {b b (ab -ba ) (b-b )} are decreasing0 0 0 0
geometrically as 0(Q^,p ^) , p >  1 thus we obtain
/\ /\
k s ah{[b 2b 1 (ab -ba ) (b-b ) ]n (t ) } = 0 (q £)
! U D  0 0 0 0  1
^En(t)z(t-j) = — Z (ri (t)~n (t) )z (t-j) + 0(Qt )
_2_  ^ /nusing lemma 4.1.4, and n(t)-n(t) = (c d -c d)z(t) , whereo o““ 1 ^ 1  ^ ^the coefficients of c c (cd -dc ) are decreasing as
0 0 0
0(Qt p -1) , p >  1 , jjZn (t) z (t-j ) = 0(Qt ) . Consequently
k e  (t){c 1c 1 (c d-d c) }z (t) 
l a. o o o
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= - I  lb 1 n (t) {S 1c 1 (C d-d £)}z(t) = 0(Q*) .T 0 0 0 L
_ 2 ^ ^In a similar way, as ^(t) = b an (t) ,
i Z£, (t){c 1 c 1 (c d-d c) }z (t) = 0(Q*) .
I D  0 0 0 1
- kHence (5.4.10) is o (T ) as required. The same argument 
carries over to prove the asymptotic efficiency for the para­
meter estimates of the output model. □
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